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Catching carp is much more than just fishing, it’s a state of mind. And that state of mind 
requires patience, attention to detail, dedication and being somewhat of a perfectionist 
– which all happen to also be traits of the team at Prologic. We live and breathe carp 
fishing as much as our customers and we are totally dedicated to help them in their 
pursuit of catching Europe’s most popular freshwater fish. Whether you are targeting 
your first ever carp, a specific and famous fish, or a new personal best, Prologic is your 
one-stop shop to equip yourself with high-quality, well-designed fishing tackle that will 
last you a lifetime of memories.

Our fanatical team spends many hours on the bank, coming up with new ideas to make 
the Prologic range even more complete and also ways in which it can improve existing 
products to ensure you enjoy some unforgettable carp fishing adventures. Perhaps the 
most significant introduction to the Prologic family this year is that of premium quality 
carp fishing reels – a long-awaited introduction with unique features that mean you can 
complete the circle with your Prologic gear. While this is the headline act, there is plenty 
more of new and exciting Prologic product launches this year besides that. We have ex-
panded our range of bivvies, luggage, carp care products and bankware – all designed 
to work in harmony together to ensure you create special carp fishing memories every 
time you are on the bank.
 
One of our main goals with every product we make under the Prologic name is to 
inspire. So much so, that several of our ranges are named after that very word. Carp 
fishing culture is in our blood, and we want to share that passion with everyone – wheth-
er it’s seasoned, lifelong carpers or those thinking about giving it a go for the first time 
– Prologic is designed for inspiring times. 
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The Prologic circle is complete – now you can add reels from your favourite carp 
fishing brand to your tackle armoury.

To create a range of reels worthy of the Prologic name, we had to go back to the 
drawing board and start from scratch. There was no way that reels ‘bought off the 
shelf’ were going to cut it, so we spent more than two years working on a new range 
from the ground up. The project represents the biggest investment in tooling in the 
whole history of the company – not a single corner has been cut.

More important than the time and money we invested in this range, is the passion. 
We worked closely with an elite team of experience carp anglers from around Eu-
rope to help us create reels that answer the demands of anglers of all different 
abilities and carry a modern, carpy look with excellent gearing. From the very first 
concept through to the finished product, these reels are truly made for anglers by 
anglers. We went the extra mile, and then some!

Everywhere you look, these reels are dripping with quality and innovative ideas. A 
great example is in the Bite & Fight reels – instead of choosing to use either a quick-
drag system or a regular freespool system, we have combined the two into one 
reel, giving you maximum choice and control when playing the carp of your dreams. 
Another huge innovation is our proprietary DuraGrease, which has been completely 
custom made for these reels. Unlike traditional reel greases, DuraGrease performs 
consistently in temperatures between -30°C to 160°C and offers a much better stick-
iness ensuring that the gears are always coated with a layer of it, even when touch-
ing. This hugely improves corrosion resistance, smoothness and makes the internals 
of the reel much more durable. It’s also totally biodegradable.

Elsewhere, we used three different types of Torqueshift gearing made from zinc, 
CNC aluminium or CNC brass and three different types of Friction Control Drag 
systems made from either felt, carbon fibre or a fibreglass and carbon blend. Other 
innovations include our, Hydro Seals to protect against water and debris ingress, 
a Double Sided carbon dragwashers to provide a more consistent pressure for the 
drag system and much more. 

We left nothing to chance with the Prologic reel collection, we poured our hearts and 
souls into them so you can tame any carp – whether it’s your first or your biggest – 
with confidence and control.
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Fixed Gear Construction (FGC)
In a reel with FGC, the oscillation gear is fixed directly 
to the body of the reel. This offers a hugely stable and 
smooth-feeling gear, and also vastly extends the lifespan 
of spinning reels.

UPLL+ (Uniformed Parallel Line Lay Plus)
Our specially designed worm shaft with su-
per-slow oscillation means that you’ll achieve 
impeccable line lay on the spool every time. This 
helps to increase casting distance and efficien-
cy even with fine braid or mono. UPLL+ offers a 
level of consistency in line lay that is unmatched 
in the market.

UPLL (Uniformed Parallel Line Lay)
Using our specially designed worm shaft, reels 
with UPLL offer impeccable line lay on the spool, 
which helps to increase casting distance and 
efficiency, even when using fine braid or mono. 
The consistency is simply unrivalled. 

This drag system uses oiled, felt drag washers, 
which offer a smooth and strong performance.

Friction Control System 1

This drag system uses washers made from car-
bon fibre – this offers an ultra-smooth and more 
powerful drag.

Friction Control System 2

The washers used in this drag system are made in 
a three-layer design – a fibreglass layer with a car-
bon fibre layer on either side. This gives the wash-
ers unrivalled stiffness resulting in an ultra-smooth 
and powerful, fish-stopping drag. The washers can 
also be flipped over and used on either side, ex-
tending their lifespan significantly. One of the pre-
mier drag systems used in Prologic reels.

Friction Control System 3

Hydro Sealed Drag 
HS-Drags feature a rubber gasket 
to protect the drag system from 
water ingress, which keeps the sys-
tem smooth, powerful and reliable.
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Thanks to enabling ex-
tended spool lift, DLM 
means that line will be 
perfectly distributed over 
the entire spool. This is a 
key feature on many mod-
ern spinning reels and 
supports improved drag 
function, allowing anglers 
to make longer and more 
accurate casts.

CCS-Fast Drag
Things happen quickly when a big fish is 
hooked, so you need to be able to react as 
fast as you can. With our CCS-Fast Drag you 
can take your drag from fully open to fully 
closed in just two full turns of the drag knob 
– meaning you have total control over how 
you play a fish.

This integrated freespool system 
allows you to instantly add con-
trolled stopping power to the fight 
when a monster carp decides to 
make a run for it. It’s separate from 
the standard drag system on the 
reel, but still features smooth and 
precise control – giving you full 
confidence to act quickly and help 
you capture your next PB.

The Aero Lip is designed 
to help anglers vastly in-
crease their casting dis-
tance and accuracy. The 
specific, fine-tuned angle 
of the lip allows the line 
to leave the spool with far 
less friction when casting 
than in standard reels.

With the BR-S, there’s no more need to use 
monofilament as backing on your reels. The 
spool is supplied with either a rubber band 
or engraved knurling that stops braided line 
slipping when under heavy pressure. Nothing 
should slip when you’re playing a big fish.

Graphite Reinforced Composite
GRC rotors and bodies are made from a super strong graph-
ite composite material that is also designed to be durable, 
lightweight and corrosion resistant. Bodies and rotors made 
from this material are tough, stable and built to last.

Carbon Reinforced Composite 
CRC rotors and bodies are designed to offer lower 
weight and increased stiffness and strength. This material 
doesn’t bend easily and can handle extreme force better 
than standard graphite materials.  

Precision Cut Tactical Folding Handle
A strong and durable handle that can be folded away eas-
ily when not in use. It features a smart one-touch design 
that means you can easily adjust it to the winding position 
with a simple movement.

One place on a reel where you can’t 
compromise on strength and sta-
bility is the handle. That’s why we 
have created this super-strong alu-
minium machine-cut handle, which 
gives you extreme cranking power 
and momentum the moment you 
start reeling in, as well as stability 
you can depend on. 
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This is our, unique, proprietary grease devel-
oped especially for Prologic reels that protects 
the gearing from corrosion and wear. The grease 
is steam resistant, water and saltwater resistant 
and operates between -30◦C to 160◦C, which 
should cover just about any fishing situation on 
planet Earth. It’s also biodegradable. With Dura-
Grease, reels will perform at their best for longer.

A diecast gearing system for long-lasting and durable performance. It smoothy 
and efficiently transfers power from the handle directly to the reel’s rotor.  

A machine-cut aluminium pinion and/or drive gear for maximum performance and 
durability. It smoothy and efficiently transfers power from the handle directly to the 
reel’s rotor.  

A proprietary oil developed especially for Prolog-
ic that offers excellent protection for the compo-
nents of a reel against corrosion and wear. Dura 
Oil works by creating a special film around treat-
ed parts, which shields them from a whole host 
of hostile forces including damage, debris, water 
and wear.
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ELEMENT XDFULCRUM XD FULCRUM XD BF

DuraOil • • • • • • • •

DuraGrease • • • • • • • •

SST Handle • • • • • •

TF-Handle • • • •

Graphite Reinforced Composite Body • • • • • • • •

Graphite Reinforced Composite Rotor • • • • • • • •

Fixed Gear Construction • • •

Braid Ready Spool • • • •

Dynamic Line Management • • • • • • • •

Felt drag system (FSC-1) • • •

Carbon drag system (FSC-2) • • •

Double-sided carbon dragsystem (FSC-3) • •

Uniformed Parrell Line Lay •

Uniformed Parrell Line Lay Plus • • • •

Compression Coiled System - Fast Drag • • • • • • •

Bite&Fight • • • • •

Sealed HS-Drag • • • • •

TorqueShift (TS1) • • • • • • • •

Aero Lip • • • • • • • •

PROLOGIC 
REEL 
FEATURES
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ELEMENT XD BF ELEMENT BF AVENGER XD AVENGER BF C-SERIES BF

DuraOil • • • • • • • •

DuraGrease • • • • • • • •

SST Handle • • • • • •

TF-Handle • • • •

Graphite Reinforced Composite Body • • • • • • • •

Graphite Reinforced Composite Rotor • • • • • • • •

Fixed Gear Construction • • •

Braid Ready Spool • • • •

Dynamic Line Management • • • • • • • •

Felt drag system (FSC-1) • • •

Carbon drag system (FSC-2) • • •

Double-sided carbon dragsystem (FSC-3) • •

Uniformed Parrell Line Lay •

Uniformed Parrell Line Lay Plus • • • •

Compression Coiled System - Fast Drag • • • • • • •

Bite&Fight • • • • •

Sealed HS-Drag • • • • •

TorqueShift (TS1) • • • • • • • •

Aero Lip • • • • • • • •
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74794 5000 FD 5+1BB 587G 4.8:1 200M/0.35MM 100CM 8KG -

74795 6000 FD 5+1BB 587G 4.8:1 300M/0.35MM 100CM 8KG -

74796 7000 FD 5+1BB 772G 4.3:1 400M/0.35MM 100CM 8KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG SPOOL CAPACITY PRICE

74798 5000 FD 200M/0.35MM -

74799 6000 FD 300M/0.35MM -

74800 7000 FD 400M/0.35MM -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM XD
For carp anglers, the name Prologic stands for quality and durability – and that’s 
the ethos we’ve poured into our new Fulcrum carp reels. The super strong and 
even more stylish Fulcrum XD series is made not only for excellent performance 
but also to help you achieve long casting distances with ease. Featuring ultra-slow 
oscillation for a perfect line lay, an incredibly durable stainless main shaft and 5+1 
sealed steel ball bearings for power and performance, and innovative touches like 
our proprietary DuraGrease, this reel won’t let you down. Available in the hugely 
popular 7000 size and two smaller sizes for stalking situations, we think this lays a 
claim to being the best carp reel series on the market.

• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• Two line clips
• 5+1 sealed steel ball bearings (IAR stainless)
• Stainless 7mm main shaft
• Knurling on spool
• One-touch CNC handle with wooden knob
• Carbon drag system
• Ultra-slow worm shaft oscillation

FULCRUM XD
Product Code: PLP007

FULCRUM XD SPARE SPOOL
Product Code: PLP009
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74797 7000 BF 5+1BB 772G 4.3:1 400M/0.35MM 100CM 8KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG SPOOL CAPACITY PRICE

74800 7000 FD 400M/0.35MM -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM XD BF
For carp anglers, the name Prologic stands for quality and durability – and that’s 
the ethos we’ve poured into our new Fulcrum carp reels. The super strong and 
even more stylish Fulcrum XD BF features ultra-slow oscillation for smooth and 
even line lay, an incredibly durable stainless main shaft and 5+1 sealed steel ball 
bearings for power and performance, and innovative touches like our proprietary 
DuraGrease, carbon drag system and Bite & Fight function. Made in the hugely 
popular 7000 size, we think this lays a claim to being one of the best carp reels on 
the market.

• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• Fast Drag system
• Two line clips
• 5+1 sealed steel ball bearings (IAR stainless)
• Stainless 7mm main shaft
• Knurling on spool
• One-touch CNC handle with wooden knob
• Carbon drag system
• Ultra-slow worm shaft oscillation
• Bite & Fight function 

FULCRUM XD BF
Product Code: PLP008

FULCRUM XD SPARE SPOOL
Product Code: PLP009
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74710 7000 FD 6+1BB 772G 4.1:1 400M/0.35MM 94CM 19KG -

74711 8000 FD 6+1BB 618G 4.1:1 450M/0.35MM 94CM 19KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT XD
Product Code: PLP004
Offering the perfect balance between lightness, strength and smooth per-
formance the Element XD is built on a graphite frame with ABS/1k carbon 
side plates. It also features a forged, super long stroke aluminium spool, 
6+1 stainless steel ball bearings for smoothness under heavy retrieve 
pressure, and a powerful but equally smooth carbon fibre drag system. 
The super slow oscillation system gives unparalleled line lay over the 
spool to aid with long distance casting, while a classy carbon handle and 
knob give an eye-pleasing finish. With a high level of corrosion resistance, 
this reel just keeps asking for more no matter how hard you punish it.

• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• 6+1 sealed steel ball bearings (IAR stainless)
• Stainless drag washers
• Stainless main shaft
• CNC handle with carbon knob
• Carbon drag system
• Ultra-slow worm shaft oscillation
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74712 7000 BF 6+1BB 661G 4.1:1 450M/0.35MM 94CM 19KG -

74713 8000 BF 6+1BB 672G 4.1:1 420M/0.40MM 94CM 19KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT XD BF
Product Code: PLP005
Offering the perfect balance between lightness, strength and smooth 
performance the Element XD BF is built on a graphite frame with ABS/1k 
carbon side plates. It also features a forged, super long stroke aluminium 
spool, 6+1 stainless steel ball bearings for smoothness under heavy re-
trieve pressure, and a powerful but equally smooth carbon fibre drag sys-
tem. The super slow oscillation system gives unparalleled line lay over the 
spool to aid with long distance casting, while a classy carbon handle and 
knob give an eye-pleasing finish. With a high level of corrosion resistance, 
this reel just keeps asking for more no matter how hard you punish it.

• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• 6+1 sealed steel ball bearings (IAR stainless)
• Stainless drag washers
• Stainless main shaft
• CNC handle with carbon knob
• Carbon drag system
• Ultra-slow worm shaft oscillation 
• Bite & Fight
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Spare spoolSpare spoolGraphiteGraphite

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74704 3000 BF 9+1BB 316G 5.2:1 280M/0.25MM 78CM 8KG -

74705 4000 BF 9+1BB 337G 5.2:1 340M/0.25MM 84CM 8KG -

74706 5000 BF 9+1BB 404G 5.1:1 200M/0.35MM 89CM 11KG -

74707 6000 BF 9+1BB 428G 5.1:1 340M/0.35MM 96CM 11KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT BF
Product Code: PLP002
For those carp anglers who demand that little something extra 
from their gear, the Prologic Element BF range has the solu-
tions. Featuring an industry first combination of a quick drag 
and Bite & Fight function in one reel, you can use either classic 
free spool or a completely open drag that can be set to fighting 
mode with just one turn of the drag knob. Combine that with 
other high performance features such as our proprietary Dura-
Grease, a fixed gear construction, knurled spool, and 9+1 steel 
ball bearings, and this reel represents premium performance at 
a practical price point.

• Fast Drag system
• Graphite body and rotor
• Fixed gear construction
• DuraGrease
• 9+1 Steel ball bearings (3+1 Stainless)
• Carbon handle knob
• Spare graphite spool
• Bite & Fight function
• Including spare graphite spool
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Spare spoolSpare spoolGraphiteGraphite

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74708 7000 FD 5+1BB 628G 4.1:1 340M/0.40MM 94CM 18KG -

74709 8000 FD 5+1BB 637G 4.1:1 330M/0.45MM 94CM 18KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

76026 7000 FD 5+1BB 628G 4.1:1 340M/0.40MM 94CM 18KG -

76027 8000 FD 5+1BB 637G 4.1:1 330M/0.45MM 94CM 18KG -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER XD
When casting long distances, you need tackle you can 
rely on… enter the Avenger XD (XD stands for extra 
distance) – a reel that offers fine technology at a very 
reasonable price. Featuring a long stroke spool and worm 
shaft oscillation, the reel creates excellent line lay that 
enables extreme casting with minimal friction. As well as 
helping with long casts, the Avenger XD is tough – it has 
an extra strong stainless steel axis, 5+1 sealed stainless 
ball bearings and a carbon drag system, which all combine 
to offer enormous power reserves during battles with 
monster carp.

• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• 5+1 sealed steel ball bearings (IAR stainless)
• Stainless drag washers
• Stainless main shaft
• Graphite spare spool
• One-touch CNC handle with wooden knob
• Carbon drag system
• Worm shaft oscillation
• Also available with SST Handle

AVENGER XD WITH SST HANDLE
Product Code: PLP011

AVENGER XD WITH TF HANDLE
Product Code: PLP003
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

Spare spoolSpare spoolGraphiteGraphite

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74700 3000 BF 5+1BB 315G 5.1:1 280M/0.25MM 78CM 8KG -

74701 4000 BF 5+1BB 335G 5.2:1 340M/0.25MM 84CM 8KG -

74702 5000 BF 5+1BB 400G 5.2:1 200M/0.35MM 89CM 11KG -

74703 6000 BF 5+1BB 424G 5.2:1 340M/0.35MM 96CM 11KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

76022 3000 BF 5+1BB 315G 5.1:1 280M/0.25MM 78CM 8KG -

76023 4000 BF 5+1BB 335G 5.2:1 340M/0.25MM 84CM 8KG -

76024 5000 BF 5+1BB 400G 5.2:1 200M/0.35MM 89CM 11KG -

76025 6000 BF 5+1BB 424G 5.2:1 340M/0.35MM 96CM 11KG -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER BF
With sleek and stealthy aesthetics and a matt black body, this 
reel offers a performance level just as good as it looks. It’s 
thanks to a host of unique features including fixed gear con-
struction, quick drag and Bite & Fight function to help deliver 
the right power and smoothness, our proprietary DuraGrease, 
and a classy wooden knob on the one-touch handle. The 
reel’s five steel ball bearings produce effortless operation while 
the line roller helps to eliminate line twist with fine mono and 
braid. As well as for carp, this reel is ideal for taking on other 
hard-fighting fish such as barbel.

• Graphite body and rotor
• One-touch handle with classic wooden knob
• DuraGrease
• 5+1 steel ball bearings
• Spare graphite spool
• Bite & Fight function
• Fixed gear construction
• Also available with SST Handle

AVENGER BF WITH TF HANDLE
Product Code: PLP001

AVENGER BF WITH SST HANDLE
Product Code: PLP010
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Spare spoolSpare spoolGraphiteGraphite

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL DRAG BB WEIGHT GEAR RATIO SPOOL CAPACITY LINE RETRIEVE DRAG FORCE PRICE

74714 3000 BF 3+1BB 278G 5.2:1 280M/0.25MM 78CM 8KG -

74715 4000 BF 3+1BB 286G 5.2:1 340M/0.25MM 84CM 8KG -

74716 5000 BF 3+1BB 365G 5.1:1 200M/0.35MM 89CM 11KG -

74717 6000 BF 3+1BB 373G 5.1:1 340M/0.35MM 96CM 11KG -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES BF
Product Code: PLP006
Compact in size, small on price, but big on performance – this free 
spool reel has been designed for carp anglers with high standards who 
don’t want to break the bank. The reel’s innovative combination of a 
quick drag and our awesome Bite & Fight function gives you complete 
choice and control over how you fish – either traditional free spool or 
with a completely open drag. The drag can instantly offer you serious 
power, while the free spool system can be precisely adjusted to avoid 
fish reeling any resistance when they pick up your bait. A fixed gear 
construction offers superior power transmission and silky smooth 
gear feel. You will struggle to find a carp reel with a better price to 
performance ratio.

• Fast drag system
• Graphite body and rotor
• DuraGrease
• 3+1 steel ball bearings
• EVA handle knob
• Spare graphite spool
• Bite & Fight function
• Fixed gear construction
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74670 PROLOGIC REEL DISPLAY WITH LED LIGHT -

Trade Unit 1

DISPLAY DELUXE
For reels, rods, lures, accessories... your choice

We have made a flexible display to give you the choice on what and how it will 
be displayed to suit your shop. 

One concept is to have our reels on one side and our rods on the other. You can

even extend the exhibition by combining more displays, which will create a big 
impact to your customers.

It’s very easy to manoeuvre and will stand out in the shop.

Deluxe display for reels with LED light

REEL DISPLAY WITH LED TOP SIGN 
DOUBLE SIDED
Product Code: PLV021
Dimensions: W510XD570XH1710mm

Includes:

• 16 hooks for reels
• 16 anti-theft lines
• Product info cards

supplied with 4 wheels
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FULCRUM XD BF
FULCRUM XD BF

FULCRUM XD BF
FULCRUM XD BF

FULCRUM XD BF
FULCRUM XD BF

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74673 PROLOGIC REEL COUNTER DISPLAY -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74672 PROLOGIC REEL POP PACKAGE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

75923 DURA GREASE & DURA OIL KIT -

Trade Unit 1

COUNTER DISPLAY
Product Code: PLV022
This smart counter display will grab your customer’s attention when they 
reach the till.

Anti theft line and stickers for each reel series included.

POP PACKAGE
Product Code: PLV023
Includes:

• POP-up display (485x1525cm)
• Poster for A-sign or window (500x700mm)
• Others 

PRODUCT INFO CARDS
A collection of cards to be positioned behind the reels. Allows the consumer 
to read about the features for each reel series.

Can conveniently be placed together with the metal hanger on the custom 
made reel displays. 

DURA GREASE & DURA OIL KIT 
Product Code: OTA001
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74677 REEL METAL DISPLAY ONE SIDED LOW -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74678 REEL METAL DISPLAY DOUBLE SIDED LOW -

Trade Unit 1

METAL DISPLAY FOR REELS
Product Code: OTV048
Dimensions: W900xH1400mm

Includes:

• 16 hooks for reels
• 16 anti-theft lines
• Product info cards

METAL DISPLAY FOR REELS
Product Code: OTV049
Dimensions: W900xH1400mm

Includes:

• 32 hooks for reels
• 32 anti-theft lines
• Product info cards

LOW

LOW

MAKE A ‘REEL’ IMPACT
The launch of the first-ever range of Prologic reels is bound to make 
big waves in the carp fishing market. But the product launch itself is 
one thing – showcasing the products in an interesting and appeal-
ing way is another, which will help increase the buzz and the sales 
within your store. 

These high-quality metal reel displays can help you make the 
most of this exciting range, featuring customisable arrangement 
with hooks, prominent Prologic branding, and in some-cases, a 
double-sided design to optimise display space.

Not only will these displays help to increase interest, engagement 
and sales of the exciting Prologic reel range, but they also provide 
excellent security thanks to the supplied anti-theft cables.

Make a splash in your store with these displays and boost the sales 
potential of a product range that is sure to capture the imagination 
of carp anglers.

ONE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74675 REEL METAL DISPLAY ONE SIDED HIGH -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

74676 REEL METAL DISPLAY DOUBLE SIDED HIGH -

Trade Unit 1

METAL DISPLAY FOR REELS
Product Code: OTV047
Dimensions: W900xH2200mm

Includes:

• 48 hooks for reels
• 48 anti-theft lines
• Product info cards

METAL DISPLAY FOR REELS
Product Code: OTV046
Dimensions: W900xH2200mm

Includes:

• 32 hooks for reels
• 32 anti-theft lines
• Product info cards

HIGH

HIGH

ONE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED
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It’s been a long time coming but now the circle is complete, and you can finally add premium 
quality reels to your Prologic fishing arsenal. The development of these reels has been one 
of the biggest in the history of the brand – to make reels we were happy to put the Prologic 
logo on, we had to go back to the drawing board and create them from scratch. The reel 
range includes three big pit reel series and three Bite & Fight reel series – and everywhere 
you look they are dripping with quality and innovative ideas. The standout feature is our 
proprietary new Dura Grease lubrication that offers unrivalled protection of the gearing from 
corrosion and wear in almost all conditions, but that really is just the scratching the sur-
face of what these reels are capable of. They make perfect partners for the now extensive 
Prologic rod range, which has also been expanded this year to include, among others, an 
Avenger C1 Old Skool rod that will have memories from your younger days flooding back 
to you thanks to its incredibly fun action and classic looks. With both rods and reels now 
available from Prologic, you can set-up with confidence of success for every fishing trip.
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EXTRA DISTANCE
XD

ALL ROUNDER
AR

FAST WATER
FW
THROUGH ACTION
TA

EXTRA DISTANCE
XD

ALL ROUNDER
AR

FAST WATER
FW
THROUGH ACTION
TA

The ultra-fast taper makes easy work of long-range fishing. The XD action uniquely balances that power with a responsiveness 
that we believe is unsurpassed. The tip section provides a very forgiving action which allows playing fish on a short line without 
pulling the hook. Beyond that, the blank powers up rapidly, making it the perfect choice for long range PVA bag and Method work. 
This rod will make those long casts towards the 200m mark both realistic and effortless.

This blank has been designed to be a true an all-rounder and has proven to be comfortable in just about every given situation. 
The beautifully crisp tip elegantly blends into the progressive mid-section where huge reserves of power are waiting to be utilised 
when required. This incredibly versatile blank fulfils that age old requirement of being genuinely at home at short range or when 
casting leads up to 4ozs toward the horizon.

The fast water action is quite unique; it combines the very best attributes from both our AR and XD actions. Resulting in a blank 
which is extremely powerful making it ideal for punching big heavy leads out on tidal river systems. Yet is its forgiving enough 
through the middle and tip section to allow the user to enjoy the fight without pulling the hook.

The old school action is reborn, a beautifully engineered parabolic through action. Has been carefully crafted together using our 
extensive design team and manufacturing know how. This has resulted in an action, which is traditionally forgiving. Yet it still offers 
an extremely high recovery rate. Making it the ideal choice for use with small hooks and light lines.
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ABREVIATED
AB

FULL DUPLON
FD

FULL CORK
FC

FULL SHRINK
FS

SLIM CORK
SC

Handles are very low key, yet exception-
ally functional. They offer the true beauty 
of the rod blank to be exposed along the 
butt section, whilst adding an adequate 
grip for casting.

POWER AND CONTROL 
PRECESSION TUNED 

ACTIONS FOR 
EVERY SITUATION

EVA handles offer a very hard wearing 
and increased diameter to modern day 
ultra slim rod blanks. Ensuring you al-
ways have a positive grip on the biggest 
of casts. They are extremely hard wearing 
and easy to maintain.

Clasically beautiful, full cork rods are 
usually regarded as custom built rods, the 
larger diameter allows for a secure grip. 
The eligant mix with modern day fittings 
offers some truly inspiring style to your 
fishing.

Extremely minamalistic and hard wearing. 
Full shrink handle offer a full grip with no 
comprimising the slim diameter of the 
blank. They are stylish, functional and 
extremely durable and easy to maintain.

Classic cork styling with a modern day 
twist, our slim cork is hard wearing and 
super stylish. Ideal for the anglers who 
love the traditional look but preffer the 
slimmer diameter and style.
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WELCOME TO THE PROLOGIC INSPIRE ROD RANGE

This ultra slim, hi-modulus, multi directional carbon blank sets new standards for our carp rod range.  

The low resin construction process dramatically reduces stress fatigue ensuring the blank remains incredibly crisp and will not soften over time. We have utilised ‘cross-over 
carbon technology’ to provide the perfect balance between power and feeling. This gives unparalleled response and casting precision. 

Rapid response Toray Carbon Nano fibres are woven throughout the construction to reduce weight and achieve a super-fast recovery on casting. The stylish, machine cut 1K 
carbon reel seat provides the ultimate transmission between strength, security and flexibility, allowing the user to feel the smallest sensations. 

Ultra-light weight, 50mm Minima butt guides enhance the weight saving further (30% lighter than standard SIC guides) and are fitted throughout the entire range (40mm on 10ft 
models) These guides offer the very best in performance, resilience and style.

• High modulus Multi-directional Cross-over Carbon technology 
• Rapid Response Toray Carbon Nano fibre cross weave  
• Super slim reinforced over fit joints for superior strength 
• 50mm Ultra-light Pac Bay Minima butt Guides on all models 

(except 10ft)
• 16mm Anti-frap tip guide – dramatically helps to prevent 

crack offs
• 1K Carbon Machine cut 18mm reel seat fitted with Fuji collars
• Gun smoke fittings paired with black whippings
• Laser etched metallic butt cap and rear collar 
• High grade Cork or Full EVA options available on all models

AR – ALL ROUNDER
10ft 3.25lb has been developed for boat work 
and small waters. The soft, responsive tip and 
mid-section provide perfect balance and forgive-
ness when playing large fish at close range. The 
power steps in closer to the butt section and the 
blank design ensures there is ample in reserve 
should it be required.

12ft 3.25lb Developed and used by Adam Penning, 
this is the ‘go to’ rod for most of our Team. This 
blank has been designed to be an all-rounder 
and has proven to be comfortable in just about 
every given situation. The beautifully crisp tip el-
egantly blends into the progressive mid-section 
where huge reserves of power are waiting to be 
utilised when required. This incredibly versatile 
blank fulfils that age old requirement of being 
genuinely at home at short range or when casting 
leads up to 4ozs toward the horizon. 

XD – EXTRA DISTANCE
12ft 3.50lb This fast action rod is at home on mid-
dle sized to large waters. The tip section provides 
a very forgiving action which allows playing fish 
on a short line without pulling the hook. Beyond 
that, the rapid response Nano fibres enable it to 
power up rapidly, making it the perfect choice for 
PVA bags and Method work. This rod will make 
those long casts towards the 200m mark both 
realistic and effortless

13ft 3.75lb This blank is our supreme distance 
tool. The ultra-fast taper and fibre technology 
make easy work of long range fishing. This 
rod has been designed for extreme long range 
casting and European competition style fishing. 
This light weight, yet exceptionally powerful rod 
uniquely balances that power with a responsive-
ness that we believe is unsurpassed.  In testing, 
this model saw us reach measured distances in 
excess of 200m. 
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64091 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR FC 2SEC 246G 156CM 40MM -

64092 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR FC 2SEC 349G 187CM 50MM -

64093 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD FC 2SEC 352G 187CM 50MM -

64094 13' 3.90M 3.75LBS XD FC 2SEC 373G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64095 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR FD 2SEC 246G 156CM 40MM -

64096 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR FD 2SEC 350G 187CM 50MM -

64097 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD FD 2SEC 354G 187CM 50MM -

64098 13' 3.90M 3.75LBS XD FD 2SEC 376G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

FULL DUPLON

FULL CORK

BE INSPIRED!

C6 INSPIRE FC
Product Code: PLQ002

C6 INSPIRE FD
Product Code: PLQ001
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72639 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR FS 2SEC 315G 156CM 40MM -

72640 12' 3.60M 3LBS AR FS 2SEC 380G 187CM 50MM -

72641 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR FS 2SEC 388G 187CM 50MM -

72642 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD FS 2SEC 410G 187CM 50MM -

72643 13' 3.90M 3.75LBS XD FS 2SEC 443G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72644 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 285G 149CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

THE C3 FULCRUM CARP ROD RANGE
The long awaited C3 Fulcrum has finally arrived. This is the result of a pas-
sionate design process, with more than 3 years in development and sharing 
the same pedigree as our highly desirable Inspire rod range. The complex 
process of accurately wrapping multi layers of high modulus carbon fiber 
has allowed us to create sleek and stunning rods finished with 3K carbon 
that really do perform as good as they look. ‘Cross-over’ carbon technology 
has generated an ultra slim profile. This has been designed to provide an 
incredible recovery rate, due to retained rigidity. Enabling for more accurate 
casting and allowing the angler to achieve greater distances with less effort. 
The finely tuned construction process results from a very high manufac-
turing standard. This provides greater wall strength, a lightness which is 
perfectly balanced against power and long-lasting durability. The full range 
is dressed in the Gunsmoke 50/40 -16mm PKW anti-frap guides which 
greatly improve casting efficiency and helps preventing lock ups and ring 
jamming on weedy waters. Response is everything and we have utilised 
the stylish HD-Inspire black anodised reel seats to enable the perfect trans-
mission of sensations from the rod tip through to the user. Super slim, hard 
wearing Japanese shrink wrap provides optimum grip and the laser etched 
metallic butt cap combines with very understated black cosmetics providing 
a look and style you would expect to find on premium priced custom-built 
equivalents. Within the C3 Fulcrum range we have also implemented 
2 different playing/casting actions AR – “All Round” players action and 
XD – “extra distance” a fast-progressive action focused on casting bigger 
distances. We have also updated our very popular “Fast Water rods” by 
integrating these new advanced materials, new construction techniques and 
beautiful aesthetics to create what we believe is the best ever Fast Water 
range of rods to date! 

• 3K Multi-layer high modulus carbon
• Cross-Over Carbon Technology
• Ultra Slim responsive blanks
• PKW-50mm Butt guides (except 10ft)
• 16mm Anti-frap tip guide
• Machine-cut Inspire Black anodized reel seat
• Full shrink wrap handles (Abbreviated on Fast Water & Spod)
• Understated Cosmetics   

SLEEK EFFICIENCY

C3 FULCRUM SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ031

C3 FULCRUM FS
Product Code: PLQ030
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72645 9'6" 2.90M 3.5LBS AR AB 2SEC 405G 187CM 40MM -

72646 12' 3.60M 3.75LBS AR AB 2SEC 395G 187CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

C3 FULCRUM FAST WATER AB
Product Code: PLQ032
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64120 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR SC 2SEC 298G 156CM 40MM -

64121 12' 3.60M 3LBS AR SC 2SEC 328G 187CM 50MM -

64122 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR SC 2SEC 352G 187CM 50MM -

64123 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD SC 2SEC 366G 187CM 50MM -

64124 13' 3.90M 3.5LBS XD SC 2SEC 398G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64125 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR FS 2SEC 298G 156CM 40MM -

64126 12' 3.60M 3LBS AR FS 2SEC 328G 187CM 50MM -

64127 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR FS 2SEC 352G 187CM 50MM -

64128 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD FS 2SEC 366G 187CM 50MM -

64129 13' 3.90M 3.5LBS XD FS 2SEC 398G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

C2 ELEMENT SC/FS CARP RODS

Showing its true pedigree, being created in the same stable as the “Inspire” Carp rods. The C2 Element offers 
everything the desiring angler is after with regards to looks, style and functionality. The C2 range in much more 
focused on offering you the correct tools to cover every situation. The 10ft version has an extremely forgiving 
action. Were the power is situated much further down the blank making for a very forgiving action when playing 
large powerful fish at close range and boat work. The 12ft 3-3.25lb offer a much more parabolic action and are 
the go to rod for most of our Prologic team. Where as the 12/13ft 3.5lb options have been cleverly tuned to offer 
a much more focused and faster action for those of you wanting a little more.

We have combined a truly magnificent mix of hi grade 24T Modulus Carbon, resulting in an extremely light yet 
very responsive blank. Our new very stylish satin black MM-Series guides are strong and very robust and aid 
further in reducing unsprang weight, reaction times and make for a much more efficient and accurate cast. All C2 
Element models are fitted with 50mm M-series guides reducing the overall weight by up to 30% when compared 
to standard SIC ringing. Large diameter 16mm anti-frap tip guides help preventing crack-offs and aid further 
when fishing weedy waters and dealing with weed-jam on the line. 

HD-DPS reel seats make the perfect transmission from rod, reel to user and you have the added options of 
choosing either our Full Japanese Shrink or a very desirable Full Cork Wrapped versions.

• 24T HM Dry-Weave Styled Carbon Blank
• 50mm Satin Black MM-Series Guides
• 16mm Anti-Frap Tip Guides
• HD-DPS Reel Seat
• Differentially Tuned Actions
• 2 Stylish Handle Configurations
• SC- Slim Cork 
• FS – Full Japanese Shrink

THE ELEMENTARY AND 
MINIMA-LISTS CHOICE

SLIM CORK

FULL SHRINK

C2 ELEMENT SC
Product Code: PLQ006

C2 ELEMENT FS
Product Code: PLQ007
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

52028 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD FS 2SEC 360G 187CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

C2 ELEMENT SPOD & MARKER 

• Fast & Progressive XD Action
• ST Rapid Recovery Tip Section
• 50mm Satin Black MM-Series Guides
• Anti-Frap 16mm tip guide
• HD-DPS Reel Seat
• Combined Spod & Marker

A great addition to our new C2 Element Carp rod range. The new Spod and Mark-
er rod is both elegant, functional and perfectly complements the C2 Element range. 
The HM carbon blank has been specifically engineered resulting in a rod which only 
requires minimum angler effort but delivers maximum output performance with every 
cast. Making for a much more focused, efficient and effortless Spod and Marking tool.

The tuned XD action is a fast-progressive action with a Special Tapered (ST) tip 
section, which offers the optimum transmission and feedback required when feature 
finding and marking. 

This also dramatically increases the recovery rate which in turn helps eliminate Spod 
wobble in flight. Making for a much cleaner, straighter and efficient accurate cast. A 
slim HD-DPS reel seat ensures a secure reel fitting even on the most aggressive casts 
while its smooth  finish also makes it easy to clean off after any Spod spill. Abbreviated 
Japanese shrink with a gentle flared section ensures the best positive and comfortable 
grip can be made. Armed with the ultra-lightweight, super strong Satin black MM-se-
ries 50mm ringing and large 16mm anti-frap tip guide. Which further increases the line 
flow for maximum efficiency and helps avoiding those costly crack offs.

C2 ELEMENT SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ033
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS ACTION WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72664 8FT 240CM 2.25LBS AR SC 2 SEC/TELE AR 177G 110CM 40MM -

72665 9FT 270CM 2.75LBS AR SC 2 SEC/TELE AR 213G 113.5CM 40MM -

72666 10FT 300CM 3.25LBS AR SC 2 SEC/TELE AR 240G 129CM 40MM -

72667 10FT 300CM 3.5LBS AR SC 2 SEC/TELE AR 261G 129CM 40MM -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT COM-PACT
Product Code: PLQ046
Our hugely popular Element carp rod range just got even more accessible with the intro-
duction of new compact models. Made using the same 24T high modular Toray carbon 
as the rest of the Element series, these compact rods feature telescopic butt sections 
that mean transporting them is easier than ever. Whether you’re travelling to remote 
locations, transporting them in a small car or on public transport, or trying to sneak them 
into your holiday luggage, the C2 Element COM-PACT rods will be there for you.

As well as offering the feel, power and performance you’ve come to expect from 
Element rods but now in a more compact package, these rods also look and feel 
the part thanks to their high-quality components and finishings. They feature an 
anti-reflective, satin black blank, elegant 1k-styled wrap above the machine-cut, 
aluminium inspired vented reel seat, and super slim, cork-wrapped handles that are 

very pleasing on the eye. Three lengths and four test curve options are available, 
and all the rods feature Prologic’s lightweight and robust 40mm MM-Series guides 
and 16mm anti-frap tip guides. The C2 Element COM-PACT rods offer functionality, 
style and lightweight performance that won’t let you down.

• 24T HM Toray carbon
• 3 lengths and 4 test curve options available
• 40mm MM-Series guides
• 16mm anti-frap tip guides
• Black Anodise Inspire reel seat
• Compact transport lengths
• Full, slim cork handles

THE COMPACT MINIMALIST

Telescopic butt section 

Compact transport size
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74659 W48.5XH156CM -

Trade Unit 1

POP-UP DISPLAY ELEMENT 
Product Code: PLV031
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64137 10' 3.00M 3.25LBS AR AB 2SEC 270G 156CM 40MM -

64138 12' 3.60M 3.00LBS AR AB 2SEC 325G 187CM 50MM -

64139 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR AB 2SEC 340G 187CM 50MM -

64140 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD AB 2SEC 360G 187CM 50MM -

64141 13' 3.90M 3.75LBS XD AB 2SEC 400G 202CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

64142 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 390G 187CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

C1 AVENGER CARP ROD RANGE
We took the C1 Avenger range back to the drawing board and introduced a series 
of technical changes and upgrades to ensure that these rods continue to offer 
outstanding performance at a hugely competitive price. 
The Avenger range shares many construction processes, manufacturing techniques 
and standards with the Inspire range, meaning it pairs beautiful finishing with super 
slim and responsive blanks. The range is available with two distinct casting and 
playing actions: AR – an all-round, semi parabolic player’s action, and XD – a faster, 
more focused casting action that allows you to cast longer distances more easily.
All the 12ft and 13ft models are fitted with casting efficient 50mm SiC performance 
guides, which are further complemented by 16mm anti-frap tip guides. The 10ft ver-
sion has a stepped back AR action which is extremely forgiving, making it the perfect 
choice for small waters and boat work when playing powerful fish at close range. 
Completing the Avenger range is the 12ft 5lb combined Spod and Marker rod, boast-
ing a finely tuned XD action with special attention to responsiveness and recovery 

speed. It is capable of launching big loads effortlessly and efficiently, yet responsive 
enough to transmit every hidden detail of the lakebed back when markering. 
All the rods feature understated cosmetics with sleek and stylish wrap surrounding 
the elegant Inspire reel seat and abbreviated Japanese shrink wrap handles – these 
rods ooze quality at a price you’ll love almost as much as you’ll love using them.

• Super Slim High Modular Carbon Blank
• 50mm SIC performance Guides (except 10ft model)
• 16mm Anti-Frap tip guide
• Black Anodise Inspire Reel Seat
• Abbreviated Handle
• AR-XD Playing/Casting Actions
• Combined Spod & Marker included within the range

EXCEPTIONAL VERSATILITY

C1 AVENGER AB
Product Code: PLQ034

C1 AVENGER SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ035
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NEW
SIZES 

JANUARY 2022

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS ACTION WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT STARTING GUIDE PRICE

72715 10FT 3.00M 3LB TA FC 2SEC TA 285G 156CM 30MM -

72716 12FT 3.60M 2.5LB TA FC 2SEC TA 310G 187CM 40MM -

72717 12FT 3.60M 3LB TA FC 2SEC TA 345G 187CM 40MM -

NEW 72733 12FT 3.60M 3.25LBS TA FC 2SEC TA 361G 187CM 40MM -

NEW 72734 12FT 3.60M 3.5LBS TA FC 2SEC TA 380G 187CM 40MM -

Trade Unit 1

C1 AVENGER OLD SKOOL
Product Code: PLQ048
When modern life and ‘old skool’ collide! These great new additions to our rod range 
have been created with nostalgia in mind, bringing back old school looks, actions and 
stylings, but made with state-of-the-art modern materials and fittings. The actions of 
these rods have been tuned dramatically, offering a gorgeously soft through action to 
help you absorb the powerful lunges of hard-fighting wild carp, while having enough 
reserve power to confidently take them on when needed – it’ll have the memories 
flooding back to you.

The Old Skool rods are made with slim, high modular, anti-reflective finished carbon 
blanks and also feature elegant gun smoke aluminium reel seats, which contrast 
beautifully with full cork grips, laser-etched collars and sleeving along the handle. 
They are finished with lightweight and durable MM-Series guides and anti-frap tip 
guides in tradition, old school style and layout.

• Super-slim, high modulus carbon blanks
• Tuned traditional playing actions
• 8mm anti-frap tip guides
• HD-vented Inspire reel seat
• Full cork
• Laser-etched detailing

OLD SKOOL STYLE, WITH A 
TOUCH OF THE FUTURE
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72627 10' 3.00M 2.75LBS AR AB 2SEC 275G 157CM 40MM -

72628 12' 3.60M 3.00LBS AR AB 2SEC 390G 188CM 40MM -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES CARP ROD RANGE
The New C-Series has been built to offer fantastic performance combined with the 
style and features you would expect to find only on premium priced rods.

The C-Series range has gone through a series of technical advances along with 
component upgrades. This beautifully balanced and well finished, super slim blank is 
very responsive and available in both 2pc and 3pc models. 

Like our flagship “Inspire” rod range, the new C-Series rods also offers you two 
different dedicated playing and casting actions. 

AR- All Round, semi parabolic player’s action.

XD – Xtra Distance, faster powerful casting action.

All 12/13ft models are fitted with casting efficient 50mm MM- Series light weight 
performance guides (40mm on Lotus), which are complemented further with anti-frap 
16mm tip guides. 

The sleek high modular blank has a anti reflective finish with understated cosmetics 
which blends perfectly from the 1k wrap towards the machine cut, black anodized and 
vented Inspire styled reel seat. Stylish abbreviated Japanese shrink wrap handle with 
an elegant stepped EVA flared section ensures for a comfortable and secure grip.

C-series Lotus - Included within the C-Series range are our dedicated Lotus models 
for our lady Anglers. Offering the very same in performance. They have been 
cosmetically tweaked and feature a beautiful stained Red Wine finished blank which 
complements the sublime whippings tipped off with a bit of pink sparkle. The same 
comfortable but now gun smoke version of our Inspire styled reel seat only enhances 
its aesthetics further.

C-Series Spod & Marker Completing the C-Series range is the 12ft 5lb combined 
Spod & Marker Rod, boasting a finely tuned XD action with special attention to 
responsiveness and recovery speed. Capable of launching big loads effortlessly and 
efficiently, yet responsive enough to transmit every hidden detail of the lake bed back 
to the angler when markering and feature finding. 

• Super Slim High Modular Blank
• 50mm light weight MM-Series Guides (40mm on 10ft & Lotus models)
• 16mm Anti-Frap tip guide
• HD-Vented Inspire reel seat
• Japanese Shrink wrap abbreviated handle
• AR-XD Playing/Casting Actions
• Dedicated Lotus models for the ladies
• Combined Spod & Marker included within the range

ELIGANT ENLIGHTENMENT

C-SERIES LOTUS AB 
Product Code: PLQ036
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72637 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 430G 188CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72638 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD AB 3SEC 480G 126CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72629 10' 3.00M 3.00LBS AR AB 2SEC 280G 157CM 40MM -

72631 12' 3.60M 3.00LBS AR AB 2SEC 355G 188CM 40MM -

72632 12' 3.60M 3.25LBS AR AB 2SEC 405G 188CM 50MM -

72634 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD AB 2SEC 395G 188CM 50MM -

72636 13' 3.90M 3.5LBS XD AB 2SEC 430G 200CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72630 12' 3.60M 3.00LBS AR AB 3SEC 385G 126CM 40MM - 

72633 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS XD AB 3SEC 430G 126CM 50MM -

72635 13' 3.90M 3.5LBS XD AB 3SEC 465G 136CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

FUNCTIONAL, DESIRABLE, AFFORDABLE

C-SERIES AB
Product Code: PLQ037

C-SERIES AB
Product Code: PLQ038

C-SERIES SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ039

C-SERIES SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ040
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS ACTION WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

72676 8FT 2.40M 2.5LB AR AB 2 SEC/TELE AR 195G 110CM 40MM -

72677 9FT 2.70M 2.75LB AR AB 2 SEC/TELE AR 235G 113CM 40MM -

72678 10FT 3.00M 3.25LB AR AB 2 SEC/TELE AR 275G 129CM 40MM -

72679 10FT 3.00M 3.5LB AR AB 2 SEC/TELE AR 290G 129CM 40MM -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES COM-PACT 
Product Code: PLQ049
Constructed using the same high modulus carbon fibre as the rest of the C-Series 
rods, these compact rods are a great addition to the range, offering a variety of size 
options with exciting actions. 

The rods’ compact telescopic butt sections allow for easier and more convenient 
transportation to any fishing location – perfect for if you are roving the bank, trans-
porting kit in a small car, using public transport, or just sneaking one into your holiday 
luggage.

The rods feature a beautiful anti-reflective, satin black finish on the blanks, and an 
elegant 1k carbon wrap above a machine-cut, aluminium inspired, vented reel seat 
that offers functionality and style in equal measure. The attention to detail further 

extends to the stylish, slim abbreviated handles with stepped Japanese shrink wrap 
grip that meets a subtle EVA flare, ensuring you have a positive grip even on the 
longest of casts. The whole range is finished with lightweight and robust 40mm 
MM-Series guides and 16mm anti-frap guides.

• 24T high modulus carbon
• Three lengths and four test curve options
• 40mm MM-Series guides
• 16mm anti-frap tip guides
• Black anodised inspire reel seat
• Compact transportation options
• Abbreviated handles

COMPACT & AFFORDABLE

Telescopic butt sections 

Compact transport size
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74660 W48.5XH156CM -

Trade Unit 1

POP-UP DISPLAY C-SERIES 
Product Code: PLV030
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

57184 12' 3.60M 3.5LBS N/A AB 6SEC 300G 128CM 50MM -

57192 12' 3.60M 3LBS N/A AB 6SEC 310G 85CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

 CARP ROD
High modular 24T Carbon blank offers a very reliable and extremely compact carp 
rod. The wonderful semi parabolic action is complimented further, being fitted with 
high end components. Lightweight SIC guides and HD DPS reel seats combined 
with a subdued matt black finished blank. Stylish Urban-Camo EVA ensures for a 
very stylish, compact and very versatile range of telescopic Carp rods that perform 
as good as they look.

• 24T HM Carbon blanks
• HM DPS Reel seats
• Urban-camo EVA grips
• Performance SIC Guides
• Subdued anti-reflective finish

C1α TELE
Product Code: PLQ010
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ITEM NO. LENGTH FT/INCH LENGTH CLASS ACTION HANDLE SECTIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT LENGHT GUIDE PRICE

57225 10' 3.00M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 350G 196CM 50MM -

57223 12' 3.60M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 370G 156CM 50MM -

57224 12'6'' 3.80M 5LBS XD AB 2SEC 380G 187CM 50MM -

Trade Unit 1

PROLOGIC BOMBER ST SPOD & MARKER ROD RANGE

The Bomber ST is set to redefine Spod rods. Constructed using 30T HM carbon 
blank has been specifically engineered to get the best results with minimum effort. 
Crossover Carbon technology has been applied throughout its whole length, result-
ing in a fast  Progressive action with an ultra-fast “ST” Special Taper tip section.This 
increases the recovery rate which in turn helps eliminate Spod wobble in flight. 

Making for a cleaner, straighter and much more efficient accurate cast. A slim HDPS 
reel seat ensures a secure reel fitting even on the most aggressive casts while its 
smooth black finish also makes it easy to clean off any Spod spill.

High quality Japanese shrink wrap ensures a positive, yet comfortable grip can be 
made on the butt section. All 3 models are armed with ultra-light, super strong triple 
legged 50mm SIC ringing and anti-frap tip rings, further increasing the line flow for 
maximum efficiency and avoiding those costly crack offs.

Although mainly focus on its Spodding/Spombing attributes, the STs action also 
makes it this the go to choice for our Prologic Team members when they are 
featuring finding. Thanks to this very responsive tip section, the transmission is 
perfectly tuned in and offers the user the ultimate in feedback and help in finding 
those precious glory holes. A truly magnificent combination for bait application and a 
precision marking and feature finding tool rolled into one.

• ST Special taper with a faster progressive action 
• Crossover Carbon Technology
• HDPS reel seat
• SIC super light 50mm ringing
• Anti-frap tip guide
• Dual Purpose Marker Measuring scale
• 3 Different Lengths models  

FOCUSED ON  
RECONNAISSANCE 
AND PRECISION  
DEPLOYMENT

BOMBER SPOD & MARKER AB
Product Code: PLQ024
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SECTIONS PRICE

57229 CONNECTED TIP/BUTT PROTECTOR 2PCS -

Trade Unit 1

CONNECTED TIP/BUTT PROTECTOR 2PC
Product Code: PLA001
Soft neoprene rod tip and butt protectors with Velcro fasteners, Connected together 
with and adjustable tension strap. This greatly aids rod security and helps prevent 
Rod chatter while in transport. The connecting strap also doubles up as a convenient 
shoulder strap allowing a single rod to be carried over the shoulder securely.

• Suitable for 2pc Rods from 10 to 13ft
• Helps prevent tip/butt damage and Rod chatter
• Velcro fasteners
• Adjustable shoulder strap
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Keeping you comfortable while on the bank is one of our specialities here at Prologic. 
We know that to put in the right amount of time and dedication to catch that carp you’ve 
been dreaming of, you don’t want to be worrying about the weather or getting backache. 
Our collection of bivvies and shelters offers something for every style of fishing and ev-
ery price point that can help keep wind and rain at bay, so you can spend even longer 
on each session. This year we have added a new Fulcrum Session bivvy and expanded 
the Avenger Brolly series for those anglers looking to squeeze fishing trips into a busy 
life. We’ve also revamped the Inspire bedchair range which offers sleeping solutions 
so comfortable, you might never want to go back to your actual bed. Stay comfy, stay 
longer, and catch more carp.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64148 1 MAN 135X260X220CM 10.5KG 148X23CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE 1 MAN BIVVY & CONDENSER WRAP
Product Code: PLS029
The new generation of Inspire Bivvys set enviable benchmarks for innovation and 
design. The 2 rib construction results in a lightweight and easy to assemble shelter. 
Both versions feature a roll up peak section, perfect for those quick sessions in fair 
weather, where extended protection from the peak is not required. 

The Pro-Vent system has been used throughout – a large rear vent, and 2 added 
side vents, provide the very best 360-degree ventilation. This maximises air 
exchange, reduces condensation and increases observation as well as keeping you 
cooler during the warmer months. 

The Pro-Tect heavy-duty, zip in ground sheet helps prevent bug or water ingress 
and is attached by heavy duty zips fitted 10cm above ground level. 

The Inspire Bivvys feature our new, state of the art, Pro-Tex fabric which is breath-
able, lightweight, extremely durable and waterproof to 20,000mm. The removable 
front infill panel includes mozzy mesh door and windows. The panel has been fitted 
with dual zipped doors, allowing letter box-style opening and greater protection from 
the elements. 

The Condenser Wrap supplied with the 1 Man Bivvy and Full Overwrap supplied 
with the 2 Man Bivvy, have purposely been made from a waterproof and very durable 
fabric 210D. Offering a hydrostatic head of 10.000mm. When combined with the 
Pro-Tex 20.000mm fabric, it provides a much higher efficiency rating by allowing the 
internal Bivvy capsule to breath affectively. As the transition of air exchange is greatly 
reduced by the 210D fabric used on the wraps. This provides a much slower and 
progressive air exchange rate. Which dramatically insolates the internal air against 
the external air temperature creating a superior isolation barrier. This process 
dramatically reduces moisture and condensation build. This system can be further 
optimised when used with the Pro-Vent system by allowing the vents to be kept 
open and operational throughout those warm and wet days.

• Optimised internal space with quick and easy assembly
• Pro-Tex – Lightweight waterproof and breathable fabric 
• Pro-Vent – 360-degree ventilation  
• Pro-Tect Heavy-duty zip in ground sheet
• Tough, lightweight 2 Rib frame with retractable peak
• Fully zipped removable front infill panel
• Double rod retainers
• 1 Man supplied with Condenser wrap
• 2 Man supplied with full Overwrap
• Heavy-duty MCP carry bag
• Supplied with zip-in infill panel, Clear Storm-Safe door window, zip-in ground 

sheet, heavy-duty pegs and carry bag.
• Full overwrap is available as optional extra for the 1-man Bivvy – 64150
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64150 1 MAN 135X270X255CM 3KG 59X20CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64151 2 MAN 144X295X300-335CM 13.5KG 132X28CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE/AVENGER 1 MAN FULL OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS034
Available as an optional extra we have a full overwrap. This is constructed using our 
very durable 210D double coated fabric. This also increases the Bivvys footprint by a 
further 35cm in length allowing for use as a separate porch section and offering greater 
protection from the elements.

INSPIRE 2 MAN BIVVY & OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS030
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PRO-VENT

PRO-VENT maximises air 
exchange, reduces moisture 
and condensation build up.
Ensuring optimum air flow 
in extreme temperatures. 

PRO-TEX

PRO-TEX lightweight, 
extremely rugged, fully 
breathable, waterproof 
fabric to 20,000mm. 
Anti-glare finish. 

PRO-TECT

PRO-TECT groundsheet, 
prevents water ingress & 
unwanted insects/creatures, 
fully removeable with 
HD zippers. 

PRO-VENT

PRO-VENT maximises air 
exchange, reduces moisture 
and condensation build up.
Ensuring optimum air flow 
in extreme temperatures. 

PRO-TEX

PRO-TEX lightweight, 
extremely rugged, fully 
breathable, waterproof 
fabric to 20,000mm. 
Anti-glare finish. 

PRO-TECT

PRO-TECT groundsheet, 
prevents water ingress & 
unwanted insects/creatures, 
fully removeable with 
HD zippers. 

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

72680 FULCRUM SESSION BIVVY & OVERWRAP H315 X L350/400 X W180CM 22.5KG 125X35CM -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM SESSION BIVVY & OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS041
Offering the very best in spacious and practical design, the Fulcrum Session bivvy is 
designed to provide session anglers with a comfortable base to fish from. 

The bivvy is incredibly stable and easy to erect, thanks in part to the oversized and 
extremely robust 20mm diameter, lightweight aluminium, three-rib framed construc-
tion. It’s also sure to keep you dry whatever the weather, thanks to a durable 210 
double-coated fabric with a hydrostatic head of over 10,000mm – the same fabric 
as the rest of the Fulcrum range. That protection against the elements is backed up 
by our Pro-Tect heavy-duty groundsheet, which is easy to zip in and zip out at 10cm 
above ground level.

Staying comfortable is essential to making the most of your fishing sessions, so this 
bivvy is equipped with our Pro-Vent, 360-degree ventilation system that provides 
excellent air exchange to help prevent the build-up of condensation. The internal 

sleeping compartment is also designed with comfort in mind thanks to a fully en-
closed mosquito meshed entrance, allowing it to be completely sealed off to keep the 
pesky bugs out. Supplied with a full overwrap.

• Optimised internal space with quick and easy assembly
• 210D lightweight waterproof and breathable fabric 
• Pro-Vent 360-degree ventilation
• Pro-Tect heavy-duty ground sheet
• Oversized 20mm tough, lightweight three-rib construction with peak
• Front and side rod retainers 
• Heavy-duty carry bag
• Supplied with Clear Storm-Safe door window, HD ground sheet, tension poles, 

heavy-duty pegs and carry bag



6363
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64155 1 MAN 135X260X220CM 8.5KG 148X23CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER 1 & 2 MAN BIVVY
Following closely in the footsteps of Inspire Bivvys. The Avenger range of bivvys 
share a lot of the same design features. By using a slightly different specification of 
materials makes them very affordable without losing any of their functionality.

The 2-rib construction resulted in lightweight and easy to assemble shelter. Both ver-
sions feature a roll up peak section, perfect for those quick sessions in fair weather, 
where extended protection from the peak is not required. 

The Pro-Vent system has been used throughout – a large rear vent, and 2 added 
side vents, provide the very best 360-degree ventilation. This maximises air 
exchange, reduces condensation and increases observation as well as keeping you 
cooler during the warmer months. The heavy-duty ground sheet helps prevent bug 
and water ingress and is easily secured in place using Velcro. 

The Avenger Bivvys use our 210D (Double coated) lightweight, extremely durable 
and waterproof to 10,000mm. The front door is fitted with a Mozzy meshed window 
and dual zipped doors, allowing letter box-style opening and greater protection from 
the elements. 

The Condenser Wrap supplied with the 1 Man Bivvy.

Full Overwrap supplied with the 2 Man Bivvy.

Both offer a hydrostatic head of 10.000mm using the 210D (Double coated) fabric. 
When combined it provides a much higher efficiency rating by allowing the internal 

Bivvy capsule to breath affectively. As the transition of air exchange is greatly 
reduced. This provides a much slower and progressive air exchange rate. Which 
dramatically Insolates the internal air against the external air temperature creating a 
superior isolation barrier. This process dramatically reduces moisture and condensa-
tion build. This system can be further optimized when used with the Pro-Vent system 
by allowing the vents to be kept open and operational throughout those warm and 
wet days.

• Optimised internal space with quick and easy assembly
• 210D Lightweight waterproof and breathable fabric 
• Pro-Vent – 360-degree ventilation
•  Heavy-duty ground sheet
• Tough, lightweight 2 rib frame with retractable peak
• Double rod retainers
• 1 Man supplied with Condenser wrap
• 2 Man supplied with full Overwrap
• Heavy-duty MCP carry bag
• Supplied with HD ground sheet, Tension poles, heavy-duty pegs and Carry bag.
• Full overwrap is available as optional extra for the 1-man Bivvy – 64150

AVENGER BIVVY & CONDENSER WARP
Product Code: PLS032
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64156 2 MAN 144X295X300-335CM 10.4KG 132X28CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64150 1 MAN 135X270X255CM 3KG 59X20CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER BIVVY & OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS033

INSPIRE/AVENGER 1 MAN FULL OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS034
Available as an optional extra we have a full overwrap. This is constructed using our 
very durable 210D double coated fabric. This also increases the Bivvys footprint by a 
further 35cm in length allowing for use as a separate porch section and offering greater 
protection from the elements.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

55776 2 MAN 365X380X180CM 20.8KG 160X23CM -

Trade Unit 1

CRUZADE SESSION BIVVY & OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS023
Fresh addition to our Cruzade family, the CRUZADE SESSION BIVVY offers enough 
internal space for anybody at a price level for everybody !

We have used the latest version of our upgraded 190D nylon fabric with double 
coating for outstanding resistance to any weather conditions and supreme water-
proofness, the frame is made using high grade Aluminum which gives the bivvy an 
incredible strength and stability, keeping the setting up process easy and fast. This 
new bivvy comes supplied with full overwrap that makes it completely bulletproof in 
any weather conditions. If needed it can also accommodate 3 bedchairs !!!

• 190D Double coated nylon fabric
• 10.000mm hydrostatic head
• Overwrap included
• Carry bag included
• Heavy duty pegs
• Mosquito mesh window on the door
• 180cm internal height 
• Can accommodate up to 3 bedchair
• Total weight 16kg.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

53852 1 MAN 242X282X127CM 7.6KG 100X20CM -

53853 2 MAN 320X350X150CM 10.1KG 114X25CM -

Trade Unit 1

CRUZADE BIVVY & OVERWRAP
Product Code: PLS024
Made using an upgraded 190 D nylon fabric, the all new CRUZADE bivvy range 
features superb waterproofness, strength and durability due to our special double 
coating process. Both one and two man  bivvies are supplied with  overwraps as 
standard  so you are ready for even the toughest of conditions.

• Overwrap included
• PVC – waterproof groundsheet
• Metallic pegging points
• Heavy duty pegs
• Carry bag included
• Mosquito mesh window
• Sizes one man: H127cm, W282cm, D242cm,
• Sizes two man: H150cm, W350cm, D320cm
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

64154 INSPIRE BROLLY SYSTEM 55" 130X230X180CM 10.5KG 140X21CM -

64153 INSPIRE BROLLY SYSTEM 65" 140X240X215CM 11.5KG 165X23CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE BROLLY SYSTEM
Product Code: PLS035
This is by far our most advanced brolly system to date. Offering the ultimate in functionality, practicality and 
comfort. The Inspire Brolly features our new state of the art Pro-Tex fabric, which is fully breathable, light 
weight and water proof. Our flat back design has not only increased stability but also increases internal space 
allowing the angler to position their bed chair at the very back without increasing the external footprint. The 
low-profile centre boss has also been repositioned which aids internal head space dramatically. The Pro-Tect 
heavy-duty zip in/out ground sheet prevents any bug or water ingress as it is attached by heavy duty zippers 
suspended 10cm above ground level. The fully removable zipped front infill panel with Mozzy meshed door 
and windows has now been fitted with our new 3 stage infill options. This gives the angler far greater options 
to add/remove each front infill section individually to deflect the elements should they change as and when 
they require. Pro-Vent - Large rear vent and 2 added side vents now ensure the very best with 360-degree 
ventilation which maximises air exchange, reduces condensation and increases observation throughout the 
whole system as well as helping to keep you cooler during the warmer months.

• Optimised internal space with quick assembly
• Pro-Tex  

– Lightweight Waterproof and Breathable fabric 
• Pro-Vent  

– 360-degree ventilation reduces condensation  
• Tough light weight frame with space saving 

 integral boss
• Pro-Tect Heavy-duty zip in/out ground sheet
• Fully removable 3 stage, multi option infill panel
• Double rod secures
• Heavy-duty MCP carry bag
• Supplied with zip-in infill panel, Clear Storm-safe door 

window, zip-in ground sheet, Front brace, 4 adjustable 
storm poles, heavy-duty Bivvy pegs and carry bag.
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOWITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

72682 AVENGER 65 BROLLY & MOZZY FRONT H135 X L255X W190CM 5.7KG 150X20CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER 65 BROLLY & MOZZY FRONT
Product Code: PLS039
A short session means taking less kit – but that shouldn’t mean you should compromise 
on your levels of comfort. The Avenger 65 brolly is the perfect solution to this problem, 
with two available versions that offering effective shelter on shorter fishing trips.

The Avenger 65 brolly and mozzy front is a stripped back version for those who like 
to travel light – supplied with a fully removable zip in/out mozzy front.

The Avenger Brolly benefits from our super durable 210D double-coated fabric, offer-
ing a hydrostatic head of 10,000mm, which is unrivalled in its class. The longevity of 
the brolly is also boosted by a lightweight, compact and extremely robust flexi-glass 
frame. This frame is designed to optimise internal space thanks to its low-profile 
centre boss and profiled back section, allowing your bedchair to be positioned right 
at the back. A generous mosquito meshed rear vent ensures great air exchange. 
This brolly is supplied with four heavy duty adjustable storm poles, front storm brace 

rib, peg set and carry bag.

• Removable Mozzy front included
• 210D double coated fabric
• Low profiled centre boss
• Flexi-glass frames
• Profile bedchair back
• Rear ventilation
• Four storm poles included
• Carry bag
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOWITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

72683 AVENGER 65 BROLLY SYSTEM H135 X L255X W190CM 6.5KG 150X20CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER 65 BROLLY SYSTEM
Product Code: PLS040
A short session means taking less kit – but that shouldn’t mean you should compromise 
on your levels of comfort. The Avenger 65 brolly is the perfect solution to this problem, 
with two available versions that offering effective shelter on shorter fishing trips.

The Avenger 65 brolly system is the choice for optimum protection, supplied with a 
fully removable zip in/out solid front, fitted with a mosquito mesh door and lightweight 
PVC groundsheet.

The Avenger Brolly System benefits from our super durable 210D double-coated 
fabric, offering a hydrostatic head of 10,000mm, which is unrivalled in its class. 
The longevity of the brolly is also boosted by a lightweight, compact and extremely 
robust flexi-glass frame. This frame is designed to optimise internal space thanks 
to its low-profile centre boss and profiled back section, allowing your bedchair to be 
positioned right at the back. A generous mosquito meshed rear vent ensures great 

air exchange. This brolly is supplied with four heavy duty adjustable storm poles, 
front storm brace rib, peg set and carry bag.

• Full system brolly
• Removable front & groundsheet
• 210D double coated fabric
• Low profiled centre boss
• Flexi-glass frames
• Profile bedchair back
• Rear ventilation
• Four storm poles included
• Carry bag
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PRO-VENT

PRO-VENT maximises air 
exchange, reduces moisture 
and condensation build up.
Ensuring optimum air flow 
in extreme temperatures. 

PRO-TEX

PRO-TEX lightweight, 
extremely rugged, fully 
breathable, waterproof 
fabric to 20,000mm. 
Anti-glare finish. 

PRO-TECT

PRO-TECT groundsheet, 
prevents water ingress & 
unwanted insects/creatures, 
fully removeable with 
HD zippers. 

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

72681 3PERS H260 X L260 X W210CM 11.9KGS 115X26CM -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM UTILITY TENT & COND/WRAP
Product Code: PLS042
We designed the Fulcrum utility tent to be the ultimate companion for all season 
carp anglers – whether you like to socialise or want to keep your eating and sleeping 
areas separate, this tent has you covered. It even makes for a great HQ if a few of 
you and your buddies are fishing and need a place to discuss the day’s plans.

The lightweight aluminium frame has two pivoting legs at each corner, allowing two 
of the opposing sides/door sections to be lifted and fixed in position. This offers 
two large shaded and protected areas, which make ideal spots for a BBQ, or a 
place to relax and observe your surroundings. All windows and doors are also fully 
zipped and feature mosquito mesh – as does the roof, which is fitted with four large, 
integrated mosquito meshed panels that can be covered externally with the supplied 
condenser wrap. This set-up allows the utility tent to breath effectively and greatly 
reduces condensation, keeping occupants cool, comfortable and dry even in the 
heaviest of downpours.

• Optimised internal space with quick and easy assembly
• 210D lightweight waterproof and breathable fabric 
• Heavy-duty ground sheet
• Four internal storage pockets
• Central hanging hook
• Heavy-duty carry bag
• Supplied with condenser wrap, HD ground sheet, 4 x door uprights, guy ropes, 

heavy-duty peg set and carry bag



7373
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

49857 240X240X185CM 7.6KG 128X25X25CM -

Trade Unit 1

FIRESTARTER INSTA-ZEBO
Product Code: PLS028
Ultimate protection for a long session, or during the warm summer days 
when the mosquitos are a constant problem. This massive shelter has 
the unique feature of having a quick erect system that makes it extremely 
compact to carry and at the same time extremely fast to set up and pack 
away. It is provided with big mosquito windows in each side and a light 
but strong groundsheet.

• 190D waterproof fabric
• Quick erect frame system
• Groundsheet provided
• Big mosquito windows in each side
• Closed dimension 128x25x25cm
• Open dimension  240x240x185cm
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

54351 60X30X5CM 1.25KG 60X30CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. PRICE

70717 -

Trade Unit 1

BIVVY TABLE
Product Code: PLA058
Weighing just one kilo weight this useful accessory folds away  compactly and has 
adjustable legs for uneven round. The shaped top is ideal to retain all your tackle 
and keep it organised.

• Shaped top
• Adjustable legs

C-SERIES BIVVY LIGHT
Product Code: PLA058
Make sure you never miss a bite in the night with this wireless bivvy light that 
connects seamlessly with the Prologic C-Series alarm system. When an alarm goes 
off, the light switches on and stays on for either five, 10 or 20 seconds, depending 
on how you set it up. It alerts you to which alarm went off by matching the colour of 
the triggered alarm. It is USB-chargeable so you don’t need to worry about batteries 
and has four different levels of brightness – it can also be switched on manually if 
required. A foldable metal hook or four internal magnets and metal disc can help you 
hang it just about anywhere in any kind of bivvy.

• Wireless
• USB-chargeable
• Triggered by the alarm
• Indicates which alarm went off
• Manual switch on/off
• Brightness up to 150 lumens
• CE certified
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ITEM NO. PRICE

65000 -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. PRICE

47345 -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. PRICE

62057 -

Trade Unit 1

GAURDIAN MAGNETIC/RECHARABLE REMOTE  
CONTROL BIVVY LIGHT
Product Code: PLA037
The Guardian Bivvy Light is the ultimate in compact illumination. Featuring an impressive output 
of 180 Lumens with three variable brightness settings to suit your requirements. An additional 
feature of two flashing modes offers a great homing beacon when out in the boat after dark. 
The Guardian Bivvy Light comes with a magnetic fitting and back-plate, allowing it to be easily 
attached to your Bivvy or Brolly. The locking hang hook attachment provides further securing 
options and it can be easily hung from nearby trees, fencing, Buzz Bars and Rod Pods. Further-
more, to aid night time photography, as well as lighting the way to your rods. Fully water proof 
to IPX5 specification means it can be left out side in the worst weather and is always ready to 
light the way when needed. With a fully rechargeable light weight lithium battery has a burn 
time ranging up to 20 hours. Supplied with a USB recharging connection lead, this can be fully 
recharged in less than 2.5 hours. 

A hand-held remote control offers effortless operation on the darkest nights which features a 
5m range.

• 180 Lumens
• 20hrs Burn Time
• 3 Variable Brightness Settings
• 2 Flashing Homing Modes
• Re-Chargeable 2.5hrs
• Magnetic Fixing & Back Plate
• Locking Hang Hook
• Fully Waterproof to IPX5
• Remote Control
• 5m Range 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Bivvy light - ZT-8505 -1800mAh Lithium Polymer Rechargeable battery 
Burn Time - High-180LM- 4.5hours 
Burn Time - Middle-90LM - 9 hours 
Burn Time - Low -15LM - 20 hours 
Re-charging time: 2.5hours  
Remote Control Unit - CR2032 - 3V - Battery Supplied

LUMIAX HEADLAMP
Product Code: PLA020
• Zoom Head Lamp 3W Cree LED
• 3W Cree Led: 150 Lumens
• Two working options: “on” (adjustable brightness);  

“flash” (adjustable brightness)
• Adjustable beam focus (long beam & short beam) by turning head
• Adjustable inclination angle (90 degree)
• Works with 3 “AAA” Batteries (not included)
• Totally waterproof

LUMIAX MKII HEAD LAMP
Product Code: PLA021
The new Prologic Lumiax MKII Head Lamp is smart, practical and extremely user 
friendly.  As well as a standard manual lighting configuration, the Lumiax also fea-
tures smart movement sensor technology to help maximize battery life.  
Four different white light options can be selected in addition to two red light options.

Capable of an impressive 70m beam range 135 burn time via 3 x AAA batteries, the 
Lumiax also boasts an IPX6 waterproof rating, meaning it can withstand the heaviest 
of downpours you’re ever likely to face.

• White light function : 100lm - 200lm - 40lm - strobe
• Red light function : 15lm – 30lm
• Movement sensor activation option for the white light only
• IPX6 Waterproof
• Up to 70 meters shooting beam
• Up to 135 hours burning time
• Elasticated and adjustable head band
• Operate with three AAA batteries (not included)
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

72701 8 LEG 95 X 210CM 12.5KG 140KG 45-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

72702 6 LEG 85 X 210CM 12.4KG 140KG 35-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE DADDY LONG 8 LEG BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB030
• Flat profile
• Fold-flat, double hinge design
• MCP breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable centres

• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mud feet
• Seat height: 45-50cm

INSPIRE RELAX RECLINER 6 LEG BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB033
• Adjustable recliner
• Fold-flat, double hinge design
• MCP breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable centres

• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mud feet
• Seat height: 35-50cm

THE INSPIRE BEDCHAIR RANGE
A new generation of Inspire bedchairs has arrived – aimed at taking bankside 
comfort, durability and practicality to the next level. Whatever your requirements, this 
new collection will contain the perfect companion for your fishing.
Every one of the four bedchairs in this range features new oval-tubed lightweight 
frames with tergal fabric locks that offer an incredibly flat profile to ensure greater 
lumbar support and a comfortable night’s sleep, guaranteed. This sleeping comfort 
is further enhanced by the generously padded centre sections of the mattress, which 
utilise our new Air-Tex meshed, breathable fabric. This fabric dramatically helps 
reduce uncomfortable hots spots by evenly distributing air around the occupant.
Ensuring optimum comfort is always maintained, no matter what the atmospheric 
conditions are. The padded areas of the bedchairs are also sculpted to offer optimum 
support to the areas where you need it the most. 

All bedchairs in this range feature a double-hinged, fold-flat system that allows for 
your sleeping bag, bivvy table and other flat objects to be stored and packed away 
inside it while in transit. They are also adorned in our Mimicry Camo Patter (MCP) 
and are fully breathable, yet extremely tough and hard-wearing on the outer fabric. 
In short, these bedchairs look the absolute business and offer levels of comfort and 
strength like nothing before. We are incredibly proud of them and we have designed 
the range so there’s something for everyone’s personal requirements.
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

72703 6 LEG 85X210CM 11.8KG 140KG 35-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

72704 6 LEG 80X205CM 11.2KG 140KG 35-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE LITE-PRO 6 LEG BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB031
• Flat profile
• Fold-flat, double hinge design
• MCP breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable centres

• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mud feet
• Seat height: 35-50cm

INSPIRE RELAX 6 LEG BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB032
• Flat profile
• Fold-flat, double hinge design
• MCP breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable centres

• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mud feet
• Seat height: 35-50cm
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

65045 6 LEG 70X190CM 10.9KG 105KG 30-42CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

65043 8 LEG 75X200CM 12.6KG 120KG 30-45CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER S/BAG & BEDCHAIR SYSTEM
Product Code: PLB017

AVENGER S/BAG & BEDCHAIR SYSTEM
Product Code: PLB018

AVENGER BED CHAIR SYSTEMS
We have taken our very competitive Avenger 6 & 8 leg bed chairs and fitted them 
with the new, 3 Season Avenger Sleeping bags. Creating our Avenger Sleep Sys-
tems. The sleeping bag is securely attached by a continuous, oversized heavy-duty 
zipper. This provides a neat and very secure connection which can easily be 
removed for cleaning. The thermal fleece lined, hollowfibre and multi layered con-
struction offers the very best in both comfort, insulation and functionality. The Sleep 
System is covered in ultra-soft, anti-rustle and extremely hardwearing waterproof 
polyester. Two heavy duty crash zips offer great efficiency when entering and exiting 
the Sleep System. Each zipper is fitted with anti-open clip-locks which secures the 

opposing zipper and ensures it remains closed, so no more drafty backs! Wind 
baffles ensure zero drafts and the very best in a comfortable night’s sleep.

• 3 Season Sleep System
• Thermal fleece lining
• Multi-layer hollow fibre construction
• Waterproof polyester shell
• Clip-lock zips
• Anti-Draft baffles
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPOrT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

65044 6 LEG 70X190CM 7KG 105KG 30-42CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPOrT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

65042 8 LEG 75X200CM 9.6KG 120KG 30-45CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB019

AVENGER BEDCHAIR
Product Code: PLB020

AVENGER BED CHAIR RANGE
The Avenger bed chair range is both stylish and functional. Designed with a totally 
flat frame for the ultimate in comfort and fitted perfectly to the generously padded 
mattress via ultra-strong and weather resistant elastics. Featuring a sculpted padded 
mattress combing our stylish Avenger camo pattern with subtle green 600D water-
proof fabrics. The double hinged fold-flat frame system is super compact for easy 
transportation and allows most sleeping bags to be kept in position when not in use. 
All legs are fully adjustable and fitted with pivoting mud feet.

• 6-8 adjustable legs with mud feet
• Flat frame profile design
• 600D padded waterproof mattress
• Fold-flat doudle hinge
• Soft Neoprene pillow with zipper for added storage/padding/comfort.
• Stylish Camo combination
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT WEIGHT MAX LOAD SEAT HEIGHT PRICE

72773 6 LEG 68 X 182CM 7.6KG 105KG 30-42CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

72770 85X80X25CM -

Trade Unit 1

BEDCHAIR BAG
Product Code: PLL055

C-SERIES 6 LEG BED
Product Code: PLB034
Bring some home comfort and style to the bank on your next overnighter with the 
C-Series six-leg bedchair. Featuring a fold-flat frame with double hinges, you can 
keep your sleeping bag in place on it while transporting. A generously padded 
mattress and sculpted pillow offer supreme sleeping comfort, while the adjustable 
legs and mud feet help ensure you will always be level and stable, even on soft and 
uneven terrain. 

• Fold-flat frame
• Double-hinge design
• Padded mattress
• Pillow section
• Fully adjustable legs
• Mud feet

BEDCHAIR BAG
Protecting your carp fishing sleeping or seating equipment while in storage or 
transportation has never been easier with our carry bags. Constructed from durable 
600D fabric combined with weight bearing webbing on the outside, these bags are 
built to last. They feature padded shoulder straps and grab-and-carry handles, which 
make light work of carrying your carpy furniture and ensure it stays protected from 
the elements when needed. 

• Hard-wearing 600D fabric
• Padded shoulder straps
• Grab-and-carry handles
• Heavy-duty zippers

SUITABLE FOR MOST SIZED BED DESCRIPTION

65044 AVENGER 6 LEG CAMO BED CHAIR

65042 AVENGER 8 LEG CAMO BED CHAIR

65045 AVENGER 6 LEG SYETEM S/BAG & BED CHAIR

65043 AVENGER 8 LEG SYETEM S/BAG & BED CHAIR

72704 INSPIRE LITE-PRO 6 LEG FLAT BED CHAIR
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

64157 61X55X73CM 7KG 140KG 61X55CM 73CM 40-52CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

64158 51X46X64CM 6KG 140KG 51X46CM 64CM 35-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE CHAIR RANGE
The new generation of Inspire chairs has arrived! Taking comfort, durability and 
practicality to the next level. Whatever your requirements, we are sure there is the 
perfect companion within this truly inspiring range of chairs to suit you. 

Featuring our MCP (Mimicry Camo Pattern) waterproof and fully breathable yet 
extremely tough and hard-wearing outer fabric, which is not only great to look at due 
to its subtle camo effect. But more importantly combines both strength and comfort 
at the highest levels. Integrated into the center sections with our new Air-Tex meshed 

breathable fabric base and back rest. This has been specifically designed with your 
comfort in mind. These areas are generously padded and have been sculped to offer 
the optimum support and comfort to the areas were its needed most. Air-Tex fabric 
dramatically helps reduce heat buildup while increasing the air circulation around 
its occupant in turn reducing hot spots, sweat build up and optimising comfort and 
air-flow whatever the conditions. The soft neoprene pillow section makes the ideal 
place to rest your head and absorb the inspirational comfort in any surroundings 
while your waterside. 

INSPIRE DADDY LONG RECLINER CHAIR  
WITH ARMRESTS
Product Code: PLB021
• Reclining backrest & armrest
• Air-Tex Removable armrest covers
• MCP Waterproof & breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable base & backrest 
• Soft Neoprene headrest
• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mudfeet
• Seat height 40 – 52cm
• W61 X D55 X BRH73CM
• Transport weight 7kg

INSPIRE RELAX RECLINER CHAIR  
WITH ARMRESTS
Product Code: PLB022
• Reclining backrest & armrest
• Air-Tex Removable armrest covers
• MCP Waterproof & breathable fabric
• Air-Tex breathable base & backrest
• Soft Neoprene headrest
• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mudfeet
• Seat height 35 – 50cm
• W51 X D46 X BRH64CM
• Transport weight 6kg
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

64159 51X46X64CM 5KG 140KG 51X46CM 64CM 35-50CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

64160 47X40X52CM 6.3KG 140KG 47X40CM 52CM 33-43CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

64161 47X40X52CM 4.8KG 140KG 47X40CM 52CM 37-52CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE RELAX CHAIR WITH ARMRESTS
Product Code: PLB023
• Armrests
• Air-Tex Breathable base & backrest
• MCP Waterproof & breathable fabric
• Air-Tex removable armrest covers
• Soft neoprene headrest
• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mudfeet
• Seat height 35 – 50cm
• W51 X D46 X BRH64CM
• Transport weight 5kg

INSPIRE LITE-PRO CHAIR WITH POCKET
Product Code: PLB025
• Under seat zipped storage pocket
• MCP Waterproof & breathable fabric
• Soft Neoprene headrest
• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mudfeet
• Seat height 37 – 52cm
• W47 X D40 X BRH52CM
• Transport weight 4.8kg

INSPIRE LITE-PRO RECLINER CHAIR WITH ARMRESTS
Product Code: PLB024
• Armrests
• Air-Tex removable armrest covers
• MCP Waterproof & breathable fabric
• Soft Neoprene headrest
• Adjustable legs
• Swivel mud feet
• Seat height 33 – 43cm
• W47 X D40 X BRH52CM
• Transport weight 6.3kg
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

65046 50X38X55CM 5.5KG 140KG 50X38CM 55CM 30-45CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

65047 47.5X42X50CM 5KG 140KG 47.5X42CM 50CM 30-40CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER CHAIR RANGE
The Avenger chair range offers the very best in functional and stylish solutions 
for every eventuality. We have combined sumptuously as well generously padded 
mattress using the subtle Avenger camo with desirable greens. Ultra-strong steel 

frames using quality fittings, adjustable legs, pivoting mud feet and arm rest with 
neoprene covers. Ensures the Avenger chairs offer the very best is functionality at 
realistic value. 

AVENGER COMFORT CAMO CHAIR  
W/ARMRESTS & COVERS
Product Code: PLB026
• Sumptuously padded mattress
• Avenger camo pattern
• Adjustable legs
• Pivoting Mud feet
• Armrest with Neoprene covers

AVENGER RELAX CAMO CHAIR  
W/ARMRESTS & COVERS
Product Code: PLB027
• Generously padded mattress
• Avenger camo pattern
• Adjustable legs
• Pivoting Mud feet
• Armrest with Neoprene covers
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS ADJUSTABLE LEGS PRICE

65048 47.5X42X50CM 3.5KG 140KG 47.5X42CM 50CM 25-40CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT RATING UP TO SIZE (FRAME) WIDTH INCL. ARMRESTS HEIGHT LEGS PRICE

65049 47X40X47CM 3.2KG 140KG 47X40CM 47CM 25CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER BED & GUEST CAMO CHAIR
Product Code: PLB029
• Generously padded mattress
• Avenger camo pattern
• Multi position rear leg
• For use on Bed chair
• Light and compact

AVENGER CAMO CHAIR
Product Code: PLB028
• Generously padded mattress
• Avenger camo pattern
• Adjustable legs
• Pivoting Mud feet
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS SIZE (FRAME) HEIGHT LEGS PRICE

49080 34X32X51CM 34X30CM 46CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

72771 76X72X20CM -

Trade Unit 1

MAX5 HEAVY DUTY BACKPACK CHAIR
Product Code: PLB016
• Coated Polyester
• Ø22mm powder coated steel tubes
• Tough and durable

CHAIR BAG
Product Code: PLL056
Protecting your carp fishing or seating equipment while in storage or transportation 
has never been easier with our carry bags. Constructed from durable 600D fabric 
combined with weight bearing webbing on the outside, these bags are built to last. 
They feature padded shoulder straps and grab-and-carry handles, which make light 
work of carrying your carpy furniture and ensure it stays protected from the elements 
when needed.

• Hard-wearing 600D fabric
• Padded shoulder straps
• Grab-and-carry handles
• Heavy-duty zippers

SUITABLE FOR MOST SIZED CHAIRS  

64160 INSPIRE LITE-PRO RECLINER CHAIR WITH ARMRESTS

64161 INSPIRE LITE-PRO CHAIR WITH POCKET

65046 AVENGER COMFORT CAMO CHAIR W/ARMRESTS & COVERS

65047 AVENGER RELAX CAMO CHAIR W/ARMRESTS & COVERS

65048 AVENGER CAMO CHAIR

65049 AVENGER BED & GUEST CAMO CHAIR
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS WEIGHT MAX LOAD PRICE

70719 240X185X52CM 37KG 350KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT WAVE RIDER 240
Product Code: PLC001
Ideal for transporting a whole lot of carp tackle to your spot or using to row out your 
bait, this super-stable and extra-wide inflatable PVC boat could be the game changer 
in your carp fishing. It features a double transom for options of engine mount and to 
make this 240cm-long boat extra spacious and very easy to climb in and out of. The 
boat is finished in a stylish, carpy olive green colour.

• Inflatable drop stitch floor (no heavy aluminum floorboards needed)
• 0.90mm olive green PVC
• 105cm long, aluminium seat
• Catamaran structure, for better and more economical driving properties
• Comes with a pair of two-piece, 171cm aluminum oars
• Weighs: 37kg
• Outer dimensions: length 240cm, width 185cm, height 52cm
• Inner dimensions: length 185cm, width 93cm, height 25cm
• Including a handy fold-in carry bag
• CE approved
• Maximale Motorleistung: 6PS
• Maximale Belastung: 350kg 
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

70883 3-BLADE WEEDLES PROP KIT -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

75999 BRUSHES 55LBS 2PCS -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

76000 SPEED SELECTOR -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

76001 LED DISPLAY -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. WEIGHT CAPACITY PRICE

71141 8.8KG – 19.4LBS 55LBS -

Trade Unit 1

E-MOTOR CAMOU 12V/55LBS
Product Code: PLA057
Get to the best fishing spots quickly and quietly with this powerful yet silent 55lbs 
electric trolling engine. It is packed with useful features including a 16cm extendable 
handle, digital battery meter, impact-resistant composite shaft and weedless propel-
ler (spare propeller kits available). Finished off with a stylish camouflage head, this 
will not only perform flawlessly for you, but make your vessel look the part too – all 
for a surprisingly affordable price point.

• Peak thrust: 55lbs
• Power input: 12V, 105 Ah (recommended)
• Two-digit display LCD monitor
• Aluminium quick-tilt gator bracket, seven settings
• 360-degree steering
• Five forward speeds, two reverse speeds
• Flexible composite shaft
• Dimensions: length 119cm (47”), width 12cm (4.7”), depth 44cm (17.3”)
• Weight: 8.8kg (19.4lbs)
• Telescopic 16cm handle
• Three-blade propeller
• Recommended boat size: 5.40m (18ft)
• Brushed engine
• Weedless propeller
• Two-year warranty
• CE approved 
• Battery not included

E-MOTOR CAMOU 55LBS 3-BLADE WEEDLES
Product Code: SGA046

SPAREPARTS - 55LBS
Product Code: SGR001

Product Code: SGR002

Product Code: SGR003
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

77514 E-MOTOR CAMOU ENGINE DISPLAY -

Trade Unit 1

DISPLAY FOR E-MOTOR CAMOU ENGINE
Product Code: PLV044

• LED light at the side
• Try the engine
• Dimensions D540xW300xH860mm

One of the easiest ways to make a sale is to let consumers touch and feel the 
product – so that’s exactly what this display for the Prologic E-Motor Camou engine 
allows. The LED lights at the sides of the display easily catch the attention of pass-
ers-by, and the engine can be simply connected to power with a battery (battery not 
included), so customers can try and feel the high-quality components for themselves.

The propeller is safely housed in an acrylic box to avoid any accidents, but still 
allows a clear view of it in action. This eye-catching display is a very easy way to 
help you sell more of a high-value Prologic product.

A DISPLAY TO GIVE YOUR 
SALES A THRUST
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At Prologic, we know that one of the most important aspects of catching carp is doing so safely, 
ensuring minimal stress and injury to fish. With that in mind, we have an extensive collection of 
carp care products to help you catch, unhook, handle and release carp with confidence. Whether 
it’s retainers, carp sacks or our super large, lightweight and fish-friendly landing nets, we have the 
products that mean you can return your prize carp fit and healthy and ready to fight another day. 
Using Prologic truly is a badge of honour to show that you care about fish welfare.
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

72684 46” 6FT 180CM 2SEC 95CM 6-3MM CAMO 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR PRICE

72685 95CM 6-3MM CAMO -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE 46” LANDING NET 
Product Code: PLN033
Without doubt the most stylish, elegant and best-functioning landing net 
we’ve ever produced – we are very proud of the Inspire 46”. Every single 
aspect of this net has been scrutinised by our product development team – 
from the choices of premium materials to the construction techniques – this 
is a new dawn for landing nets, designed from the ground-up.

We use the same 1k high modulus carbon as the flagship Inspire rod range, 
and the super slim yet rigid two-piece handle is also finished with identical 
minimalist cosmetics. High quality Japanese shrink wrapped sections 
ensure for a firm grip. 

Supreme attention to detail has also gone into developing one of the 
smallest and robust spreader blocks on the market – precision machine cut 
from a billet of tempered aluminium to our own requirements and features 

an isotope slot within the carp sign logo. The full 3K carbon tapered 46” 
arms allow for a very stylish and larger bow-style shaped net head. The net 
also features our very desirable dual and carp-safe camo mesh, which can 
be further secured out of harm’s way via the stainless net clip. Supplied 
with net a float.

• 1K high modulus two-piece carbon handle
• Precision cut minimalist spreader block
• Isotope slot
• 3K 46” taper high modulus carbon arms
• Japanese shrink handle grips
• Carp-safe dual camo mesh
• Net-safe clip
• Net float

INSPIRE 46” SPARE MESH
Product Code: PLN034
• Camo colour
• Fish-friendly mesh
• Heavy-duty stitching
• Dual meshed arms
• Reinforced neck
• Quick drying
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

72671 42" 6FT/180CM 2PCS 95CM 6-3MM CAMO 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

C3 FULCRUM LANDING NET & NET FLOAT
Product Code: PLN032
Elegance and functionality – the C3 Fulcrum landing net delivers both in big 
doses, leaving you to concentrate on safely landing that prize carp without 
any worries. The 6ft, two-section handle is incredibly light and rigid thanks 
to being made from a high modular, dry-weave 3k carbon material, while 
the grip benefits from a generous helping of Japanese shrink wrap. You 
can also easily use the net with just one part of the two-section handle, 
making the net really versatile in close-quarters situations such as stalking 
or fishing from a boat. The same 3K carbon is used on the 42” arms, which 
provide an ample opening for big fish to be netted in.

At the business end, the machine-cut minimalist spreader block provides a 
positive connection and allows the net to easily be collapsed when not in 

use. The net itself uses an ultra-soft, fish-safe camo mesh that will deliver 
stealth and fish care in equal measure. A high density and anti-absorbent 
EVA net float.

• 3k, two-section, high modulus carbon handle
• 42” high modulus carbon arms
• Machine-cut minimalist spreader block 
• Anti-absorbent EVA net float
• Ultra-soft, fish-safe, camo mesh
• Japanese shrink grips
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ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

64999 42" 120CM 1PCS 95CM 6MM CAMO RUBBER 135CM -

Trade Unit 1

C3 FULCRUM RIDGID FRAMED LANDING NET
Product Code: PLN031
Specifically designed to get into those places were conventional nets fail. Ideal for those dense jungle stalking 
situations and equally at home with anglers who need to take to the boat to save that weeded up fish being 
lost. The new C3 landing net boasts a 42” fully ridged and collapsible carbon framed net head. Making it easy 
to penetrate and poke around in the thickest of weed beds and bankside vegetation. An equally robust rubber-
ised camouflaged mesh ensures that its tough enough for the job in hand, yet soft enough to offer the up most 
in fish care. The one-piece 120cm high grade ultra-stiff carbon handle is both elegant and practical fitted with 
a Japanese shrink wrap. The whole net and handle are totally self-supporting as its already fitted with an ultra 
slim high-density EVA net float ensuring its always on the surface and ready for action. There also a butt ring 
and tether cord which can be attached to the boat ensuring it will never be too far away when you need it most.

• HM Carbon handle
• HM Rigid framed & Collapsible Net
• Reinforced spreader block
• High density Net float
• Snag resistant camo fish safe mesh
• Japanese shrink handle
• Tether cord

CAMO RUBBERISED MESH
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SC FS

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

64998 42" 6'/180CM 2PCS 95CM 6MM OLIVE GREEN 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

64997 42" 6'/180CM 2PCS 95CM 6MM OLIVE GREEN 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

C2 ELEMENT FS & SC 42” OLIVE GREEN L/NET & FLOAT
The perfect companion to compliment our Element rod range. Using the very same high modular carbon fiber this elegant 
and superbly balanced 2-piece landing net offers the very same choices as the Element carp rods with two differing 
cosmetic options to choose from. So, weather you decide to go for the beautiful slim cork or Japanese shrink-wrapped 
version. They both offer the very same outstanding build quality and finish you would expect of our C2 range. The 42” light 
weight tapered HM Carbon arms are wrapped in a super soft, fish safe Olive-green mesh. While our reinforced spreader 
block ensures everything stays in true, even when being pegged to the ground retaining your catch while you ready the 
camera and scales. Supplied with a high-density net float ensuring it is always on hand when you need it most.

• HM Dry-Weave styled 2pc carbon handle
• 42” High modular carbon arms
• Reinforced spreader block
• High density Net float
• Ultra-soft fish safe mesh
• 2 stylish handle configurations
• SC - Slim Cork
• FS - Full Japanese shrink

C2 ELEMENT FS LANDING NET & FLOAT
Product Code: PLN018

C2 ELEMENT SC LANDING NET & FLOAT
Product Code: PLN019
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ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

62060 8” 240CM 2SEC CORK/BLACK 125CM -

Trade Unit 1

CC20 HANDLE
Product Code: PLN003
• Increased handle length
• Ideal solution for very weedy waters
• Two section high modulus carbon handle
• Transport length 125cm
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ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65004 42" 6'/180CM 1PCS 95CM 6MM CAMO 188CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65005 42" 6'/180CM 2PCS 95CM 6MM CAMO 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER LANDING NETS
If you’re looking for a landing net that not only offers strength, functionality and reli-
ability whilst not breaking the bank, then you need look no further than the Prologic 
Avenger landing nets. These beautifully styled nets share very similar cosmetics to 
our very successful Avenger Carp rod range. The 42” Landing Net offers two handle 
options, 1 section or 2 section both with precision fitted machined female threaded 
collars. This net boasts an elegant and slim carbon composite handle, which is 
exceptionally rigid whilst also maintaining a low weight. This means that the handle 
won’t bow under the pressure of your personal best capture on your next carp fishing 
session. This 2-section handle is 180cm when put together in full length, which is 

approximately 6ft and packs away very conveniently into half that size. This is the 
perfect length for targeting a huge range of the carp fishing from everyday bank work 
or using the handle at its half-length making it an ideal choice for those tighter swims 
while stalking and boat work. This very versatile Net fills you with the confidence 
that you’ll always be able to land your catch. The tapered 42” arms of the Prologic 
Avenger landing nets are manufactured using ultra-lightweight super strong com-
posite materials. What’s more, the Avenger Landing Net uses a fish friendly and very 
desirable camo mesh. The ABS spreader block ensures that net arms are fixed to 
the handle with precision and strength. Making it the ideal landing net for the angler 
on who doesn’t want to compromise on quality, performance and style.

AVENGER LANDING NETS
Product Code: PLN020

AVENGER LANDING NETS
Product Code: PLN021
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ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65033 42" 6'/180CM 1PCS 90CM 6MM BLACK 188CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT SECTIONS NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65034 42" 6'/180CM 2PCS 90CM 6MM GREEN 106CM -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES LANDING NETS
Strong, reliable and affordable. The new C-series landing nets offer stylish and 
practical solutions for every eventuality. 

Available with either 1 or 2 section handle options and a choice of green or black 
coloured fish friendly meshes to suit your style. The new ABS spreader block is fitted 
with a grab handle which can also be used for pegging and securing your net while 
you ready your mat and camera. 

The tapered arms offer much greater strength and rigidity while ensuring maximum 
control. The perfect landing nets for price conscious anglers looking for practical 
solutions.

• 42” Fish friendly mesh
• 180cm handle
• ABS Spreader block with grab handle
• 1 & 2 Section handle options
• Green or black mesh options

C-SERIES LANDING NETS
Product Code: PLN022

C-SERIES LANDING NETS
Product Code: PLN023
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ITEM NO. LENGHT SECTIONS COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65039 6’/180CM 1SEC BLACK 180CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGHT SECTIONS COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

65019 6'/180CM 2SEC BLACK 103CM -

Trade Unit 1

LANDING NET POLE & BAITING SPOON & HANDLE
Complementing this range further and sharing the same build quality and esthetics 
we have also introduce an Avenger 6ft 2 section landing net pole as well as a 1 sec-
tion 6ft Avenger baiting spoon supplied with a detachable high impact plastic spoon 
ideal for mass baiting or pression deployment.

• Light weight Carbon-composite materials
• Japanese shrink grips sections
• Available in 1 & 2 section handles options

AVENGER BAITING SPOON & HANDLE
Product Code: PLN024

AVENGER NET HANDLE
Product Code: PLN025
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ITEM NO. LENGHT SECTIONS COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

45708 6'/180CM 2SEC BLACK 103CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE NET DEPTH COLOR MESH SIZE PRICE

65036 42” 95CM OLIVE GREEN 6MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE NET DEPTH COLOR MESH SIZE PRICE

65035 42” 95CM CAMO 6MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE NET DEPTH MESH SIZE COLOR TRANSPORT LENGHT PRICE

57129 42” 90CM 6MM GREEN 109CM -

Trade Unit 1

NET & SPOON HANDLE
Product Code: PLN013
Two section Carbon handle, extremely solid and with anti-slip handle.

• Solid composite carbon handle
• Metallic top screw
• 180cm non-slip handle

SPARE LANDING NET MESH
To compliment our extensive range of landing nets. We also offer a range of replacement meshes.

ELEMENT 42”
Product Code: PLN026
• Olive green colour
• Soft Durable
• Fish friendly mesh
• Heavy duty stitching
• Dual meshed arms
• Reinforced neck
• Quick dry

AVENGER 42”
Product Code: PLN027
• Camo colour
• Fish friendly mesh
• Heavy duty stitching
• Dual meshed arms
• Reinforced neck
• Quick dry

CRUZADE 42” LANDING NET HEAD KIT
Product Code: PLN014
• Mesh with arm and spread block spare kit
• Compatible with all landing net handles
• Reinforced nylon spread block

ELEMENT LANDING NET SPARE MESHAVENGER LANDING NET SPARE MESH
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ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

65057 SLIM -

65056 LARGE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

38388 NETFLOAT -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE MATERIAL PRICE

65038 42" NYLON -

65037 42" METALLIC -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

65006 140X30X62CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

62067 125X15CM -

Trade Unit 1

GREEN NET FLOAT
Product Code: PLN016
• Foam lined net float
• Velcro strap for attaching to spreader block
• Adjustable cord
• Fits all Prologic and Ron Thompson nets

WATERPROOF STINK BAG
Product Code: PLN015
• Fully waterproof
• Can accommodate any retainer sling
• Non-spill design to eliminate odours

EVA NET FLOATS
Product Code: PLN028
Manufactured from ultra-hard wearing and robust EVA foam. The ultra slim design 
helps by reducing the drag efficiency, making for a much easier and more maneu-
verable landing net whilst in water. Using extremely dense EVA foam also prevents 
increased weight from water absorption. The elasticity of the materials used means it 
can be easily and securely fitted, without having to overcomplicate matters or adding 
further weight due to conventional Velcro straps/webbing.

• Super-slim compact design
• Increased buoyancy
• Hardwearing EVA
• Anti-water absorption
• Push Fits securely on most landing nets poles
• Available in two sizes 

Slim 20x4.1cm – internal dia 16mm 
Large 25x5.5cm – internal dia 18mm

L/NET SPREADER BLOCK
Product Code: PLN029
It’s always handy to have a spare right! We now have a range of replacement 
spreaders blocks just in case of loss or breakage. The universal fitting ensures a 
strong and secured fitting with all common landing net poles. We have also made 
two different versions to choose from, manufactured from either Impact resistant light 
weight Nylon or the extremely robust black anodized metallic version.

• Fits all landing nets
• Two options available
• Robust metallic black
• Light weight nylon

WATERPROOF RETAINER & L/NET STINK BAG
Product Code: PLN030
A fully waterproof stink bag that can accommodate two Retainer slings or even a 
combination of landing net heads and retainers. The smooth and slippery finish helps 
to eliminate fish and lake residue from sticking to it, which in turns helps by prevent-
ing bacteria build which is the main course of odours. Featuring an easy roll down 
entrance with secure clip buckle which prevents any wet contents from escaping 
while in transportation.

• Fully waterproof
• Can accommodates multiple retainers or landing nets
• Non slip finish helps eliminate odours
• Can accommodate Retainers & Nets
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. LBS KG PRICE

64108 60LBS 27KG -

64109 120LBS 54KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

65066 AVENGER PADDED SCALES POUCH -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. KG PRICE

75915 50KG/110LBS -

Trade Unit 1

PROLOGIC SPECIMEN/DIAL SCALES
Product Code: PLA002
Easy to read large faced Specimen scales available in two size options. The Black 
negative background face plate makes a great contrast for quick and accurate read-
ing. The reflective Carp Sign logo aids illumination further on the darkest of nights. 
Tough and robust body and lenses fitting with larges stainless steel weigh and hang 
hook. The easy adjust tare dial makes for effortless adjustment and zeroing off.

FEATURES:  
• Tough body and lens
• Stainless steel weigh and hanging hook
• Negative Vision with Hi Vis dial
• Corrosion-resistant interiors
• Large tare/zero facility capacity
• Dual metric/imperial lbs./kg 2oz/100g & 4oz/200g units
• Available in - 60lb/27kg or 120lb/54kg versions 

SPECIFICATIONS:  
• Diameter: 170mm (6.7inches)
• Weight: 800g (28oz)
• 60lb Scale has a maximum capacity of 27.1kg
• 120lb Scale has a maximum capacity of 54.2kg

PADDED SCALES POUCH
Product Code: PLL026
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded for optimum protection
• Velcro securing flap
• Carry handle
• Will accommodate large dial scales
• Size 20x33x6cm

AVENGER SCALE
Product Code: PLA059
When you land a huge, old warrior of a carp, you want to be able to get a quick and 
accurate measurement of its weight, and that’s where the new Prologic Avenger 
digital scale comes in. Featuring two large and foldable handlebars, the scale shows 
weights on a bright, illuminated LCD screen in your choice of pounds or kilos. These 
scales are packed with smart features including the ability to reset the weight at 
zero with a weigh sling already attached, a power-saving feature that automatically 
turns off after 60 seconds of inactivity and a battery life indicator. It weighs fish of up 
to 110lbs (50kg) in increments of 10g and operates on two AAA 1.5v batteries (not 
included).

• Large, illuminated LCD display
• Displays in pounds and kilos
• Stores heaviest weight
• Easy to use tare function, to exclude the weight of the sling
• Automatic power-off after 60 seconds
• Foldable arms for compact storage
• Weighs up to 50kg/110lbs
• Accuracy: 10g
• Water resistant
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. KG PRICE

47343 40KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

72772 198-110CM 3.2KG -

Trade Unit 1

COMMANDER DIGITAL SCALE 40KG
Product Code: PLA012
• Four buttons, ON/OFF, Record, Memory, Delete
• Stores up to ten replaceable weights in memory
• Big LCD size: 41 x 26mm - With blue backlight
• 1m tape measure
• Water resistant
• Unit change: Kg, lbs, “C” temperature, “F” temperature
• Hold function
• Thermometer function
• Easy operates with 2 x AAA batteries (not included)
• Can store up to 10 weights
• Automatic calculation of average weight and total weight

WEIGH TRIPOD
Product Code: PLM041
When you’re weighing a potential PB fish, you need to be able to rely on accurate 
measurements. Our weigh tripod can help you achieve that, by allowing you to easily 
and safely manoeuvre and weigh your trophy catch. It features a heavy-duty yet 
lightweight construction with two-section legs, a stainless steel weigh hook and mud 
feet to offer excellent support on soft ground. The whole thing is finished in a stylish 
anti-glare coating and packs down to a compact size for transport.

• Height: 198cm
• Transport size: 110cm
• Weight: 3.2kg
• Large stainless steel weigh hook
• Two-section leg design
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ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS PRICE

65009 MEDIUM 95X52CM -

65010 LARGE 110X65CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE UNHOOKING MATS WITH SIDES
Product Code: PLF008
Offering the ultimate in fish protection and Carp care. Stiff high sided padded walls 
with a soft meshed retaining flap keeps your prized catch safely secured whilst its 
time is on the bank. The high-density foam base mattress is removable, making it 
very easy to clean. Rubberised under mat mesh allows for excess water to drain 
away easily. Reinforced carry handles ensuring a safe transition back to the water 
edge. Supplied with draw string carry bag.

• Padded stiff walls
• High density mattress
• Soft mesh retaining flap
• HD carry handles
• Under matt rubber mesh drainage
• Supplied with carry bag
• 2 Size options available: M:95x52cm. L: 110x65cm
• Transport Size: M: 65x37cm. L: 75x37cm
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ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS PRICE

65007 MEDIUM 90X60CM -

65008 LARGE 120X60CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER S/S CRADLE
Product Code: PLF009
Utilising a light weight and very compact frame, the Avenger cradles offer the very best in fish care. 
The fully padded mattress always ensures maximum fish care on all uneven terrains. Our seam safe 
design allows for a totally smooth finish on the insides of the cradle. Adjustable and pivoting mud feet 
keep everything stable even on the roughest of terrains, ensuring your prized catch always remains 
safe. Soft drainage mesh has been added on the shortest sides allowing for easy water drainage and 
cleaning. The Avenger framed cradles can be packed away extremely compact and are supplied with a 
zipped carry bag with carry handles. 

• Seam-Safe mattress
• Padded frame surround
• Mesh drainage
• Adjustable pivoting mud feet
• Available in 2 sizes
• Carry bag included
• Transport Sizes: 

M: 65x45x15cm. 
L: 65x60x15cm
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

65001 135X90CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

65002 120X75CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

65003 95X50CM -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER ROLL UP/ FLAT MAT
Product Code: PLF011
Ideal for roving anglers and stalkers, the design is lightweight and extremely compact. 
This is an ideal mat for those targeting smaller carp and other specimen species. Camo 
fish friendly material covers the foam mattress.

• Dimensions: 95x50cm
• Fish friendly materials
• Generous padding
• Quick dry fabrics

AVENGER FOAM BEANIE
Product Code: PLF010
Generously padded foam centre section, combined with camo sides. Containing densely 
packed poly balls which form a raised barrier surround, ensuring lively fish are always 
totally protected.

• Dimensions: 120x75cm
• Fish friendly materials
• Generous padding
• High density, raised poly ball camo sides
• Quick dry fabrics

AVENGER PRO BEANIE UNHOOKING MAT
Product Code: PLF010
Dual layered high impact resistance foam, combined with a generous layer of loose poly 
balls which allow the angler to shape and create a contoured, cratered centre to 
place their catch. The camo sides contain densely packed poly balls which 
form a raised barrier surround, ensuring lively fish are totally protected.

• Dimensions: 135x90cm
• Fish friendly materials
• High impact resistant, foam centre
• Generous padding
• High density, raised poly ball camo sides
• Quick dry fabrics
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

65012 120X55CM -

65011 90X50CM -

Trade Unit 1

INSPIRE S/S CAMO FLOATING RETAINER/WEIGH SLING
Product Code: PLF012
Seam safe works by eliminating the areas where stitching and joins are most likely to come into 
contact with our catch. By addressing these potentially hazardous areas, we are now able to offer 
you the ultimate range of Carp Care and fish friendly products available to date. Soft and durable 
mesh combined with 2 extendible brace supports, separates the main frame apart ensuring opti-
mum water exchange is always maintained. Baffled two-way anti corrosive HD zippers can easily 
be secured together with the supplied tether cord with EVA float and bank stick secure. 

The dense solid hood fabric helps by subduing light and reduces heat penetration helping to keep 
your catch, cool and relaxed while aiding recovery without increased stress. 

Four sets of carry handles of differing distances apart give you further options of security, allowing 
for a much better grip and allowing a safer transition to and from the water. Two large weighing 
straps with centred steel rings allows for effortless and easy weighing.

• Seam-Safe
• 2 Frame separator supports
• Baffled non corrosive zippers
• Reinforced multi point carry handles
• Weighing handles with centred steel rings
• Quick dry ultra-soft mesh
• Supplied with tether cord/zip secure
• Carry bag included
• Available in 2 size options
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW
ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS COLOR PRICE

72672 LARGE 90X55CM GREEN/BLACK -

72673 X-LARGE 120X55CM GREEN/BLACK -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES RETAINER & W/SLING
Product Code: PLF016
Anything that reduces the amount of kit you take fishing can only be a good thing – and this new essen-
tial carp care product in our C-Series range does just that, by combining a floating retainer and a weigh 
sling into one. Everything about this product has been designed with fish care in mind: the lack of need 
to transfer fish from retainer to weigh sling thanks to the central weighing handle, the baffled zippers 
with locking rings to easily secure to a tether cord (not included), and the dark, fish-friendly mesh that 
reduces light penetration and maximises water exchange to your prize catch. You can rest assured carp 
will stay safe, comfortable and calm in this retainer while you get the camera and scales ready.

• Dark, fish-friendly soft mesh
• Baffled zippers with locking rings
• Carry and weighing handles
• Fast-drying material
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS COLOR PRICE

57228 122X25X15CM CAMO -

Trade Unit 1

RETAINER WEIGH SLING
Product Code: PLF001
Camo floating retainer and weigh sling. Ideal for resting the fish while you ready the cam-
era and scales. Incorporating 4 carry handles and 2 weighing handles. Soft camouflage 
mesh ensures great water exchange with baffled HD zippers fitted with locking rings.

• 2 x Central weighing handles
• 4 x Carry/grab handles
• Ultra-Soft Camo mesh
• HD 2-way zippers with locking rings
• Weight 1.08kg
• Length 122x55cm
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS COLOR PRICE

72674 LARGE 100X70CM GREEN/BLACK -

72675 X-LARGE 120X80CM GREEN/BLACK -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES CARP SACK
Product Code: PLF015
For those times when you need to retain a prize carp for a little longer, the Prologic 
C-Series Carp Sack is ideal. Available in two sizes, these sacks offer a safe and 
secure way to hold your fish and benefit from a soft, fish-friendly mesh, an oversized 
and easy-to-operate, heavy-duty zipper with locking ring and securing clip, and a 
tether cord and bank stick screw. Best of all, the whole lot can be packed away in the 
sack’s own carry bag.

• Soft, fish-friendly mesh
• Heavy-duty zipper with locking ring
• Tether cord
• Hi-viz float
• Bank stick attachment
• Carry bag
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PRO TECTION BETWEEN CLEANS

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS COLOR PRICE

42521 L 100X70CM NEW GREEN -

42522 XL 120X80CM NEW GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

45727 26X30CM 23L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

57219 100ML -

Trade Unit 1

CARP SACK
Product Code: PLF007
• Silky soft fish friendly material
• Soft safe breath mesh corners
• High-vis poly ball string

MP BUCKET W/BAG
Product Code: PLF002
Ultra light and compact bucket supplied with a 2 meters rope and carry bag. It 
covers many different purposes, perfect for when you need to get water to wet your 
method or ground bait or when you just need to wet the fish while tacking pictures.

STERI-7 XTRA FISH CARE ANTISEPTIC SPRAY
Product Code: PLF013
Clinically proven to disinfect mouth and body wounds, and incorporates STERI-7 
Reactive Barrier Technology (RBT). STERI-7 Fish Care Spray is formulated to 
eradicate harmful bacteria and viruses. Upon application, STERI-7 Fish Care acts 
quickly, killing 99.9999% (log6) within seconds to ensure wounds are free of bacte-
ria, when the fish are returned to water.

NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN BLISTER 

PACK
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Carp fishing usually involves a lot of kit. Because of its static nature and that attention to detail is 
everything, anglers often need to carry a lot of fishing tackle, bait and accessories with them. Pro-
logic can help make that a breeze with our high-quality range of luggage with purpose-designed 
products to safely and securely transport rods, reels, rigs, bait, cameras, terminal tackle and just 
about anything else you can think of. All of our luggage has been designed, created, and exten-
sively tested by a worldwide team of carp fishing fanatics who have made certain that each item 
works seamlessly with carp fishing and can stand up to plenty of abuse trip after trip.

STORM SAFE - CREATED TO WITHSTAND NATURES ELEMENTS
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION TRANSPORT SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

72705 COMPACT BARROW 100X68X29CM 11.8KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT COMPACT CARP BARROW
Product Code: PLL047
Lighten your load without compromising on the kit you need for fishing with the Ele-
ment compact carp barrow. This tough barrow is designed to be used in conjunction 
with your bedchair, utilising its legs to serve as your side rails. This allows for a much 
smaller and lighter transport size, which is also quicker and easier to set-up. The 
front wheel has been specifically positioned to perfectly optimise balance, ensuring 
your load is equally distributed across the barrow, while the fold-flat front rail keeps 
your load in place while transporting. The height of the handles are fully adjustable 
so you can customise it to your height and set it up so you can maneuverer the 
barrow with straight arms, which gives you more control and results in less fatigue. 
Getting to your fishing spot when the barrow is fully loaded is a piece of cake thanks 
to the Big Boy all-terrain pneumatic flotation tyre, which makes light work of even the 
most severe terrain. Its large size provides better weight distribution even over soft 
ground and its reinforced 2ply construction offers excellent grip and eliminates drag. 
In testing, the Big Boy outperformed everything we’ve ever used. 

To take your Element compact barrow even further we have designed a full range of 
hard-wearing and weather resistant EVA drop-in luggage (not included), which fur-
ther boosts the carrying capacity of the barrow while keeping a low centre of gravity 
to ensure it remains stable. 

• Compact and robust frame
• Optimised balancing point
• Fold-flat front rail
• Quick-release wheel
• Height adjustable handles
• Big Boy all-terrain pneumatic tyre (33cm x 13cm)
• Locking swivel mud feet
• Transport size: 100cm x 68cm x 29cm
• Weight: 11.8kg
• Maximum load: 100kg
• Full range of ELEMENT Storm-Safe EVA barrow luggage available.

COMPACT & VERSATILE

SPREAD THE LOAD - BIG BOY ALL TERRIAN TYRE
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72708 M 37X18X31CM 17L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72707 M 37X18X31CM 17L -

72706 L 57.5X39X31CM 54L -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT STORM SAFE BARROW COOL
Product Code: PLL049

ELEMENT STORM SAFE BARROW BAG
Product Code: PLL048

ELEMENT DROP-IN BARROW LUGGAGE
Optimise your space with our expertly designed range of drop-in barrow luggage 
that’s packed with innovative features and made with the highest quality materials. 
One of the range’s key features is the Storm Safe, hard-wearing EVA material it’s 
made from, which is weather resistant meaning it can be left outside your bivvy or 
brolly while you fish to free up more room for you. This super robust material can 
handle the elements with ease and can also be cleaned with a bucket of water or a 
hose if it gets muddy. 

There are three options available – a large bag, and two medium-sized bags – all of 
which fit perfectly into the Element compact carp barrow frame. The large bag is ide-
al for storing spare dry clothes and large items, it can also take two square buckets. 
The two medium bags – one cool lined and one standard – can be positioned either 
side of the balancing point of the barrow, so they are perfect for heavier items such 
as bait, food or drink. 

The range is completed with hi-viz bungies that feature heavy-duty, oversized anchor 
hooks, robust 1cm latex core, and are easily found when dropped on the ground 
thanks to their bright Prologic orange colour.

• Easy-fit, drop-in barrow luggage
• Storm-safe EVA construction
• Weather resistant
• Easy-clean surface
• HD offset zippers
• Robust carry handles
• Cool bag option
• Designed to fit Element Compact Carp Barrow 

OPTIMISE INTERNAL BIVVY SPACE  
- WEATHER RESISTANT STORM SAFE BARROW LUGGAGE
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PCS PRICE

72709 80X1CM 2PCS -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT HD BARROW BUNGIES
Product Code: PLA056
The Barrow & luggage range is completed with the addition of the Element heavy 
duty Hi-Viz bungies. 

Securing your load has never been easier, fitted with plastic coated oversized anchor 
hooks. The robust 1cm latex core elastics have been wrapped in a hard-wearing Hi-
Viz orange outer. Ensuring they can easily be found if lost or miss placed. 

• Oversized anchor hooks
• Hi-Viz wrapped latex 
• 1cm x 80cm
• 2pc Supplied 
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72724 38X27X29 30L -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT STORM SAFE LUGGAGE 
Never has a more fitting name been given to a range of luggage – this collection of hard-wearing, robust and durable storage 
solutions has been made to withstand the harshest of elements, while applying the mantra that an organised angler is a more 
efficient angler. The Element Storm Safe luggage range can cover any angling situation and is made using 1.5mm and 1mm-
thick EVA with special attention to the areas that take the most wear – in short, it’s been designed to last.

Both the carryall and the utility bags in this range benefit from our Storm Safe con-
cept, which prevents water ingress even during the harshest of weather conditions. 
They are also modular with all accessory bags in the range, giving you plenty of 
options to organise your kit exactly how you want it – no more rummaging in your 
luggage to find things. The carryall features a zippered front pocket that fits most 
medium-sized tackle and rig boxes, as well as an extra zippered pocket on the lid – 
an ideal place to store bite alarms and buzzer bars. Both the carryall and the utility 
bags feature removeable and fully adjustable padded shoulder straps, as well as 
twin carry handles, and high quality, anti-corrosive zippers with hi-viz pullers. Are you 
ready to take your organisation game to the next level?

• Hard-wearing, 1.5mm and 1mm Storm Safe EVA
• Modular carryall and utility bags
• Bank Bound camo patterns
• High quality, anti-corrosive zippers
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap
• Ergonomic carry handles
• Hi-viz zip pullers

ELEMENT STORM SAFE LUGGAGE CARRYALL 
Product Code: PLL050

CREATED TO WITHSTAND NATURES ELEMENTS

54961 -Tackle box & 65067 Buzz Bar bag – Not Supplied
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022
ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72725 38X27X29CM 30L -

Trade Unit 1

CUSTOMISE & ACCESSORISE!
The Element Storm Safe Carryall & Utility bag have been carefully designed to accept different 
configurations of large deep 72726 & large shallow 72729 & accessory bags 72729 

ELEMENT STORM SAFE LUGGAGE UTILITY BAG
Product Code: PLL051
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72731 S 10CM X 17CM X 6.5CM 1.1L -

72730 M 20CM X 17CM X 6.5CM 2.2L -

72729 L 20CM X 34CM X 6.5CM 4.4L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72728 S 10CM X 17CM X13CM 2.2l -

72727 M 20CM X 17CM X13CM 4.5L -

72726 L 20CM X 34CM X13CM 9L -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT STORM SAFE S ACCESSORY SHALLOW
Product Code: PLL053

ELEMENT STORM SAFE ACCESSORY BAGS 
Designed to give a wide range of options to customise your luggage and kit exactly 
how you like it, the Element accessory bags are fully modular with the rest of the El-
ement range and are constructed with our Storm Safe EVA to prevent water ingress. 
There are two different depth options – shallow and deep – each with three sizes 
available. Get ready to become a more organised, efficient and successful angler.  

• Hard-wearing 1.5mm and 1mm Storm Safe EVA
• Modular sizing
• Bank Bound camo patterns
• High quality, anti-corrosive zippers
• Hi-viz zip pullers
• Gunsmoke see-through branded lid

ELEMENT STORM SAFE S ACCESSORY DEEP
Product Code: PLL052

ACCESORISE  
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72732 29X26X30CM 22.5L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

54993 FOLDABLE 69X58X72CM 6KG -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT STORM SAFE BAIT BAG
Product Code: PLL054
Sure, bait buckets are great, but have you ever used a super-lightweight, easy-to-
clean bait bag that can be flat-packed for transportation? Enter our Element Storm 
Safe bait bag – ideal for anglers who like to travel light. It fits perfectly into our 
Element drop-in barrow bag making it incredibly easy to transport and it can hold 
an impressive 17ltr of bait. It also benefits from our Storm Safe EVA, which helps to 
eliminate water ingress, keeping your bait fresh and unspoilt, ready for use.

• Hard-wearing 1.5mm and 1mm Storm Safe EVA
• Modular sizing
• Bank Bound camo patterns
• High quality, anti-corrosive zippers
• Hi-viz zip pullers
• Carry handles 

CRUZADE CLASSIC TROLLEY
Product Code: PLL002
• Classic design
• Effortless transport your gear
• Not recommended for extremely rough terrain
• Folds flat
• No parts to remove to pack it away
• Air wheels
• Can hold up to 50kg of gear
• Carry bag Included
• Aluminium frame
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ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65060 S 37X34X38CM 48L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65062 M 56X38X36CM 77L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65064 XXL 74X46X48CM 162L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65063 L 65X40X40CM 104L -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER LUGGAGE RANGE
Introducing the new Avenger luggage range, this com-
prehensive range of luggage has been solely designed 
and tested by our team of world-wide Pro-staff anglers for 
anglers. To be able to deal and withstand every eventuality 
of day to day carp fishing. Whether you are a weekend 
warrior or a seasoned session campaigner, this rugged and 
extremely tough luggage range will not let you down. Using 
600D water resistant, rip-stop fabrics and combining a sub-
tle yet very stylish blend of carpy green and generously pad-
ded camouflage panels. Offering you the upmost and very 
best in both style, protection and functionality. Heavy duty 
Waterproof ripstop bases and newly developed oversized 
anti- corrosive 10mm zippers with Hi-Viz pullers, reinforced 
beading, oversized webbing with heavy duty carry handles 
and adjustable padded shoulder straps. Combining simplis-
tic and functional features with practical solutions.

AVENGER CARRYALL
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded for optimum protection
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Removable adjustable padded shoulder strap
• Water-proof base
• 4 Different size/feature options

AVENGER LUGGAGE RANGE
Product Code: PLL027

AVENGER LUGGAGE RANGE
Product Code: PLL029

AVENGER LUGGAGE RANGE
Product Code: PLL028

AVENGER LUGGAGE RANGE
Product Code: PLL030
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65065 55X17X41CM 38L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65072 40X30X30CM 36L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS VOUME PRICE

65073 2X AIR DRY BAG S 30X18X23CM 12.5L -

65058 1X AIR DRY BAG L 30X18X23CM 12.5L -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER RUCKSACK
Product Code: PLL031
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof Fabric
• Fully Padded for optimum protection
• Adjustable Harness
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• 2 x Detachable storage pouches
• 4 x Bank Stick storage webbing panels
• Addition Storage/Webbing on the base
• Concealed Rain & Skid cover
• Water-proof base

AVENGER COOL BAG
Product Code: PLL032
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded & insulated for optimum protection
• Heavy duty PVC base
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Carry handles & padded shoulder strap
• Front external accessory compartment

AVENGER COOL & BAIT BAG
Product Code: PLL033
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded & insulated for optimum protection
• Heavy duty PVC base
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• HD Carry handles
• Removeable Air-Dry bag – 2 options available: 

Size S: 2x2.5kg air dry bags 
Size L: 1x5kg air dry bag
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ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65067 M 30X20X10CM 6L -

65068 L 45X20X10CM 9L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65069 8X5X5CM 0.2L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65070 M 20X10X6CM 1.2L -

65071 L 20X10X12CM 2.4L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65083 3+3 ROD 10' 30X166X10CM 50L -

65084 3+3 ROD 12' 30X198X10CM 59.5L -

65085 3+3 ROD 13' 30X212X10CM 64L -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER PADDED BUZZ BAR BAG
Product Code: PLL035
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded for optimum protection
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Padded central divider
• External bank-stick sleeve/secures
• Available in 2 size options M- 30x20x10cm – L -45x20x10cm

LEAD & ACCESSORY BAGS
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully Padded & removable internal dividers M/L
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Lead & Bits bags x 2 - size 8x5x5cm
• Accessory Bag M - size 20x10x6cm
• Accessory Bag L - size 20x10x12cm

AVENGER PADDED HOLDALL
Product Code: PLL038
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully padded & padded reel dividers for optimum protection
• Can accommodate 3 Rods with large big pit styled reels 

& 3 Rods without reels
• Extra Padded compartments for 50mm guides/Tip hood section
• 2 External storage pockets & Net pole pocket
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Stay compact adjustable external webbing
• Carry handle & Adjustable padded shoulder strap
• Can accommodate 10, 12 & 13ft Rods

AVENGER LEAD & ACCESSORY BAG X 2
Product Code: PLL036

AVENGER ACCESSORY BAG
Product Code: PLL037
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65080 3 ROD 10' 166X35X19CM 110L -

65081 3 ROD 12' 198X35X19CM 132L -

65082 3 ROD 13' 212X35X19CM 140L -

65077 2 ROD 10' 166X35X19CM 110L -

65078 2 ROD 12' 198X35X19CM 132L -

65079 2 ROD 13' 212X35X19CM 140L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

65074 1 ROD 10' 166X35X19CM 110L -

65075 1 ROD 12' 198X35X19CM 132L -

65076 1 ROD 13' 212X35X19CM 140L -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER PADDED MULTI SLEEVE
Product Code: PLL039
• 600D Rip-stop waterproof fabric
• Fully padded with padded rod dividers for optimum protection
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Carry handle
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap on Multi Rod Sleeves
• External pouches & adjustable velcro straps for additional items on all Multi Rod Sleeves
• Waterproof bases on Multi Rod Sleeves
• Available in 10,12 & 13ft configurations
• Can accommodate 2,3,4 and 5 Rods
• Singles sleeves can be added & secured to all Multi-Sleeves

AVENGER PADDED ROD SLEEVE 
Product Code: PLL040
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Can accommodate 50mm guides
• Fully padded for optimum protection
• Anti-corrosive HD zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Easy grip carry handle
• Available in 10, 12, & 13ft Options
• Singles sleeves can be added & secured to all Multi-Rod Sleeves
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

57177 6PCS -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT RODS DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72668 4.6FT 137CM 1ROD 137X35X19CM 91L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT RODS DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72669 4.6FT 137CM 2ROD 137X35X19CM 91L -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE LENGHT RODS DIMENSIONS VOLUME PRICE

72670 4.6FT 137CM 3ROD 137X35X19CM 91L -

Trade Unit 1

THERMO MUG
Product Code: PLA003
• Twin skin construction
• Incredible insulation, keeps your tea or coffee warm
• Airtight cover

AVENGER 2 & 3 ROD COM-PACT MULTI SLEEVE
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Fully Padded with padded rod dividers for optimum protection
• Anti-Corrosive HD Zippers & Hi-Viz pullers
• Carry handle
• Adjustable padded shoulder strap on Multi Rod Sleeves
• External pouches & adjustable Velcro straps for additional items  

on all Multi Rod Sleeves
• Waterproof Bases on Multi Rod Sleeves
• Fits all COM-PACT 8, 9, 10ft & 12ft 3pc rods
• Can accommodate 2,3,4 and 5 Rods 
• Singles sleeves can be added & secured to all Multi-Sleeves

AVENGER 1 ROD COM-PACT SLEEVE
Product Code: PLL041
• Single Rod Sleeves
• 600D Rip-stop Waterproof fabric
• Can accommodate 50mm guides
• Fully padded for optimum protection
• Anti-corrosive HD zippers & Hi-Viz pullers 
• Easy grip carry handle 
• Fits all COM-PACT 8, 9, 10ft & 12ft 3pc rods
• Singles sleeves can be added & secured to all Multi-Rod Sleeves

AVENGER ROD COM-PACT MULTI SLEEVE
Product Code: PLL042

AVENGER ROD COM-PACT MULTI SLEEVE
Product Code: PLL043
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54960 (6+1)

54961 (4+1)

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS TRANSPORT SIZE PRICE

54440 36X28X21CM 36X28X5CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS PRICE

54960 1+6 XL 36.5X29X6CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION SIZE DIMENSIONS PRICE

54961 1+4 S 23.5X20X6CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

54994 35X10.5X7CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

54995 34.5X19.5.6.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

TACKLE BOX
Product Code: PLA004
• Waterproof and shockproof
• Rig board included
• Two tackle box included
• Spacious and practical

TACKLE ORGANIZER
• Super tough nylon construction
• Ultra safe flip-lock closure
• 4 bits box and 2 rig wallet supplied with XL version
• 4 bits box supplied with S version
• Can accommodate perfectly all the Last Meter aceessories

RIG BOX
Product Code: PLA006
• Waterproof and shockproof
• Four internal rig board
• Store up to 40 rigs

CRUZADE RIG STATION
Product Code: PLL025
• Foldable legs
• 4 accessory box included
• Rig board included
• 10mm heavy duty zipper
• Internal mesh pocket
• Main compartment can accommodate the Cruzade tackle box
• Removable bivvy tablev Product Code: PLA039

Product Code: PLA005
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Prologic bite alarms have been on a meteoric rise 
for the last few years thanks to huge investment in 
research and development by our team. The range, 
headed by our exceptional Fulcrum RMX-Pro alarms, 
is now fully comprehensive offering intelligent and 
accurate bite detection for all carp fishing scenarios. 
Every bite alarm in the range is designed not only to 
perform at the highest level with smart technical fea-
tures, but also look great while set-up with your rods. A 
stealthy, sleek and modern look has been applied to all 
of our alarms meaning you’ll be the envy of your carp 
fishing friends. We also supply a full collection of hang-
ers, covers and padded pouches to keep your alarms 
safely stored when not in use.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65013 3+1 MULTI COLOR -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65014 BITE ALARM MULTI COLOR -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

65015 RECEIVER -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM RMX-PRO BITE ALARMS
Elegant retro styled, magnetic roller wheel bite alarms, packed full of extra features and 
tech, for the concerning professional angler. 3 years of development and a rigorous 
testing programme. 

The RMX-Pro is a completely new and refined design boasting all new internals and com-
ponents offering up a whole new generation of technological and functional advances.

Multi-Colour L.E.D Choose between 6 colour options at the push of a button. Red, Green, 
Blue, Yellow, Purple & White.

Pro-Sync Once Paired, automatically synchronises the Bite alarm settings to the receiver, 
so you will only have to adjust your preferred Tone and L.E.D colour settings on the bite 
alarm unit once.

Mute Mode The classically styled and very functional 3 stage toggle switch offers a mute 
mode (Middle Position). Which also activates a curtesy light (Drop Back White L.E.D) 
on the Bite alarm. Allowing the angler not only to adjust and set their bobbins in perfect 
silence, but also without the use of a headtorch.    

The night lights use energy efficient low battery consumption technology. The night lights 
operate at only 30% of their total brightness ensuring battery consumption is kept to a 
very minimum. Fitted within the forward facing & extending snag ears and underneath the 
roller wheel.  

Bite-Tec Automatically cancels out the night light functions aiding for a much clearer visual 
presence when a bite is in progress and automatically resets itself after latching light 
sequence. 

Pro-Sec alerts the angler both visually and audible via the receiver that the Bite alarm has 
been turned off. 

Bite & Light Integral 2 brightness settings Bivvy Light can be set to automatically Illumi-
nate when a bite is in progress. Helping you make for a much quicker response time while 
illuminating the Bivvy as well as your exit route - move On/Off switch in to middle position.

DSR – Digitally Synchronised Roller By increasing the size of the 4-magnet roller wheel 
and with the help of some very clever technological advances. Has allowed us to offer 
a much wider spectrum of sensitivity settings while keeping the adjustment needed to a 
minimum. This helps eliminate false bites and greatly reduces the alarms being triggered 
prematurely by water movement and environmentally disturbances such as wind and 
floating weed.

Receiver
• Precision 3 stage toggle Switch. Right – On, Middle – Bite & Light Mode,   

Left – Off.
• V -6 + 2 Volume Settings 
• Silent and Vibration modes
• M - Last bite/Memory Function with visual L.E.D for 5 seconds
• True one to one bite detection.
• Bite & Light Integral 2 brightness stetting Bivvy Light 
• Pro-Sec Automatically sounds the receiver with flashing L.E.D when the Bite 

alarm is turned off.
• Pro -Sync Tone and L.E.D colours are automatically synchronised from the Bite 

alarms to the receiver.
• Waterproof
• Operates with 4 x AAA 1.5V batteries (Not Included) 
• Range 200m

Alarm
• Precision 3 stage toggle Switch. Up – On, Middle – Mute, Down – Off.
• V – 6+1 Volume/silent settings
• T – 6 Tone settings
• S – 4 Sensitivity settings
• L – 6 multi-colour L.E.D run light options. Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Purple & White
• Audible double beep drop-back alert with dedicated drop back L.E.D.
• 20 second latching L.E.D run/drop-back
• Night light - underlit roller wheel and forward-facing snag ear illumination with Bite-

Tec cancelling recognition.
• Mute mode with dedicated courtesy L.E.D.
• DSR -Helps eliminate false bites 
• 3 Stage twist & lock extendable snag ears.
• Anti-ring jam roller guard
• Power out socket
• Stylish metallic speaker
• Metallic L.E.D surrounds
• 15mm Black 4 Magnet roller
• 2 x AAA 1.5V Batteries (Not included)
• Waterproof

FULCRUM RMX PRO BITE ALARM PRESENTATION SET
Product Code: PLD010

FULCRUM RMX-PRO BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD011

FULCRUM -RMX-PRO RECEIVER
Product Code: PLD012
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

65028 3+1 -

Trade Unit 1

FULCRUM RMX-PRO ALARM & RECIEVER PADDED 
POUCH SET
Product Code: PLD013
Padded Alarm hoods with draw string secures ensure your prized alarms stay in 
tiptop condition while in transit. The receiver pouch has been designed for continued 
use while in operation. The clear PVC front allows for clear and easy operation while 
in transit or use. Supplied with 3 individual alarm covers and a receiver pouch.

• Subtle Camo waterproof fabric
• Padded for extra protection
• Draw string secures 
• Clear visual window (Receiver Pouch)
• Prevents dust and debris build up 
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

51621 SMX/RMX BITE ALARM COVER -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

64134 2+1 RED/GREEN -

64135 3+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW -

64136 4+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW/BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

CUSTOM SMX MKII BITE ALARM SET
Product Code: PLD002
Classic styling combined with great practicality. Following on from our successful SMX range are the all new 
Custom SMX MkII. Extremely compact and totally waterproof using AAA 1.5V batteries. This elegantly styled 
version now features upgraded transmitter and receiver, black anodised speaker and extending snag ears. 
The classic white PTFE magnetic roller wheel with colour co-ordinated under-lit lighting and night light. New 
forward-facing LEDs are mounted within the extending snag ears giving the angler more options, that can 
now be totally covered/off when retracted.

ALARM

• Available in 2+1, 3+1 and 4+1 kits
• Operates with 2 AAA 1.5V batteries (Not Included)
• 5 Volume settings and a silent mode
• 4 Sensitivity settings
• 7 Tone settings
• 100% waterproof
• White PTFE roller
• Dedicated drop back LED
• Dedicated drop back tone
• Extending illuminated snag ears 

RECEIVER

• Operates with 2 AAA 1.5V batteries (Not Included)
• Last bite/Memory function
• Silent mode
• Vibration mode
• Dedicated run and drop back LED
• Courtesy night light 
• 100% waterproof

SMX/RMX BITE ALARM COVER
Product Code: PLD003
Useful cover to protect your SMX and RMX alarms when not in use.
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ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

62042 YELLOW -

62043 GREEN -

62044 RED -

62045 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

62040 3+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW -

62041 4+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW/BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

K3 BITE ALARM
The K3 bite alarm is the result of a 2-year project which has seen countless tests, 
tweaks, more tests and further tweaks. The aim was to produce a compact, water-
proof alarm with unrivalled battery life while remaining feature-packed and pleasing 
to the eye. 
Removing the tone function has allowed us to install a smaller, less power-draining 
speaker for a much more compact unit with a superb battery life. 
The body features a crossover-construction consisting of high grade aluminium, 3K 
Carbon and high strength nylon, reducing weight where possible whilst maintaining 
overall strength and durability. 
Though small, the K3 is feature-packed including a 30-second silent mode for 
attaching indicators silently and dual isotope slots for those wishing to personalize 
their setup even further.

The K3 Alarms are fully waterproof (IPX6 rated) and come supplied with protective 
covers.

• Four volume level (including silent mode)
• Five sensitivity level
• Waterproof (IPX6 rated)
• Temporary silent mode (30 seconds)
• Two Isotopes slots
• Machine cut 3K Carbon body and high grade aluminum base
• Up to 150m wireless range
• Operate with one CR2 3V battery (not included)
• Protective cover included

Cover for alarm

K3 BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD014

K3 BITE ALARM SET
Product Code: PLD004
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ITEM NO. PRICE

62048 -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

66733 W48.5XH156CM -

Trade Unit 1

K3 BITE ALARM RECEIVER
Product Code: PLD005
The K3 Receiver is actually much more than just a receiver. As well as featuring the 
same 3K Carbon construction of the bite alarm, the unit also doubles up as a fully 
functioning bivvy light!  
A magnetized section built within the supplied protective pouch allows the unit to be 
attached to the roof of your bivvy/brolly. The light function can be activated manually 
or configured so that it automatically triggers in the event of a run.  
Features a strong 150m range and operates via 3 x AAA batteries.

ELIPSE DISPLAY K3 BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLV011

• Built in bivvy light with manual on/off or automatic on in case of a run
• Protective pouch and magnetic bivvy holder included
• Six channel available
• Four tone level
• Five volume level (silent with vibration included)
• Up to 150m range
• Real 3K Carbon body
• Removable and foldable antenna
• Operate with three AAA batteries (not included)

Cover for receiver

Bivvy light integrated in the receiver
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

54304 3+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE -

54305 4+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE/YELLOW -

Trade Unit 1

BITE ALARM

• Infra red movement sensor
• Solid low diameter roller
• 10 volume settings including silent mode
• 10 tone settings
• 10 sensitivity settings
• Integrated adjustable snag ears
• Night light function
• Ultra bright LED
• Dedicated drop back indication
• Powered by 1 x 9V battery
• Power saving system
• Totally waterproof
• Power out socket for illuminated bite indicator
• Supplied with protective cover

RECEIVER

• Volume adjustment with silent and vibration mode
• Night light function
• 150m range
• Dedicated drop back indication
• Power saving system
• Supplied with protective cover
• Powered by 1 x 9V battery

R2L BITE ALARM SET
Product Code: PLD006
The R2L Alarm (React To Light) performs exactly as its namesake 
suggests. The aim of this 3-year project was to develop a brand new 
bite-detection system that offered unrivalled reliability, accuracy and 
thanks to a minimalist component list, a much superior energy efficiency 
to maximise battery life and performance. The all new R2L Bite alarm is 

the first one of its kind in the market that features an infra-red movement 
sensor to detect any smaller movements of the line. Movement sensor, 
combined with a new low diameter roller provides ultimate reliability and 
maximum sensitivity.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

53841 3+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE -

53842 4+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE/YELLOW -

Trade Unit 1

SNZ BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD007
Our brand new SNZ is the successor of our glorious Senzora bite alarm.  A new modern look  and upgraded 
internal components have been used to provide maximum  reliability. The SNZ has all the features needed by 
modern carp angler : tone, volume, sensitivity adjustment and a wide but subtle night light with three different 
configurations. Supplied with plastic protective covers, available as a complete set with receiver or as single 
units.The receiver has a built-in light that can be turned on and off manually.

Alarm

• Totally waterproof
• Operates with one 9V battery (not included)
• Tone adjustment with dial roller
• Volume adjustment with dial roller
• Silent mode
• 7 sensitivity settings
• Night light function
• 90 Db speaker
• Protective cover included
• Low battery alert

Receiver

• Totally waterproof
• 150m range
• Operates with one 9V battery (not included)
• Silent and vibration mode
• Protective pouch included
• Night light function
• String with carabiner included
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

71015 2+1+1 ALL BLUE -

71016 3+1+1 ALL BLUE -

71022 2+1+1 RED/GREEN -

71023 3+1+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW -

71024 4+1+1 RED/GREEN/YELLOW/BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

70712 RED -

70713 GREEN -

70714 YELLOW -

70715 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES BITE ALARM SET
Product Code: PLD022
A full alarm set that includes everything you need for first-class bite indication on 
your next carp fishing adventure. The high-quality C-Series alarms are occupied by 
the receiver and a wireless bivvy light. The alarms have six different volume and 
sensitivity levels as well as six different tones, so they can be personalised to your 
needs. When it detects a bite, both colour LEDs will light up and then one LED will 
keep blinking for 20 seconds afterwards. It also has a night light that is activated by 
a special push button. The wireless bivvy light works in conjunction with the alarms 
and will light up and turn on for 5, 10 or 20 seconds when a bite is detected. The light 
can be hung via the metal hook or the four internal magnets and metal disk.

C-SERIES BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD023
A versatile, well-equipped and capable bite alarm that will make sure you never miss 
a bite. Featuring six different volume and sensitivity levels as well as six different 
tones, the alarm can be personalised to your needs. When it detects a bite, both 
colour LEDs will light up and then one LED will keep blinking for 20 seconds after-
wards. It also has a night light that is activated by a special push button and thanks 
to its wireless design it can be used to either replace a broken alarm in your outfit, or 
add a new alarm to extend a 2+1+1 or 3+1+1 set.

• Adjustable volume, tones and sensitivity
• Night light
• Attractive design
• Alarm requires a 9V battery (not included)
• Receiver requires three 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
• Bivvy light is USB chargeable
• CE certified
• 2.5mm socket for illuminated hangers or swingers
• Receiver signals by light, sound and vibration (optional)
• Weatherproof
• 100m reach (depending on terrain)
• All blue or red green yellow (alarms and receiver)

• Adjustable volume, tones and sensitivity
• Night light
• Attractive design
• Requires a 9V battery (not included)
• CE certified
• 2.5mm socket for illuminated hangers or swingers
• Wireless with 100m reach (depending on terrain)
• Weatherproof
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

NEW
AVAILABLE 

JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

71021 DISPLAY OF 12PCS BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

70716 RED/GREEN/YELLOW/BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERES ALARM DISPLAY
Product Code: PLD021
An eye-catching counter display with twelve Prologic C-SERIES alarms with blue 
LEDs and a night light. Non-wireless.

• Adjustable VTS
• Night light (blue)
• Attractive design
• Requires a 9V battery (not included)
• CE certified
• 2.5mm socket for illuminated hangers or swingers
• Non-wireless 
• Weatherproof

C-SERIES RECEIVER
Product Code: PLD024
Compact receiver for the Prologic C-Series alarms. It can signal by light, sound and 
even vibration. Featuring six volume levels, including silent.

• Signals by light, sound and vibration
• Receiver requires three 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
• CE certified
• Weatherproof
• Colour order: red, green, yellow and blue
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ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

64107 MULTI COLOR -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. COLOR PCS DISPLAY BOX PRICE

55778 RED 12PCS BULK -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

58978 COUNTER DISPLAY -

Trade Unit 1

BAT MULTI-COLOUR BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD001
2 x AAA Batteries (not supplied)

On/Off – Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds.

V - Volume – Scroll through the 6 volume settings including a silent mode.

S – Sensitivity – Scroll through the 5 options. By depressing the S button the LED 
will flash with accordance to the sensitivity level selected.

N – Night Light – Press and hold for 3 seconds and the green night light is activated/
De-activated.

LED Multi Colour option – Press and hold simultaneously both buttons. The alarm 
will automatically scroll through the 4 x LED colour options release on the selected 
colour of your choice. 

Non-wireless.

BAT BITE ALARM
Product Code: PLD008
Compact and elegant, the new BAT bite alarm is a perfect and safe choice for every 
angler. It comes supplied with a rubber protective cover for easy and safe transport 
and storage. Red LED for bite indication and nightlight, the BAT offers all the most 
important features needed by modern carp anglers like volume with silent option and 
sensitivity adjustment.

The new BAT bite alarm is sold in a bulk display box of 12pcs.

• Volume adjustment
• Silent option
• Sensitivity adjustment
• Waterproof
• Red LED for bite indication
• Red night-light with manual on/off
• Operates with two AAA batteries
• Rubber protective cover included
• Non-wireless

BITE ALARM BAT+ DISPLAY  
Product Code: PLV009
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

57078 2+1 BLUE -

57079 3+1 BLUE -

57080 4+1 BLUE -

57081 3+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE -

57082 4+1 RED/GREEN/BLUE/YELLOW -

Trade Unit 1

BAT+ BITE ALARM SET
Product Code: PLD009
Stylish, reliable and great bite detection accuracy, the all new BAT+ bite alarm set 
is built to last. The internal electronic system has been tested for over one year all 
across Europe, facing every possible fishing and weather condition. The modern  
design includes a very deep rod recess which makes it possible to fish extreme 
situations without the use of additional snag ears. Alarms operate with AAA batteries, 
while the receiver operates with a 9V battery, this creates the best possible compro-
mise between energy consumption and wireless range. The new BAT+ bite alarm set 
is available with blue LED (2+1, 3+1, 4+1) or traditional assorted colored LED  
(3+1 and 4+1).

• Blue set available in 2+1, 3+1 and 4+1
• Multi color set available in 3+1 and 4+1
• 5 Sensitivity setting
• 6 Volume level plus silent mode
• 100 Meters range
• Manual night light function
• High visibility LED
• Alarms operate with 2 AAA batteries (not supplied)
• Receiver operates with 1 9V battery (not supplied)
• Waterproof
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65017 3 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN - PLUS 3 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65018 4 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN/PURPLE - PLUS 4 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65016 1 ROD RED - PLUS YELLOW & GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

K1 MINI HANGER - CHAIN KITS
The K1 series of Mini hangers certainly breaks the mould with regards to functionality and 
aesthetics.

These beautifully machine cut heads are not only elegant to the eye but also offer the 
optimum weight and balance required for most angling situations and shy biting fishing. 
A pivoting easy to use, torque tension line clip ensures that bite detection can be seen at 
every stage and is equally at home when fishing for those delicate bites while using slack 
lines. The robust tangle free, steel black corded style chain ensures a perfect partnership 
between smooth movement and stabilisation. Supplied with a choice of coloured bodies, 
chain and hockey stick mount along with two additional add on weights making it quick 
and easy to fine tune to your specific requirements. 

• Precision machine cut bodies  
• Pivoting torque tension line clips
• Tangle free black steel corded chain
• Supplied with spare coloured bodies
• Add on weights

K1 MINI HANGER CHAIN SET
Product Code: PLE012

K1 MINI HANGER CHAIN SET
Product Code: PLE013

K1 MINI HANGER CHAIN
Product Code: PLE014
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JANUARY 1ST 2022

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

65052 1 ROD WHITE/PURPLE - PLUS BLUE -

65053 3 ROD WHITE/PURPLE -

65054 4 ROD WHITE/PURPLE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

72710 1 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN -

72711 3 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN - PLUS 3 BLUE -

72712 4 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN/BLUE/PURPLE - PLUS 4 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

72783 1 ROD WHITE/PURPLE - PLUS 1 BLUE -

72784 3 ROD WHITE/PURPLE -

72785 4 ROD WHITE/PURPLE -

Trade Unit 1

K1 MEGA SWING ARM KITS
Product Code: PLE017
Perfect for anglers targeting bigger expanses of water and requiring something a 
little bit more, the K1 Mega Swing Arm Kits are a great addition to the Prologic range. 
The elegant machine-cut heads offer increased weight and balance that means 
detection remains accurate at distance or in exposed conditions. They also feature a 
pivoting, easy-to-use torque tension line clip that ensures you can see bite detection 
at every stage – whether you’re fishing for finicky bites or with tight lines for savage 
screamers. The stylish black steel pivoting arm ensures a perfect partnership be-
tween smooth movement and lateral stabilisation. Supplied with a choice of coloured 
bodies and two add-on weights to make it simple to fine-tune your set-up.

• Precision machine-cut bodies
• Pivoting torque tension line clips
• Wind resistant pivoting arms
• Supplied with spare coloured bodies
• Add-on weights   

K1 LIMITED EDITION MEGA SWING-ARM KIT
Product Code: PLE018
Limited edition version of our popular K1 mega swingers!

Perfect for anglers targeting bigger expanses of water and requiring something a 
little bit more, the K1 Mega Swing Arm Kits are a great addition to the Prologic range. 
The elegant machine-cut heads offer increased weight and balance that means 
detection remains accurate at distance or in exposed conditions. They also feature a 
pivoting, easy-to-use torque tension line clip that ensures you can see bite detection 
at every stage – whether you’re fishing for finicky bites or with tight lines for savage 
screamers. The stylish black steel pivoting arm ensures a perfect partnership be-
tween smooth movement and lateral stabilisation. Supplied with a choice of coloured 
bodies and two add-on weights to make it simple to fine-tune your set-up.

• Precision machine-cut bodies
• Pivoting torque tension line clips
• Wind resistant pivoting arms
• Supplied with limited edition White PTFE & Purple bodies
• Add-on weights   

K1 MINI HANGER CHAIN SET
Product Code: PLE016
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ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

62051 YELLOW -

62052 GREEN -

62053 RED -

62054 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION COLOR PRICE

62049 3 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN+3B -

62050 4 ROD RED/YELLOW/GREEN+3B -

Trade Unit 1

K3 BITE INDICATOR
To complete the look, we’ve also launched a dedicated K3 bite indicator. 3k high 
modulus carbon bodies with black PTFE line clips compliment the K3 alarms beauti-
fully and come supplied with additional 8g weights. 
We’ve also included a traditional full solid white PTFE model that particularly com-
plement our SMX Custom Black Alarm rollers. Note: The solid white PTFE version is 
around 4g heavier than the 3K Carbon model.

• High density PTFE line clip
• Body made off 3K Carbon and acrylic plastic
• Spare extra 8g weight included
• Complements the 3K Bite alarm perfectly
• White version made off solid PTFE (4 grams heavier than the other colors)
• Presentation set includes extra set of blue bodies

K3 HANG INDICATOR
Product Code: PLE001

K3 HANG INDICATOR SET
Product Code: PLE015
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ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

47287 RED -

47288 YELLOW -

47289 GREEN -

47290 BLUE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. COLOR PRICE

77674 PURPLE -

77675 BLUE -

77676 RED -

77677 GREEN -

77678 YELLOW -

Trade Unit 1

WIND BLADE INDICATOR
Product Code: PLE011
One more great innovation from Prologic, this visual bite indicator is a real hybrid 
between swing and hang solutions and it takes into consideration all the situations 
where side winds push our indicators strongly, creating a lot of disturbance and false 
detections in our alarms. The aerodynamic shape allows the Wind Blade to easily 
“cut” the side wind, and the unique system that combines a rubber spacer and a twin 
internal spring, provides superb stability. The adjustable quick release connection 
allows you to change the angle of the Wind Blade so you can have perfect line 
tension – no matter what angle you have placed your rods in.

• Twin spring internal tensioning system
• Quick release connection
• Adjustable connection angle
• Stainless ball line clip
• Beta light slot
• Available in blue, red, green, yellow and black
• High grade Aluminium body

SENSOR HANGER
Product Code: PLE019
Featuring a strong yet flexible chain and a spring-loaded double ball line clip, this 
state-of-the-art hanger is designed to give you superb bite indication while also being 
kind to your line. It features automatic illumination that comes on at dusk and turns 
off at dawn and is supplied with an additional weight. A wide range of colours are 
available for those who like to keep their set-ups coordinated.

• Strong yet flexible chain
• Double ball line clip
• Automatic illumination 
• Uses two LR44 batteries (not included)  
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

64130 3 ROD 52-82CM 26-45CM 19-25CM 1.1KG -

Trade Unit 1

K3 ROD POD
Product Code: PLM003
Construct using high grade 3K Modulus Carbon. The K3 rod pod system now offers 
you the ultimate in style and functionality. The solid machine cut central Aluminum 
pivoting block provides incredible strength and stability. Adjustable Buzzer bars can 
be used with single bank-sticks or goalpost style options. Supplied with ten adjustable 
Carbon bank-sticks, giving you total versatility on however you decide to cover ev-
ery eventuality. All this is conveniently contained within its very own compact padded 
buzzer bar bag/carry case.

• 3K High grade Carbon construction
• Black hard anodized Aluminum fittings  
• Machine cut Aluminum central pivoting block with lock-down port
• 2 Adjustable Buzzer bars with locking collars
• 10 Adjustable bank-sticks with reinforced mounting points
• 16mm Carbon buzzer bar and bank-stick tubes
• Deluxe padded buzzer bar bag/Carry case included

Another area of the Prologic product 
family we have invested some serious 
research and development in is that of 
bankware. We have worked tirelessly to 
come up with smarter and more conve-
nient ways for you to rest your rods, no 
matter what kind of place you’re fishing. 
The new K3 carbon low profile rod pod 
is one of the most compact and stylish 
rod pod set-ups we have every produced 
and is sure to be hugely popular. Other 
examples include the new Element dual 
point bank sticks and quick-release 
storm poles, both of which offer true ver-
satility so you can set-up exactly how you 
want, and you don’t have to cart as much 
kit the water’s edge. We’ve also souped 
up the buzz bars for this year and added 
stable stands and quick release adapt-
ers – all designed to make setting up and 
packing down quick and effortless.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

57149 3 ROD 62-92CM 29-50CM 19-25CM 1.25KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

72767 2 ROD 69 - 110CM 34 - 45CM 20 & 17CM 2.10KG -

72766 3 ROD 68 - 110CM 37 - 50CM 36 & 31CM 2.40KG -

Trade Unit 1

K1 ROD POD
Product Code: PLM005
Made using the highest aluminium grade tubes available this rod pod system is the 
result of a long improvement and development process. The central block is now 
made of one piece of solid aluminium which provides incredible strength and stability 
to the system. Adjustable buzzer bar can be used as a goal post set up or with a 
single bankstick.

• High grade aluminium black anodized construction
• Solid aluminium construction central block
• 2 adjustable buzzer bars 
• 4 adjustable banksticks 
• 16mm diameter for banksticks and buzzer bar tubes
• Carry bag included.

STAINLESS STEEL ROD POD
Product Code: PLM038
Compact, strong and durable, these rod pods will perform for you time and time 
again. The high-grade stainless steel design features twin centre bar supports, which 
help eliminate any twist to make it a very stable place to rest your rods.
Precision bite alarm alignment can be achieved thanks to the machine cut and fully 
adjustable locking collars fitted on all the buzz bars. The twist-lock legs/bank sticks 
and buzz bars can also be removed from the rod pod and used as individual items, 
as single sticks or in goalpost configurations, making it extremely versatile.

 
• High-grade stainless steel
• Twin bar construction
• Twist-lock bank sticks
• Alignment collars
• Available in two and three-rod versions
• Adjustable length: 68cm to 110cm
• Adjustable height: 37cm to 50cm
• Two-rod buzz bars: 20cm and 17cm
• Three-rod buzz bars: 36cm and 31cm
• Supplied with padded carry bag
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

64105 2 ROD 45-64CM 20-25CM 24-38CM 0.99KG -

64106 3 ROD 45-64CM 30-35CM 24-38CM 1.19KG -

Trade Unit 1

K1 LOW PROFILE ROD POD
Product Code: PLM002
The K1 Low profile rod pod is the brain child of our highly skilled consultancy team. 
Making it one of the lightest and most compact Rod pods we have ever produced. The 
K1 low Profile is designed to give you the options without the inconvenience of having 
to carry extra kit. Whether you require a single bank stick to buzz bar or even a stylish 
goal post set up incorporation the adjustable uprights, the K1 low profile can cover 
almost every eventuality without any compromise.

The K1 styled goal post buzz bars simply drop in to place and are secured further 
by an external locking screw. This oversized CNC precision cut alloy brace in fully 
adjustable in length and allows for a quick and effortless assembly. Boasting both 
strength and stability that has never been seen before on such a compact set up. The 
K1 Buzzer bars are all fitted with locking collars, meaning that the interchangeable 
buzz bar uprights can be secured with confidence. They are all fully adjustable via 
our K1 cam-lock system allowing you to fine tune and adjust your set up accordingly. 

The padded carry case offers great protection and has been really thought about 
with regards to bank time efficiency. Once your Bite alarms and butt grips have been 
mounted on the uprights simply remove the upright internals and place them in their 
very own dedicated storage position within the carry bag. Making the most of your 
precious time on the bank, resulting in more time fishing and less time wasted.

• High Grade Black Anodised Aluminium
• Precision Machine Cut Buzzer Bar mounts
• 16mm Diameter Tubes
• Low Centre of gravity
• Multiple set up options
• Adjustable uprights and centre brace
• Locking collars Buzzer bars
• Deluxe Padded carry case
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS PRICE

72686 2 ROD POD 20 -25CM -

72687 3 ROD POD 30 -35CM -

Trade Unit 1

K3 CARBON LOW PROFILE ROD POD
Product Code: PLM036
Heaps of hard work and innovation from our highly skilled consultancy team has 
helped produce these new low-profile rod pods – probably the most compact we’ve 
ever released. The pods are designed to give you multiple options, while reducing 
the overall amount of kit you need to carry – whether you need a single bank stick, 
a buzz bar, or even a stylish goalpost set-up, the low-profile pods can cover almost 
every situation without compromise.

The K1 is made from a high-grade, black anodised aluminium, while the K3 is fash-
ioned in a high-modulus, 3k dry-weave carbon fibre – and both boast a strength and 
stability never seen before on such a compact set-up. The K1 buzzer bars are all 
fitted with locking collars, meaning the interchangeable buzz bar uprights can be se-
cured with confidence. They are also all fully adjustable via our K1 cam-lock system 
(torque screw on K3), allowing you to fine tune and adjust your set up accordingly.

Once your bite alarms and butt grips have been mounted on the uprights simply 
remove the upright internals and place them in their very own dedicated storage 
position within the padded carry case, which provides great protection. The whole 
system, including the carry case, is designed to help you make the most of your 
precious time on the bank, resulting in more time fishing and less time wasted.

• K3: high modulus, 3k dry-weave carbon fibre 
• K1: High-grade, black anodised aluminium 
• Low centre of gravity
• Multiple set-up options
• Adjustable uprights and centre brace
• Locking collar buzzer bars
• Deluxe padded carry case
• Available in two and three rod configurations
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

65020 2 ROD 50-85CM 20-34CM 15 & 23CM 0.72KG -

65021 3 ROD 50-85CM 20-34CM 36 & 42CM 0.88KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

54367 3 ROD 70-128CM 30-180CM 40-50CM 3.7KG -

54368 4 ROD 70-128CM 30-180CM 55-60CM 3.8KG -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER ROD POD KITS & CARRYCASE
Product Code: PLM023
• High grade Aluminium
• Black Anodised
• Fully adjustable
• Strong & Light weight 
• Compression fitted joints

• 2 Rod buzz bars 18 & 23cm
• 3 Rod buzz bars 36 & 42cm
• Extending Centre bar 45-90cm
• 4 x Leg adjustment 20-34cm
• Compact Carry bag with hang tag

TRI-SKY ROD POD
Product Code: PLM008
• Adjustable legs (Long: 100-180cm) - (Short: 30-50cm)
• Superb lightweight aluminum rod pod
• Flip locks for fast and easy adjusting
• Deluxe Buzzer bar
• Complete with carry bag
• Weight 3-rod 3,7kg 4-rod 3,8kg approx
• Size: Overall Length 70-128cm
• Buzzer bar for 3 rod 40cm and 50cm
• Buzzer bar for 4 rod 54cm and 60cm
• Sold with 4 standard legs plus 2 extra long legs
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

57230 2 ROD 80-135CM 50-70CM 26-30CM 2.9KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

54355 3 ROD 80-130CM 60-95CM 40-50CM 3.8KG -

54356 4 ROD 80-130CM 60-95CM 55-60CM 3.86KG -

Trade Unit 1

TWIN SKY ROD POD
Product Code: PLM004
A Compact and very versatile 2 rod pod which can cover just about any fishing situa-
tion. Incorporating a light weight, fully adjustable frame with multi-angle leg tilt options 
allowing the angler to fish with the rod tips set very high or very low to the ground.The 
pod legs are all fully adjustable and supplied with a spare front set offering differing 
lengths to cover every eventuality. When positioning the rods with tips fully elevated, 
the stabilising hook can be inserted to secure the pod further. This provides further 
enhanced stability options allowing the angler  to hang a weighted bucket or simply 
tie it to the ground. Single buzzer uprights allow for greater adjustment and can be 
fine-tuned accordingly, this is also same for the rear end which comes supplied with 
2 butt cups.

Additional Options: 
The Twin -Sky 2 rod multi pod can quickly and easily be converted to a 3 or 4 rod set 
up. Just simply add product numbers  

3 Rod setup - add 1 x 54361, 1 x 54949 to your purchase 
4 Rod setup - add 2 x 54362 to your purchase.

• Light-weight High Grade Aluminium
• Fully adjustable extending Frame
• Multi tilt fully adjustable extending legs (6 supplied)
• Flip locks for fast precision adjustment
• 2 Rod butt cups supplied
• Removable stabilising/ground hook
• Deluxe padded carry case included
• 3 and 4 rod conversion options

TRI-LUX ROD POD
Product Code: PLM007
• Perfect for Big Pit Reels
• Lightweight aluminium construction
• CNC machined aluminium fittings
• Tilt angle adjustment
• Adjustable legs
• Incredibly stable!
• Complete with pod bag
• Adjustable height 60-95cm (24”38”)
• Adjustable length 70-114cm (28”-45”)
• Buzzer bar for 3 rod 40cm and 50cm
• Buzzer bar for 4 rod 54cm and 60cm
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

72721 2 ROD 80 -120CM 34-62CM 20.5 & 23CM 1.8KG -

72722 3 ROD 80 -120CM 34-62CM 35 & 41CM 1.8KG -

72723 4 ROD 80 -120CM 34-62CM 52 & 62CM 1.8KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

72778 2 ROD 80 -120CM 80-130CM 20.5 & 23CM 2KG -

72779 3 ROD 80 -120CM 80-130CM 35 & 41CM 2KG -

72780 4 ROD 81 -120CM 80-130CM 52 & 62CM 2KG -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES CONVERTIBLE ROD POD 
Product Code: PLM037
Our popular C-Series range just got even more versatile with the introduction of 
this fully adjustable and super-modern rod pod. Designed to be easy-to-use with 
secure-fitting locking cams, the C-Series rod pod can be adjusted in both length and 
height, so it can offer you superior stability in a wide range of situations. The legs can 

also be secured in two different locking positions to allow your rods to be raised or 
lowered accordingly. Precision alignment of the buzz bars for your alarms and butt 
grips is a breeze thanks to the fitted alignment collars. The rod pod can also be used 
in traditional goal-post-style by attaching the adjustable leg to the buzzer bars.

C-SERIES CONVERTIBLE LONG LEGS 
Product Code: PLM042
The long leg version is supplied with two long front legs adjustable from 80-130cm 
making for a truly versatile and stable rod pod. This allows the angler to point their 
rods towards the stars, making it the perfect solution when fishing at range or on 
powerful rivers.

• Black anodised aluminium
• Fully adjustable design
• Alignment collars
• Available in two, three or four-rod versions
• Supplied with carry bag.
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

72769 3 ROD 66 - 120CM 30-50CM 44 & 55CM 1.8KG -

Trade Unit 1

C-SERIES TWIN SUPPORT 3 ROD POD
Product Code: PLM040
Offering stability and functionality normally seen on premium rod pods, this twin 
support rod pod offers an amazing price-to-performance ratio. It’s fully adjustable 
both vertically and horizontally and all buzz bars are fitted with adjustable alignment 
collars making it extremely practical. Better yet, it is even suppled in its own padded 
carry bag.

• Lightweight aluminium construction
• Twin-frame support
• Adjustable length: 66cm to 120cm
• Adjustable height: 30cm to 50cm
• Buzz bars: 44cm
• Supplied in padded carry bag
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

54369 3 ROD 80-120CM 20-40CM 27-30CM 1.96KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION FRAME LENGTH BANK-STICKS BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

72768 3 ROD 107 - 175CM 60-80CM 42 & 48CM 4KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE PCS COLOR PRICE

43882 MEDIUM 1PCS BLACK NIGHT -

43883 MEDIUM 3PCS BLACK NIGHT -

43884 SMALL 3PCS BLACK NIGHT -

43885 LARGE 3PCS BLACK NIGHT -

Trade Unit 1

SPIDER POD
Product Code: PLM006
Compact and lightweight, and extremely stable, this rod pod is the ultimate solution 
for the modern carp angler. Supplied with four standard legs and two extension 
legs, the ultra-versatile Spider Pod adapts to all types of lakeside terrain from hard 
concrete paths of public waters to the softer banks of natural lakes. Quick and 
easy to setup and super compact when packed away thanks to the new swivelling 
connection between banksticks and buzzer bars.

• Four extendable legs
• Two adjustable extra long legs 43cm to 73cm
• Adjustable main frame 
• Flip lock connections for bite alarms and rod rest
• Carry bag included
• Buzzer bar for 3 rod 30cm and 35cm
• Buzzer bar for 4 rod 54cm and 60cm
• Total weight 3 rod 1,7Kg - 4 rod 2,4kg

TUBE THREE ROD POD
Product Code: PLM039
This highly stable rod pod will give you a solid fishing base in a wide variety of 
situations. It is fully adjustable in both height and length and features a built-in spirit 
level so you can ensure your rods are always level. The tube pod is supplied with 
a protective hard case with carry handle, meaning you can transport it to the bank 
easily and safely.  

• Adjustable length: 107cm to 175cm
• Adjustable height: 60cm to 80cm
• Buzz bars: 40cm and 45cm
• Transport size: 105cm
• Transport weight: 4.08kg
• Carry tube with handle included

QUICK RELEASE CONNECTOR
Product Code: PLM022
• Precision cut aluminum 
• Ball bearing locking system 
• Instant pull back release 
• Incredibly strong and secure 
• Patented 

THE ORIGINAL
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ITEM NO. BANK STICKS PRICE

72690 20-30CM -

72691 30-50CM -

72692 50-80CM -

72693 80-145CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. BANK STICKS PRICE

72694 60-90CM -

72695 80-130CM -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT DUAL POINT BANK STICKS
Product Code: PLM030
A smart innovation in bank sticks that offers two options in one stick – the smaller, 
internal tube can be removed and used as its own bank stick. The smaller diametre 
and size offers easy penetration into harder terrains and a variety of size options with 
having to take excess kit. Elegant black finish with integral long taper tapered points. 
Precision torque screws for easy and secure adjustment. 

• High Grade black anodised aluminium
• Dual points stick, two in one
• Torque screw
• Integral long tapered points
• Four size options available

ELEMENT QUICK RELEASE STORM POLES
Product Code: PLM034
Available in two size options with paired torque screws for greater security in adverse con-
ditions. A quick-release system can be left in place on thread allowing for greater efficiency 
with set-up and pack down times. An elongated point provides better ground penetration.

• High grade black anodised aluminium
• Quick-release system
• Torque screws
• Integral long tapered points
• Two size options available
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ITEM NO. MODEL BANK STICKS PRICE

72688 2 ROD 15 -25CM -

72689 3 ROD 28 - 40CM -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT Q/R BUZZ BARS
Product Code: PLM031
A collection of fully adjustable two and three-rod buzz bars that 
fit with alignment collars, allowing your bite alarms to be perfectly 
aligned without overstressing the screw thread or bite alarm. They 
feature precision torque screws for easy and secure adjustment 
and are supplied with a quick-release adaptor, so your buzzer bars 
can be dropped into the connection and securely locked in place. 
It’s an easier setup that means less time wasted and more time 
fishing. Solid construction allows for optimum integral strength and 
continued precision adjustment overtime.

• High grade black anodised aluminium
• Fully adjustable
• Solid construction
• Alignment collars
• Torque screws
• Quick-release adaptor
• Available in two and three-rod versions
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

72718 ONE SIZE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

72720 ONE SIZE -

Trade Unit 1

ELEMENT QUICK RELEASE ADAPTOR
Product Code: PLM033
A quick-release adaptor that allows for your buzzer bars to be dropped into the 
connection quickly and securely locked in place. It can be used for single buzz bar/
bank stick set-ups or goalpost set-ups. Designed for less time wasted and more time 
fishing.

• High grade black anodised aluminium
• Machined anti buzz bar twist
• Precision torque screws
• Black anodised finished
• Fits all 16mm Element bank ware

ELEMENT STABLE STAND 
Product Code: PLM035 
Combining a stage stand and stabiliser this compact and extremely versatile product 
solves a lot of angling problems. Its various options allow for secure fitting of bank 
sticks with a machine recess, which prevents buzz bars from twisting while under 
pressure.

• High grade black anodised aluminium
• Compact stage stand and stabiliser 
• Machine anti buzz bar twist
• Precision torque screws
• Black anodised finish
• Fits all 16mm Element bank ware

Bank stick and buzz bars not included, 
pictured for demonstration purposes

COMBINED STAGE 
STAND & STABILISER
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

65022 2 ROD 20-34CM 0.277KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS WEIGHT PRICE

65023 3 ROD 20-34CM 0.537KG -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. BANK-STICKS PCS DISPLAY BOX WEIGHT PRICE

65024 20-34CM 24PCS BULK 1.724KG -

65025 30-50CM 24PCS BULK 2.132KG -

65026 50-85CM 24PCS BULK 2.924KG -

Trade Unit 1

AVENGER ROD BUZZ BAR KITS & CARRYCASE
• High grade Aluminium
• Black Anodised
• Fully adjustable
• Strong & Light weight 
• Compression fitted joints

• 2 Rod buzz bars 18 & 23cm
• 3 Rod buzz bars 36 & 42cm
• Leg adjustment 20-34cm
• Compact Carry bag with hang

AVENGER ROD BUZZ BAR KITS & CARRYCASE
Product Code: PLM025

AVENGER ROD BUZZ BAR KITS & CARRYCASE
Product Code: PLM026

AVENGER TELE BANKSTICK
Product Code: 
Bulk box of 24pcs supplied with individual euro hang tags

• High grade Aluminium
• Black Anodised
• Fully adjustable 
• Precision torque screw
• Elongated points
• Strong & Light weight 
• Compression fitted joints
• 3 Size options
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

65027 AVENGER STABLE STAND -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

49882 BLACK FIRE STAGE STAND -

Trade Unit 1

BLACK FIRE STAGE STAND
Product Code: PLM021
To complete the Black Fire family, a useful and compact stage stand, supplied 
together with the fixing screw.

AVENGER STABLE STAND
Product Code: PLM028
• Compact Stage Stand & Stabiliser 
• Precision torque screws
• High Grade Aluminium
• Black Anodised
• Fits all Avenger metal ware
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS PRICE

54357 2 ROD 20-24.5CM & 40-60CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS PRICE

54360 2 ROD 24.5CM -

54361 3 ROD 46.5CM -

54362 4 ROD 60.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION BUZZ BARS PRICE

54948 2 ROD 20CM -

54949 3 ROD 35CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. BANK-STICKS PRICE

54363 40-60CM -

54364 60-90CM -

54365 80-130CM -

54366 110-180CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. PRICE

65059 -

Trade Unit 1

BANKSTICKS & BUZZER BAR
• High grade aluminium construction
• Powder coated durastrong PVC
• Matt black finish
• Power handle on banksticks for easy screwing on the ground 
• Flip lock for fast and easy adjusting
• Locking nut on buzzer threads for perfect bite alarm positioning 
• Steel power screw point for all the bancksticks
• Horizontal leveller built in for all the buzzer bar

CLINCH PIVOTING SNAG BUTT GRIP
Product Code: PLA038
Probably the most functional and secure butt grip on the market to date. Machine cut 
from high-grade aluminium, consisting of 2 precision parts working together. The rod 
peg mount can easily be mounted to all fishing rod handle configurations. Securing is 
made easy via a high tensile EPE O-rings to aid this furthermore the base of rod peg 
is covered with a high friction rated EVA. The bank stick mount has two spring loaded 
and fully adjustable ball bearing tensioner clips allowing you to fully adjust the tension 
required. This also allows your rods to be pivoted up or down, they can even be 
fully elevated when fishing extreme distances. Helping you to cover every situation 
imaginable with confidence.

• Stylish & functional
• Machine cut high grade Aluminium
• Fully adjustable tension grip
• Multi axis pivoting point
• Secure fitting ideal for snag use
• Supplied with spare EPE O-rings 

GOALPOST KIT
Product Code: PLM012

BUZZERBAR
Product Code: PLM013

BUZZERBAR NARROW
Product Code: PLM013

POWER TELE BANKSTICK
Product Code: PLM014
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. MODEL SIZE COLOR PCS PRICE

72698 LARGE 21MM BLACK 3PCS -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL SIZE COLOR PCS PRICE

72697 MEDIUM 17MM BLACK 3PCS -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. MODEL SIZE COLOR PCS PRICE

72696 SMALL 13MM BLACK 3PCS -

Trade Unit 1

CLINCH RUBBER BUTT GRIPS
Offering a secure fitting for rods whatever their size, our Clinch butt grips 
won’t let you down. Available in three sizes to firmly grip your rods without 
damaging cosmetics or fragile cork. The Clinch rubber grips are extremely 
flexible allowing for a minimalist look while holding your rods steady.

• Tough pliable nylon construction
• Non-slip rubber outer coating
• Suitable for all rod diameters
• Three size options: S-13mm, M-17mm, L-21mm

CLINCH RUBBER BUTT GRIPS
Product Code: PLA055

CLINCH RUBBER BUTT GRIPS
Product Code: PLA054

CLINCH RUBBER BUTT GRIPS
Product Code: PLA053
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

49169 ONE WAY ROD REST -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. COLOR PCS PRICE

37674 BLACK 2PCS -

37675 GLOW 2PCS -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

47361 TWIN CONTROL ROD REST -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

48399 METAL -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

45740 MAGNETIC -

Trade Unit 10

ITEM NO. PCS PRICE

23832 2PCS -

Trade Unit 5

ONE WAY ROD REST
Product Code: PLA014
Solid metallic body, extremely compact and elegant, it can hold your rod in the most 
safe way thanks to the two twisting side bars, perfect solution when you need to fish 
with semi closed or closed drag. Also the internal bottom section has a non-slip soft 
rubber insert to prevent any damages to your precious carp rods. 

• Solid metallic body
• Non-slip internal section
• Metallic screw
• Can accommodate rods handles from 15mm to 20mm diameters

TWIN CONTROL ROD REST
Product Code: PLA015
Innovative design for a classic rod rest. The TWIN CONTROL rod rest is made using 
two different injections, hard plastic on the outer side and semi-soft rubber in the 
internal side. 

• Non-slip rubber internal section
• Heavy duty plastic outer section
• Stainless steel screw
• Suitable for any rod diameters

SNATCH ROD REST
Product Code: PLA016
Totally renewed version of our Snatch rod rest, stronger, and with more grip points. 
Full aluminum body, Anti slip sections and Flip lock knobs for easy and safe 
adjusting.

SNATCH ROD REST
Product Code: PLA018

BUTT KLINGER DELUXE ROD REST
Product Code: PLA017
• Spring loaded butt rest
• Aluminum thread

BUTT KLINGER ROD REST
Product Code: PLA019
• Spring loaded butt rest
• Aluminum thread
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ITEM NO. PCS COLOR PRICE

64131 2PCS - -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. PCS COLOR PRICE

64132 2PCS HI-VIZ -

Trade Unit 1

SOLID DISTANCE STICKS
Product Code: PLM001
40cm Black anodised solid hard Aluminium with profiled points, the slim diameter 
sticks will easily penetrate the hardest of terrains allowing you to quickly and efficiently 
wrap-up with ease. Laser etched Prologic logos and machine contoured threaded 
heads can accommodate our Hi-Viz bright white flared PTFE heads with isotope slots 
– 64132 (Not supplied)  

• Solid black hard Anodised Aluminium 
• Profiled easy penetrate points
• Laser etched
• Machine contoured threaded heads
• Can accommodate Hi-Viz PTFE heads 

HI-VIZ DISTANCE STICKS PTFE HEADS
Product Code: PLM001
Bright white PTFE heads make a great and very stylish addition to our Distance sticks 
-64131. These precision machine cut flared Hi-Viz heads can easily been seen on the 
dullest of days. Furthermore, there’s a concealed isotope (Not Supplied) slot hidden 
under the Carp logo. So even on the darkest of nights you can confidently wrap-up 
ensuring you never miss your mark. 

• Precision machine cut PTFE
• Flared Heads reduces line slip-offs
• Hi-Viz
• Concealed Isotope slot
• Fits 64131 Prologic Distance Sticks
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ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

64118 250M 0.16MM 9.07KG 20LBS HI-VIZ GREEN -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

64119 250M 0.26MM 15.9KG 35LBS HI-VIZ GREEN -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. PRICE

47338 -

Trade Unit 1

WRAP-UP SPOD &MARKER BRAIDS
A low diameter 4 Ply PE Cross-over constructed braid, allowing 
you to cast further with great efficiency than ever before. The 
fluoro green colour is broken up at every 12ft/360cm intervals 
allowing you to use your marker/measuring sticks in much tighter 
swims by simply counting out the black markers. This robust 
hard-wearing PE fiber braid and has an incredibly high knot 
strength, which is paramount when you think just how much 
punishment your Spod setup receives. The PE fibers are also 
fused together helping to keep wind knots and frap ups to a min-
imum, but also ensuring a remarkable transmission and fantastic 
feedback. Making it our go too choice for any Marker rod and 
feature finding set up as well. There are 250m on each spool and 
two version available – 

Wrap-up AR (All Rounder) which is aimed for your average 
every day loads/casts of up to 100m meters.

Wrap-up XD (Extra Distance) is much more focused for range 
fishing and we would recommend the use of 720cm a shock 
leader - 54484 Bulldozer K braided shock leader.

• 4 Ply PE Cross-over construction
• Low Diameter for efficient casting
• Zero stretch for even greater feedback
• Round profile dramatically reduces wind knots
• Green High-Viz colour, 
• Wrapping markers at 12ft-360cm intervals for use in tight swims
• Spool Size: 250m
• Available in 20lb XD (Extra Distance) & 35lb AR (All Rounder) 

WRAP-UP XD SPOD & MARKER BRAID
Product Code: PLI008

WRAP-UP AR SPOD & MARKER BRAID
Product Code: PLI008

CRUSH’N FILL BOILIES AND PELLET CRUSHER
Product Code: PLA008
Pretty much all of us have been struggling a bit to fill PVA or mesh bags after crush-
ing baits – problem solved! The CRUSH’N FILL is the first bait crusher on the market 
that has a funnel that can be connected to the main body. This makes the filling of 
bags and mesh easy like never before.

• Heavy duty plastic body
• Steel bait crusher blades
• Easy grip design
• Fast and safe connection for funnel
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ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

48405 85GR & 120GR -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE

47341 ILLUMINATED EVA MARKER FLOAT KIT -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

49884 20MM -

49885 24MM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE

53848 20MM -

53849 24MM -

Trade Unit 5

MARKER KIT
Product Code: PLT001
All you need for an accurate scan of your swim : high buoyancy float with inter-
changeable arrow heads (yellow and orange) made in heavy duty plastic, two 
sounder leads of 85g and 120g, Submerged weed floater that can be connected 
to any leads and a big shock absorber bead. Doesn’t matter how far, how deep or 
how many obstacles in your swim, with this kit you will always be able to get all the 
detailed information you need from your spot.

ILLUMINATED EVA MARKER FLOAT KIT
Product Code: PLT002
Innovative marker float made using high-density EVA. Thanks to the natural proper-
ties of the EVA body it features natural high buoyancy and a good softness, which 
makes these floats almost unbreakable.

It is supplied with two different heads: arrow and round. Both of the heads can 
be used normally or, if needed, they can be illuminated simply turning in the “on” 
position on the battery.

• Supplied with two different illuminated heads
• Two batteries included
• Up to 80 hours illumination with one battery
• Superb buoyancy
• High visibility colour

THROWING STICK 
Product Code: PLA013
Available in 20mm and 24mm, they are made using a very strong but lightweight 
plastic, soft touch non-slip handle with access to the bottom end for easy cleaning or 
to remove boilies that could get stuck in the throwing stick.

• Ultralight 
• Non-slip handle
• Throws up to 100 meters

CRUZADE SHORT RANGE THROWING STICKS
Product Code: PLA011
Ultra-light and compact, the perfect tool for accurate and fast baiting at medium and 
short range. The Cruzade Short Range Throwing sticks are both 48cm long, 150g 
weight for the 20mm and 230g weight for the 24mm. The 24mm version is ideal  for 
applying large amounts of smaller boilies  capable of throwing up to 15 baits at a time.

• Non slip, soft touch handle
• Ideal for medium and short range baiting
• Maximum accuracy
• Applies large amounts of smaller baits simultaneously
• Up to 60 meter range 
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Line can be one of the most vital, yet often overlooked, part of any carp fishing set-
up. Thankfully, Prologic makes it easy to choose the right line for you and be sure 
that you are using the best you can get. We offer high-quality Density mono in cam-
ouflaged colours, Density Distance mono to help you achieve those long-reaching 
casts, a host of braids and leader materials, and new for this year, the Density Snag 
and Shock leader – designed to be super strong, amazingly supple, abrasion resis-
tant and virtually invisible in water. Prologic line will keep you connected with the 
prize carp from the moment of the bite all the way to the net.
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ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

64110 1000M 0.30MM 5.44KG 12LBS GREEN -

64111 1000M 0.35MM 6.80KG 15LBS GREEN -

64112 1000M 0.37MM 9.17KG 18LBS GREEN -

64113 1000M 0.40MM 9.07KG 20LBS GREEN -

64114 1000M 0.30MM 5.44KG 12LBS NATURAL BROWN -

64115 1000M 0.35MM 6.80KG 15LBS NATURAL BROWN -

64116 1000M 0.37MM 9.17KG 18LBS NATURAL BROWN -

64117 1000M 0.40MM 9.07KG 20LBS NATURAL BROWN -

Trade Unit 5

ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

65029 1000M 0.28MM 4.54KG 10LBS HI-VIZ YELLOW -

65030 1000M 0.30MM 5.44KG 12LBS HI-VIZ YELLOW -

65031 1000M 0.33MM 6.15KG 13.5LBS HI-VIZ YELLOW -

65032 1000M 0.35MM 6.80KG 15LBS HI-VIZ YELLOW -

Trade Unit 1

DENSITY CARP MONO
Product Code: PLI004
A high-density monofilament which has been designed and created around all your 
angling requirements. Only after 2 years in development and then finally a year in 
testing are we now happy to introduce you to this great new product.

 A Monofilament which sinks so fast we just had to call it Density. We have greatly 
reduced the overall stretch rate, resulting in a much more focused yet direct trans-

mission. Achieving even higher standards feedback for a precise feeling. This has 
all been achieved while maintaining high knot strengths and even greater abrasion 
resilience. Our unique treatment process after extrusion aids for higher standard of 
smoothness with less active memory. Meaning it behaves very limp, soft and more 
natural to touch, which in turn aids for longer more accurate casting. Never have we 
seen such a truly versatile line without any compromise.

• High density
• Fast sinking
• Low stretch
• High knot strength
• High abrasion resistance
• Low Memory
• Green or anti-glare Natural brown
• Adhesive marker every 250m

DENSITY DISTANCE MONO
Product Code: PLI010
The Perfect Hi-visual monofilament. Density Distance Mono has an extremely fast 
sink rate, making it the perfect choice for the all-round angler. Sharing very similar 
characteristics to our new Density carp mono. But now in even lower diameters we 
have been able to offer you a high-performance line which performs amazingly when 
you have your sights set on the horizon. A new treatment process makes it one of 
the smoothest and most supple line we have ever created to date. Meaning it flies of 
the spool effortlessly while retaining its hard exterior, providing you with the perfect 
balance of abrasion resistance, manageability, strength and offering great feedback 
and feeling whatever the situation. 
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ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

57084 1000M 0.25MM 5.2KG 11LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57085 1000M 0.28MM 6.2KG 13LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57086 1000M 0.30MM 7.1KG 15LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57087 1000M 0.33MM 8.3KG 18LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57088 1000M 0.35MM 9.8KG 21LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57089 1000M 0.40MM 13.2KG 29LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

57090 100M 0.40MM 11.0KG 24LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57091 100M 0.50MM 15.6KG 32LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

57092 100M 0.60MM 21.3KG 44LBS MIMICRY GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

MIMICRY GREEN HELO
New Mimicry pattern with three shades of green, perfectly 
toned with natural environments as well as offering a 
vivid and modern look to your reel after spooled with the 
line. This new generation of Mimicry is not only carrying 
new color, but its structure has also been improved to 
an advanced grade of monofilament by utilizing superior 
copolymer material - strength to diameter ratio is therefore 
being maximized.

• Improved construction
• Improved camouflage properties
• Reduced stretch
• Increased density / better sinking ratio.

MIMICRY
Product Code: PLI001

MIMICRY LEADER
Product Code: PLT126
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ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

48432 1000M 0.25MM 5.2KG 11LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48433 1000M 0.28MM 6.2KG 13LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48434 1000M 0.30MM 7.1KG 15LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48435 1000M 0.33MM 8.3KG 18LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48436 1000M 0.35MM 9.8KG 21LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48437 1000M 0.38MM 11.3KG 25LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

48438 1000M 0.40MM 13.2KG 29LBS MIMICRY BROWN -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

44689 1000M 0.22MM 3.9KG 8LBS CAMO -

44690 1000M 0.25MM 4.8KG 10LBS CAMO -

44691 1000M 0.28MM 5.6KG 12LBS CAMO -

44692 1000M 0.30MM 6.6KG 14LBS CAMO -

44693 1000M 0.33MM 7.4KG 16LBS CAMO -

44694 1000M 0.35MM 8.1KG 18LBS CAMO -

44695 1000M 0.38MM 9.8KG 20LBS CAMO -

44696 1000M 0.40MM 11.0KG 24LBS CAMO -

44697 1000M 0.43MM 13.1KG 30LBS CAMO -

Trade Unit 6

MIMICRY 3D CAMO LINE RANGE
With the mimicry pattern the lines, the profile is totally absorbed into its surroundings 
and cloaked from the vision of any targeted fish. This can only be achieved by mixing 
four natural shades and colours and by having it applied to the line in a totaly random 
manner,  therefore  fusing the natural light spectrum and eliminating the outline or 
presence, of an outside edge. The evolution of the new mimicry camo range has 
begun taking you to the 3rd dimension. To cover every fishing situation we have 
developed 3 different blends of mimicry 3d camo mainline, all of them with excellent 
breaking strength, sinking and reduced stretch.

MIMICRY MIRAGE XP
Product Code: PLI002
Mirage – which will suit  a general every day  fishing situation.

XLNT HP
Product Code: PLI005
Improved version of our glorious and famous XLNT. Thanks to a new extrusion process 
and new Co-polymer (Twin build Co-polymer) we have increased the knot strength and 
reduced the memory, making the XLNT HP the perfect allround carp monofilament with 
amazing casting performance and perfect camouflage thanks to the new 4 tones camo 
pattern.

• Sinking
• Controlled Stretch
• Twin build Co-polymer
• 4 tone camo
• High abrasion resistance
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. LENGTH DIAMETER KG LBS COLOR PRICE

72699 100M 0.50MM 13.60KG 30LBS CLEAR -

72700 100M 0.60MM 20.41KG 45LBS CLEAR -

Trade Unit 1

DENSITY SNAG & SHOCK LEADER 
Product Code: PLI020
Incredibly strong, unbelievably supple and soft to the touch, abrasion resistant and 
virtually invisible in water? That’s our new Density Snag and Shock leader. The 
non-absorbent and super soft formula and the co-polymer construction allows you to 
perfect your presentation and follow the contours of a lakebed perfectly.

As the name suggests, this leader has one of the highest sinking ratios on the 
market. When we designed it, we wanted to offer a leader that provided high abra-
sion resistance combined with excellent useability, with features like excellent knot 
strength and controlled elasticity. Countless hours of testing from our pro staff teams 
around the world in some of the toughest conditions have proved that we achieved 
our aim. The Density Snag and Shock is the perfect boom section material on all 
combi and Ronnie-style rigs.

• Virtually invisible in water
• Incredible abrasion resistance
• High knot strength
• Controlled elasticity
• Manageable soft to touch
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The Prologic clothing collection continues to grow – offering technical products that can 
protect you from the elements, as well as style products that fit perfectly with the carp 
scene. New for this year is a complete overhaul of the glove collection: there is a now a pair 
of Prologic gloves for every angler, from hardy winter carp anglers to distance casters, and 
everything in between. If you are as passionate about modern carp fishing as the rest of 
the Prologic team, then the ever-growing clothing range is the perfect way to show it – and 
to help you stay protected from the elements while you’re out there catching monster carp.
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

64546 M CAMO/LEAF GREEN 64CM 85CM 60CM 64CM 76.5CM -

64547 L CAMO/LEAF GREEN 66CM 87CM 62CM 66CM 78.0CM -

64548 XL CAMO/LEAF GREEN 68CM 89CM 64CM 68CM 79.5CM -

64549 XXL CAMO/LEAF GREEN 70CM 91CM 66CM 70CM 81.0CM -

64550 XXXL CAMO/LEAF GREEN 72CM 93CM 68CM 72CM 82.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

This RealTree suit is an insulated thermo suit with a jacket and bib & brace.  
Strong reinforcement in exposed areas.

• Polyester Taslon fabric with RealTree camouflage 
print laminated with TPU membrane, 8000mm 

• Breathability of 800mvp
• Durable contrast fabric, 100% nylon
• Warm and soft fleece lining, 100% polyester 
• 160gsm poly-fill padding 
• Detachable and adjustable hood
• High fleece-lined collar

• Chest zip pocket
• Two large zipped front pockets
• Inner pocket
• Adjustable braces 
• Two zipped front pockets
• Reinforcement on knees
• Long zipper and gusset in legs
• Velcro adjustment in legs

HIGHGRADE REALTREE FISHING THERMO SUIT
Product Code: PLG046
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

48043 M CAMO 63CM 84CM 59CM 63CM 76CM -

48044 L CAMO 65CM 86CM 62CM 66CM 78CM -

48045 XL CAMO 69CM 90CM 66CM 70CM 82CM -

48046 XXL CAMO 71CM 92CM 68CM 72CM 83CM -

Trade Unit 1

COMFORT THERMO SUIT 2 PCS
Product Code: PLG007
Extremely lightweight 2 piece thermo suit keeping you comfortably warm  
under very cold conditions!

• 100% waterproof and windproof with taped seams
• Strong 210T nylon tactel shell fabric with high abrasion
• Fully insulated by 120gm2 wadding
• Warm comfortable fleece lining

Jacket:

• Detachable and adjustable insulated hood with wired peak for perfect view
• Velcro storm flap over 2-way zipper
• Adjustable waist for perfect fit
• Tight inner ribbed cuff and velcro  adjustable outer cuff
• Fleece lined handwarmer pockets
• 3 large outer pockets and 1 zipped inner pocket 
• Color Max5

B&B:

• Adjustable elastic suspenders with strong buckles
• 2 large outer pockets and 1 zipped inner pocket
• Front zipper with storm flap
• Elastic at back waist for perfect fit
• Fleece lined handwarmer pockets
• Inner pocket with velcro closure
• Wide zipped gusset and velcro strap at boot for easy access
• Color Max5
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

55624 M GREEN/BLACK 63CM 82.0CM 59CM 63CM 76CM -

55625 L GREEN/BLACK 66CM 84.0CM 62CM 66CM 78CM -

55626 XL GREEN/BLACK 71CM 86.0CM 66CM 70CM 81CM -

55627 XXL GREEN/BLACK 74CM 89.5CM 68CM 72CM 83CM -

58347 XXXL GREEN/BLACK 76CM 91.0CM 70CM 74CM 85CM -

Trade Unit 1

HIGHGRADE THERMO SUIT
Product Code: PLG004
Lightweight high performance 2-pcs thermo suit.

• Durable 100% polyester peach shell fabric with water-repellent finish
• 100% waterproof of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Soft and warm inner 100% polyester micro fleece and taffeta lining 
• Fully insulated by 160gsm 100% polyester wadding
• Detachable and adjustable insulated hood with wired peak
• Strong 2-way main zipper with double wind fillet on jacket
• Adjustable waist for perfect fit
• Soft inner rib cuff with velcro adjustment on outer cuff
• Fleece-lined handwarmer pockets
• 2 box pockets, 1 zipped chest pocket and zipped inner pocket
• Comfortable elastic suspenders with strong buckles
• 2-way zipper on B&B
• 2 box pockets with fleece-lined handwarmer pockets behind
• Elasticated waist for perfect fit
• Re-inforced knees
• Zipped bottom leg gusset with velcro adjustment
• Color Green
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

48023 S CAMO 61.0CM 60.0CM 80CM 84CM -

48024 M CAMO 66.0CM 65.0CM 82CM 86CM -

48025 L CAMO 71.0CM 70.0CM 84CM 88CM -

48026 XL CAMO 76.0CM 75.0CM 86CM 90CM -

48027 XXL CAMO 82.5CM 81.5CM 89CM 93CM -

48028 XXXL CAMO 87.5CM 86.5CM 91CM 95CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

48029 S CAMO 54CM 38CM 73.5CM -

48030 M CAMO 56CM 39CM 75.5CM -

48031 L CAMO 58CM 40CM 78.5CM -

48032 XL CAMO 60CM 41CM 80.5CM -

48033 XXL CAMO 62CM 42CM 84.5CM -

48034 XXXL CAMO 64CM 43CM 87.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

MAX5 THERMO ARMOUR PRO JACKET
Product Code: PLG008
• Durable 100% polyester tricot 180gsm shell fabric with brushed  

& water-repellent finish
• 100% waterproof by polyurethane lamination of 8.000mm  

and breathability of 3.000 mvp
• Taped seams
• New Max5 pattern
• Silent, also suitable for hunting
• Outer jacket with soft mesh lining at body and full polyester lining in sleeves
• Adjustable at waist and hem
• Fold-away superior fleece-lined hood, adjustable and with wired peak
• Comfortable fleece inner collar and chin protector
• Strong 2-way zipper covered by wind fillet
• Tight velcro adjustable cuffs
• Detachable quilt-lined 360gm/yd inner fleece jacket for great warmth  

and insulation
• 2 superior chest box pockets and fleece-lined handwarmer pockets behind
• 2 big lower box pockets
• Inner zipper Napoleon pocket
• Inner zipper pocket
• Color Max5

MAX5 THERMO ARMOUR PRO SALOPETTES
Product Code: PLG009
• Durable 100% polyester tricot 180gsm shell fabric with  

brushed & water-repellent finish
• 100% waterproof by polyurethane lamination of 8.000mm  

and breathability of 3.000 mvp
• Taped seams
• New Max5 pattern
• Silent, also suitable for hunting
• Fully fleece-lined (except bottom leg) for warmth and insulation
• Comfortable stretchy neoprene suspenders with strong buckles
• Adjustable at waist 
• Strong 2-way zipper covered by wind fillet
• Long zipped gusset at bottom leg with velcro adjustable strap
• 2 box pockets and fleece-lined handwarmer pockets behind
• Color Max5
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

51547 M OLIVE GREEN 61CM 59CM 84CM 79CM -

51548 L OLIVE GREEN 63CM 61CM 86CM 81CM -

51549 XL OLIVE GREEN 65CM 63CM 88CM 83CM -

51550 XXL OLIVE GREEN 67CM 65CM 90CM 85CM -

58284 XXXL OLIVE GREEN 69CM 67CM 92CM 87CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST THIGH INSEAM PRICE

55620 M OLIVE GREEN 59CM 63CM 76CM -

55621 L OLIVE GREEN 62CM 66CM 78CM -

55622 XL OLIVE GREEN 66CM 70CM 82CM -

55623 XXL OLIVE GREEN 68CM 72CM 83CM -

58286 XXXL OLIVE GREEN 70CM 74CM 85CM -

Trade Unit 1

LITEPRO THERMO B&B
Product Code: PLG006
Ultra lightweight winter B&B to fit LitePro Jacket as a set.

• Soft rip-stop structured tear-resistant shell fabric in 100% polyester  
• 100% waterproof TPU membrane of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Breathable   
• Inner 100% nylon lining 
• Lightweight yet very warm quality insulation of 160gsm silk-like 100% polyester
• Branded superior elastic suspenders with strong buckles
• 2-way high quality water-repellent main zipper 
• 2 side fleece-lined handwarmer pockets with water-repellent zipper
• Zipped inner pocket
• Elasticated waist for perfect fit
• Zipped bottom leg gusset with velcro adjustment
• Color Olive Green

LITEPRO THERMO JACKET
Product Code: PLG005
• Soft rip-stop structured tear-resistant shell fabric in 100% polyester
• 100% waterproof TPU membrane of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Breathable
• Inner 100% nylon lining attached by horizontal seams for keeping  

the insulation in place
• Lightweight very warm thermo insulation of 150gsm 
• Water-repellent main and side pocket zippers 
• 2 side fleece-lined handwarmer pockets
• Zipped inner pocket
• Adjustable at hem
• Attached hood w/wired brim adjustable at height and width
• Zipped under arm ventilation function
• Velcro adjustable cuffs
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

64523 M IVY GREEN/CAMO 60CM 56CM 83.5CM 81CM -

64524 L IVY GREEN/CAMO 63CM 59CM 85.0CM 83CM -

64525 XL IVY GREEN/CAMO 66CM 62CM 86.5CM 85CM -

64526 XXL IVY GREEN/CAMO 69CM 65CM 87.0CM 87CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST THIGH INSEAM PRICE

64553 M IVY GREEN/CAMO 56CM 35.5CM 76.5CM -

64554 L IVY GREEN/CAMO 58CM 37.0CM 78.0CM -

64555 XL IVY GREEN/CAMO 60CM 38.5CM 79.5CM -

64556 XXL IVY GREEN/CAMO 62CM 49.0CM 81.0CM -

Trade Unit 1

BANK BOUND INSULATED JACKET
Product Code: PLG047
Designed to retain body heat on even the coldest of days whilst not restrict-
ing movement, allowing the angler to remain warm and fish effectively.

• Diamond shaped rib-stop 100% polyester fabric with DWR. Green/Camo color. 
• Reinforcement on sleeves in 100% polyester Taslon fabric with TPU mem-

brane, 8000mm/800mvp
• Taffeta lining, 100% polyester
• Down-like 100% polyester padding, 350gsm in body and 280gsm in sleeves
• Adjustable hood
• Two zipped front pockets with warm lining
• Zipped inner pocket

BANK BOUND CAMO BIB & BRACE
Product Code: PLG048
A lot of the body heat disappears from the large muscle groups around the 
legs. Therefore, we made an ultra-warm quilted Bib & Brace for the cold 
months, when you are bank bound. The waterproof reinforcements on the 
knees and back are designed to keep the angler dry and prevents wear.  

• Diamond shaped rib-stop 100% polyester in camo pattern 
• Reinforcement on back and knees in 100% polyester Oxford with TPU  

membrane, 8000mvp 
• Taffeta lining, 100% polyester
• Down-like 100% polyester padding, 280gsm 
• Elaticated and adjustable braces
• Two zipped front pockets
• 2-way zip at front
• Long zippers in legs and adjustable hem
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

59235 M CAMO 60CM 58.0CM 92CM 81.5CM -

59236 L CAMO 63CM 61.0CM 94CM 83.5CM -

59237 XL CAMO 66CM 63.5CM 95CM 85.5CM -

59240 XXL CAMO 72CM 68.5CM 96CM 87.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

59241 M CAMO 58CM 62CM 74CM -

59242 L CAMO 60CM 64CM 76CM -

59243 XL CAMO 62CM 66CM 78CM -

59244 XXL CAMO 64CM 68CM 80CM -

Trade Unit 1

REALTREE FISHING JACKET
Product Code: PLG010
Introducing jacket in new RealTree fishing pattern providing anglers with a pattern 
that fits with any fishing adventure

• 2-layer durable 100% polyester taslon shell fabric with water-repellent finish
• 100% waterproof with TPU membrane of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Breathable
• Soft 100% polyester mesh lining on body, sleeves 100% polyester taffeta lining
• Strong 2-way waterproof front zipper with under wind fillet 
• Fold-away hood adjustable at height and width
• 2 side pockets with water-repellent zippers
• Elasticated cuffs with velcro adjustment
• Adjustable hem
• Zipped inner pocket

REALTREE FISHING B&B
Product Code: PLG011
Introducing B&B in new RealTree fishing pattern providing anglers with a pattern that 
fits with any fishing adventure

• 2-layer durable 100% polyester taslon shell fabric with water-repellent finish
• 100% waterproof with TPU membrane of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Breathable
• Soft 100% polyester mesh lining on body, legs 100% polyester taffeta lining
• Strong 2-way waterproof front zipper with under wind fillet 
• Elasticated back waist & under the arms for perfect fit
• Adjustable elasticated suspenders 
• 2 side pockets with water-repellent zippers
• Articulated knee design 
• Reinforced bottom inner leg
• Zipped bottom leg with storm gusset and velcro-adjustment
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

55259 M CAMO 60CM 58.0CM 92CM 81.5CM -

55260 L CAMO 63CM 61.0CM 94CM 83.5CM -

55261 XL CAMO 66CM 63.5CM 95CM 85.5CM -

55262 XXL CAMO 72CM 68.5CM 96CM 87.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

57271 S GREEN MELANGE 49CM 48CM 77.0CM 67CM -

57272 M GREEN MELANGE 52CM 51CM 78.5CM 69CM -

57273 L GREEN MELANGE 55CM 54CM 80.0CM 71CM -

57274 XL GREEN MELANGE 58CM 57CM 81.5CM 73CM -

57275 XXL GREEN MELANGE 61CM 60CM 83.0CM 75CM -

Trade Unit 1

BANK BOUND 
3-SEASON CAMO FISHING JACKET
Product Code: PLG018
Technical and lightweight 3-Season jacket making 
you comfortable in all types of weather

• 2-layer durable 320D 100% polyester taslon shell fabric
• Bonded with TPU membrane for 100% waterproofness of 8.000mm  

and taped seams
• Breathable 5.000 mvp for comfort
• Comfortable 100% polyester mesh lining
• Long fishing jacket version with adjustable hem
• 2-way front waterproof zipper with under windfillet
• 2 lower water-repellent zipped pockets
• Elasticated cuff with velcro adjustment
• Fold-away hood adjustable at height and width
• Signed by Bank Bound embroidery and logo
• Color Camo

TECH FLEECE
Product Code: PLG013
Two-toned warmpiece with stretch for great comfort

• Heavy 95% polyester / 5% spandex 300gsm
• Reflective print
• Chest zip pocket 
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73744 M GREY MELANGE 56.5CM 54.5CM 38.0CM 74CM -

73745 L GREY MELANGE 59.5CM 57.5CM 39.5CM 76CM -

73746 XL GREY MELANGE 62.5CM 60.5CM 41.0CM 78CM -

73747 XXL GREY MELANGE 65.5CM 63.5CM 42.5CM 80CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73748 M BURNT OLIVE GREEN 56.5CM 54.5CM 38.0CM 74CM -

73749 L BURNT OLIVE GREEN 59.5CM 57.5CM 39.5CM 76CM -

73750 XL BURNT OLIVE GREEN 62.5CM 60.5CM 41.0CM 78CM -

73751 XXL BURNT OLIVE GREEN 65.5CM 63.5CM 42.5CM 80CM -

Trade Unit 1

CAMO LOGO T-SHIRT
Product Code: PLG056
New Prologic T-shirt with cool camo letters.

• 60% cotton/40% polyester soft quality, 180gsm
• Camo logo print at chest

BARK PRINT T-SHIRT
Product Code: PLG054
Blend into the surroundings with this Bark printed T-shirt.

• 100% cotton soft quality, 180gsm
• All-over bark print gives a great look
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73752 M BLACK CAVIAR 59CM 49CM 82.5CM 73CM -

73753 L BLACK CAVIAR 62CM 52CM 84.0CM 75CM -

73754 XL BLACK CAVIAR 65CM 55CM 85.5CM 77CM -

73755 XXL BLACK CAVIAR 68CM 58CM 87.0CM 79CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73756 M ARMY GREEN 59CM 49CM 82.5CM 73CM -

73757 L ARMY GREEN 62CM 52CM 84.0CM 75CM -

73758 XL ARMY GREEN 65CM 55CM 85.5CM 77CM -

73759 XXL ARMY GREEN 68CM 58CM 87.0CM 79CM -

Trade Unit 1

EDEN ZIP HOODIE
Product Code: PLG062
Stay warm in this new zip hoodie, made with soft and insulated material.

• 50% cotton/50 polyester heavy quality, 310gsm
• Warm and soft backing
• Large front pockets
• Mesh lining inside hood

CARPIO ZIP HOODIE
Product Code: PLG059
Stay warm in this new zip hoodie, made with soft and insulated material.

• 50% cotton/50 polyester heavy quality, 310gsm
• Warm and soft backing
• Welt pockets at front
• Mesh lining inside hood
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73760 M ARMY GREEN 59CM 49CM 82.5CM 73CM -

73761 L ARMY GREEN 62CM 52CM 84.0CM 75CM -

73762 XL ARMY GREEN 65CM 55CM 85.5CM 77CM -

73763 XXL ARMY GREEN 68CM 58CM 87.0CM 79CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

73869 M BLACK INK 59CM 49CM 82.5CM 73CM -

73870 L BLACK INK 62CM 52CM 84.0CM 75CM -

73871 XL BLACK INK 65CM 55CM 85.5CM 77CM -

73872 XXL BLACK INK 68CM 58CM 87.0CM 79CM -

Trade Unit 1

MEGA FISH HOODIE
Product Code: PLG066
Designed for your comfort, whether out on the bank or at home.

• 50% cotton/50 polyester heavy quality, 310gsm
• Warm and soft backing
• Mesh lining inside hood
• Giant fish embroidery at front

CARP LOGO HOODIE
Product Code: PLG057
Designed for your comfort, whether out on the bank or at home.

• 50% cotton/50 polyester heavy quality, 310gsm
• Warm and soft backing
• Mesh lining inside hood
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

73859 M ARMY GREEN 50CM 53CM 76.5CM -

73860 L ARMY GREEN 52CM 55CM 78.0CM -

73861 XL ARMY GREEN 54CM 57CM 79.5CM -

73862 XXL ARMY GREEN 56CM 59CM 81.0CM -

Trade Unit 1

CARPIO JOGGERS
Product Code: PLG058
Designed for your comfort, whether out on the bank or at home.

• 50% cotton/50% polyester heavy quality, 310gsm
• Warm and soft backing
• Elastic and string at waist 
• Large logo at thigh
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

49475 M GREEN 55CM 55CM 87CM 69CM -

49476 L GREEN 57CM 57CM 89CM 71CM -

49477 XL GREEN 59CM 59CM 91CM 73CM -

49478 XXL GREEN 61CM 61CM 93CM 75CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK CB LENGTH PRICE

63144 M CAMO 60CM 55CM 82.5CM 71CM -

63145 L CAMO 63CM 58CM 84.5CM 73CM -

63146 XL CAMO 66CM 61CM 86.5CM 75CM -

63147 XXL CAMO 69CM 64CM 88.5CM 77CM -

Trade Unit 1

COMMANDER FLEECE JACKET
Product Code: PLG014
Perfect mix of a 100% waterproof technical jacket and elegant comfortable fishing  
& casual wear

• Soft 100% polar fleece 330gsm bonded shell fabric with great appearance 
• Anti-pilling & water-repellent treatment
• TPU membrane offering 100% waterproof shell fabric of 8000mm
• Breathable
• Integrated warm adjustable hood 
• Good quality inverted front & chest pocket zippers
• Prologic zipper pullers
• Adjustable at hem
• Soft & comfortable lycra cuffs with thumb hole for great fit

REALTREE FISHING HOODIE
Product Code: PLG015
Looking great in this comfortable fishing hoodie in perfect RealTree fishing pattern

• Soft 100% polyester printed shell fabric in 250gsm
• Comfortable inner mesh lining
• Strong main zipper
• Adjustable hood with inner cotton lining
• Extra wide trendy hood strings
• Split kangaroo pocket 
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST SLEEVE LENGTH FROM NECK WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

54656 M CAMO 60CM 92CM 55.0CM 59.5CM 83CM -

54657 L CAMO 63CM 94CM 57.0CM 61.5CM 84CM -

54658 XL CAMO 66CM 95CM 59.5CM 63.5CM 85CM -

54659 XXL CAMO 69CM 96CM 62.0CM 65.5CM 86CM -

Trade Unit 1

BANK BOUND 3-SEASON CAMO SET
Product Code: PLG019
Technical and lightweight 3-Season jacket and trousers packed in small carry bag making you prepared for all types of weather

• 2-layer durable 320D 100% polyester taslon shell fabric 
• Bonded with TPU membrane for 100% waterproofness  

of 8.000mm and taped seams
• Breathable 5.000 mvp for comfort
• Comfortable 100% polyester mesh lining 
• Adjustable at hem
• Front waterproof zipper with under windfillet
• 2 lower water-repellent zipped pockets

• Elasticated cuff with velcro adjustment
• Fold-away hood adjustable at height and width
• Trousers with wide comfortable elastic at waist
• 2 side water-repellent zipped pockets
• Velcro adjustable at leg cuffs
• Signed by Bank Bound embroidery and logo
• Delivered in small easy carry bag
• Color Camo
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CHEST HEM CB LENGTH PRICE

57278 M CAMO 59CM 58CM 70CM -

57279 L CAMO 61CM 60CM 72CM -

57280 XL CAMO 63CM 62CM 74CM -

57281 XXL CAMO 65CM 64CM 76CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR WAIST HIP INSEAM PRICE

51532 M FOREST GREEN 46CM 53CM 79.0CM -

51533 L FOREST GREEN 48CM 55CM 80.5CM -

51534 XL FOREST GREEN 50CM 57CM 82.0CM -

51535 XXL FOREST GREEN 52CM 59CM 83.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

CARGO TROUSERS
Product Code: PLG016
• 100% heavy cotton canvas shell fabric with heavy enzyme wash for a vintage look
• Breathable and very comfortable with perfect fit
• Articulated knees
• 2 side pockets
• 2 combat style thigh box pockets
• Elasticated waist w/belt straps
• Adjustable velcro flap at bottom leg

BANK BOUND CAMO THERMO VEST
Product Code: PLG021
Warm, light weight vest in smart camo print with water repellant finish

• Strong polyester Taffetta fabric
• 3 zip pockets
• Adjustable hood
• Nice, light and warm padding 280gsm
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ITEM NO. SOLE SIZE COLOR 1/2 CHEST INSEAM OUTSEAM PRICE

65496 CLEATED M 40/41-6/7 CAMO MAX5 58.5CM 94CM 147CM -

65497 CLEATED L 42/43-7.5/8 CAMO MAX5 62CM 97CM 151CM -

65498 CLEATED XL 44/45-9/10 CAMO MAX5 65.5CM 99CM 156CM -

65499 CLEATED XXL 46/47-11/12 CAMO MAX5 69.5CM 100CM 160CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SOLE SIZE COLOR 1/2 CHEST INSEAM OUTSEAM PRICE

48488 CLEATED M 40/41-6/7 CAMO MAX5 51CM 83CM 133CM -

48489 CLEATED L 42/43-7.5/8 CAMO MAX5 56CM 90CM 142.5CM -

48490 CLEATED XL 44/45-9/10 CAMO MAX5 58.5CM 94CM 148.5CM -

48491 CLEATED XXL 46/47-11/12 CAMO MAX5 61CM 97CM 154.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

MAX5 TASLAN CHEST BOOT FOOT WADERS
Product Code: PLU004
• Durable high abrasion MAX5 waders
• Adjustable H-style suspenders
• He and she buckle system
• Water resistant zipped front pocket
• Inside knee pads
• Fully neoprene lined PVC boots

MAX5 XPO NEOPRENE  
WADERS BOOT FOOT CLEATED
Product Code: PLU002
• Superior 4.5mm thick neoprene with great stretchability
• 100% waterproof by glued, stitched and fully taped seams
• Exclusive logo elastic & adjustable suspenders with strong slim buckles
• Innovative V-shape front pocket w/mesh compartments and water resistant 

zippers
• Detachable flip-over zipper inner pocket w/mesh compartments & spring
• Reinforced by 5mm embossed knee pads in Max5
• High quality 3mm neoprene-lined rubber boots 
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ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

64911 41/7 CAMO -

64912 42/7.5 CAMO -

64913 43/8 CAMO -

64914 44/9 CAMO -

64915 45/10 CAMO -

64916 46/11 CAMO -

64917 47/12 CAMO -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

64918 41/7 CAMO -

64919 42/7.5 CAMO -

64920 43/8 CAMO -

64921 44/9 CAMO -

64922 45/10 CAMO -

64923 46/11 CAMO -

64924 47/12 CAMO -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

54660 41/7 GREEN -

54661 42/7.5 GREEN -

54662 43/8 GREEN -

54663 44/9 GREEN -

54664 45/10 GREEN -

55373 46/11 GREEN -

55374 47/12 GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

BANK BOUND CAMO TREK BOOT MEDIUM HIGH
Product Code: PLG049
• Light weight and flexible all-round boot
• Available in medium high and high cut versions
• Mesh lining with water proof membrane
• Main upper material is treated suede leather
• PU-Reinforced in toe and heel areas
• Molded EVA midsole 
• Non slip, deep track rubber outsole
• Removable molded inner sole

BANK BOUND CAMO TREK BOOT HIGH
Product Code: PLG050
• Light weight and flexible all-round boot
• Available in medium high and high cut versions
• Mesh lining with water proof membrane
• Main upper material is treated suede leather
• PU-Reinforced in toe and heel areas
• Molded EVA midsole 
• Non slip, deep track rubber outsole
• Removable molded inner sole

BANK SLIPPERS
Product Code: PLG045
Ultralight allround casual slipper to be used both on the bank or in the  
water as well as during many other leisure activities

• Upper of 100% light EVA material with holes for air securing  
comfortable feet at all times

• Breathable removable EVA foam inner sole for extra comfort
• Flexible light EVA outsole with grip trek pattern
• Quick dry material holds no water
• Color: Green 
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73764 ONE SIZE DARK OLIVE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73765 ONE SIZE CAMO -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73766 ONE SIZE GREEN MELANGE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73767 ONE SIZE OLIVE GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

CLASSIC MESH BACK CAP
Product Code: PLG061
Classic mesh back cap with 3D logo embroidery at front and Prologic fish tag at side.

• 60% cotton/40% polyester
• 3D embroidery at front
• 7-hole snap back for adjustment

MEGA FISH CAP
Product Code: PLG065
Flat peak camo cap with cool Carp fish tag at front.

• 97% cotton/3% polyester
• Flex fit

ICE WINTER HAT
Product Code: PLG064
The perfect winter hat and cap when weather is chilly. Soft pile inside and practical 
earflaps will keep you warm at all times.

• 70% terylene/26% rayon/4 % spandex
• Soft pile lining in 100% polyester
• Small logo label at side seam
• Adjustable at back 

CLASSIC BASEBALL CAP
Product Code: PLG060
Cool “old school” baseball cap with 3D embroidery logo at front.

• 100% cotton 
• 3D logo embroidery
• Small logo label at side
• Buckle at back for adjustment
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73768 ONE SIZE RIFLE GREEN/ORANGE -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73769 ONE SIZE FOREST GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

73770 ONE SIZE RIFLE GREEN -

Trade Unit 1

BIVY LOGO BEANIE
Product Code: PLG055
Logo Intarsia beanie in soft and warm knit.

• Soft yarn in 100% acrylic
• Stretchy knit fabric for comfortable fit

PEAK BEANIE
Product Code: PLG067
Practical and cool cap and beanie in one.

• Soft, stretchy knit fabric, 85% acrylic/15% polyester
• Logo label at side

FOLD-UP KNIT BEANIE
Product Code: PLG063
Classic beanie for all weather use.

• 100% acrylic
• Stretchy knit fabric for comfortable fit
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

76652 M GREEN/BLACK -

76653 L GREEN/BLACK -

76654 XL GREEN/BLACK -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

76655 M GREEN/BLACK -

76656 L GREEN/BLACK -

76657 XL GREEN/BLACK -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

76648 M GREEN/BROWN -

76649 L GREEN/BROWN -

76650 XL GREEN/BROWN -

Trade Unit 1

WINTER WATERPROOF GLOVE
Product Code: PLG074
When you need all-out protection against harsh and cold weather, the Prologic 
Winter Waterproof gloves are your best form of defence – and with a nice helping 
of style. These waterproof gloves feature the thickest insulation in our range but still 
retain a comfortable and ergonomic fit thanks to their stretchy fabric. A double cuff 
means you can create a seal with your jacket to prevent wind or rain getting in and 
the added non-slip texture on the palms and fingers gives you optimum grip no mat-
ter how bad the conditions get. These gloves go exceptionally well with thermal suits.

• Waterproof
• Soft and flexible technical material
• Soft fleece lining
• Structured rubber grip inside palm and fingertips
• Double cuff design to keep wind and rain out
• Ergonomic fit
• 60%nylon/30%polyester/10%elastane

SOFTSHELL LINER GLOVE
Product Code: PLG073
When the cold wind bites, make sure your hands are well protected with these 
super-warm and comfortable Softshell Liner gloves. Featuring an incredibly comfort-
able and thick, soft-touch lining, these gloves keep the wind off your hands and keep 
them cosy. An elasticated wrist with large cuff ensures a snug fit with your jacket to 
prevent wind and rain getting in.  

• Windproof shell
• Soft inner lining
• Elasticated wrist for snug fit
• 50%polyester/40%polyurethane/10%elastane

NEOPRENE GRIP GLOVE
Product Code: PLG072
Keep your hands warm but still retain great dexterity with these thin yet warm 
neoprene stretch gloves – perfect for a wide range of carp fishing applications. 
Featuring a rubberised material on the palm and inside of the thumb for improved 
grip, the fingers also feature additional anti-slip dots. Suede between the fingers and 
on thumb for maximum durability. They also feature fold-back tips on the index finger, 
middle finger and thumb, for easy knot tying, rig making or getting a brew on.

• Soft and warm neoprene
• Suede fabric as a durable contrast 
• Rubberised material on palm and thumb for improved grip
• Fold-back tips on two fingers and thumb
• 50%polyester/20%polyurethane/20%nylon/10%elastane
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NEW
AVAILABLE 

NOW

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR PRICE

76651 ONESIZE GREEN/BLACK -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74674 H175.5 X W50 X D49.5CM -

Trade Unit 1

NEOPRENE CASTING STALL
Product Code: PLG071
Protect your index finger when extreme casting is required with our flexible and 
comfortable casting stall. Featuring a combination of neoprene and soft leather, this 
stall is fully adjustable thanks to the elastic sections and Velcro cuff. Leather on the 
back of the finger helps improve grip.

• Neoprene and leather
• Elastic and adjustable Velcro cuff
• Protection and flexibility
• One size
• 50%polyester/20%nylon/20%leather/10%elastane

GIVE YOUR SALES 
A HELPING HAND
Whether your customers are fly fishing fanatics, lure lovers or carp connois-
seurs, our new all-encompassing range of gloves will have something to 
help them. 

Gloves are probably not considered the most exciting products in the world, 
but you can make them exciting with our stylish and eye-catching display, 
which will helps increase interest in them in your store. 

This high-quality, free-standing display can be placed almost anywhere in 
your store and is perfect for reminding your customers that actually, yes, 
their hands were pretty cold last time they went fishing.

Perfect to stand near the counter or in another high-traffic spot, this display 
will help you cash in some extra sales that many anglers will be happy to 
add-on to their other purchases without any fuss.

Product Code: OTV064
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SIZE GUIDE
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ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74655 H171XW51XD57CM -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

64968 H135XW60XD35CM -

Trade Unit 1

PL ROD DISPLAY WITH LED LIGHT 16 RODS
Product Code: PLV033

PL ROD STAND BLACK 20 RODS
Product Code: PLV012
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HIGH Single-sided HIGH Single-sided - BULK HIGH Double-sided LOW Single-sided LOW Double-sided

Dimensions H: 220 x W: 90 H: 220 x W: 120 H: 220 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90

Color Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black

Back sides With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes

Shelfs 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 10 x loose + 2 x Footers 3 x loose + 1 x Footer 6 x loose + 2 x Footers

Hooks 50 pcs 0 pcs 100 pcs 30 pcs 60 pcs

Logo sign holder 1 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs

Logo signs
printed on both sides

SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM

Price is FOB GUANGZHOU

Price 100 pcs $127,50 $132,00 $237,80 $90,80 $168,40

Price 500 pcs $124,95 $129,36 $233,04 $88,98 $165,03

HIGH Single-sided HIGH Single-sided - BULK HIGH Double-sided LOW Single-sided LOW Double-sided

Dimensions H: 220 x W: 90 H: 220 x W: 120 H: 220 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90

Color Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black

Back sides With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes

Shelfs 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 10 x loose + 2 x Footers 3 x loose + 1 x Footer 6 x loose + 2 x Footers

Hooks 50 pcs 0 pcs 100 pcs 30 pcs 60 pcs

Logo sign holder 1 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs

Logo signs
printed on both sides

SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM

Price is FOB GUANGZHOU

Price 100 pcs $127,50 $132,00 $237,80 $90,80 $168,40

Price 500 pcs $124,95 $129,36 $233,04 $88,98 $165,03

HIGH Single-sided HIGH Single-sided - BULK HIGH Double-sided LOW Single-sided LOW Double-sided

Dimensions H: 220 x W: 90 H: 220 x W: 120 H: 220 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90

Color Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black

Back sides With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes

Shelfs 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 10 x loose + 2 x Footers 3 x loose + 1 x Footer 6 x loose + 2 x Footers

Hooks 50 pcs 0 pcs 100 pcs 30 pcs 60 pcs

Logo sign holder 1 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs

Logo signs
printed on both sides

SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM

Price is FOB GUANGZHOU

Price 100 pcs $127,50 $132,00 $237,80 $90,80 $168,40

Price 500 pcs $124,95 $129,36 $233,04 $88,98 $165,03

HIGH Single-sided HIGH Single-sided - BULK HIGH Double-sided LOW Single-sided LOW Double-sided

Dimensions H: 220 x W: 90 H: 220 x W: 120 H: 220 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90

Color Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black

Back sides With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes

Shelfs 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 10 x loose + 2 x Footers 3 x loose + 1 x Footer 6 x loose + 2 x Footers

Hooks 50 pcs 0 pcs 100 pcs 30 pcs 60 pcs

Logo sign holder 1 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs

Logo signs
printed on both sides

SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM

Price is FOB GUANGZHOU

Price 100 pcs $127,50 $132,00 $237,80 $90,80 $168,40

Price 500 pcs $124,95 $129,36 $233,04 $88,98 $165,03

HIGH Single-sided HIGH Single-sided - BULK HIGH Double-sided LOW Single-sided LOW Double-sided

Dimensions H: 220 x W: 90 H: 220 x W: 120 H: 220 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90 H: 140 x W: 90

Color Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black Mat Black

Back sides With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes With mix holes

Shelfs 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 5 x loose + 1 x Footer 10 x loose + 2 x Footers 3 x loose + 1 x Footer 6 x loose + 2 x Footers

Hooks 50 pcs 0 pcs 100 pcs 30 pcs 60 pcs

Logo sign holder 1 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs 1 pcs 2 pcs

Logo signs
printed on both sides

SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM SG, PL, MC, DAM

Price is FOB GUANGZHOU

Price 100 pcs $127,50 $132,00 $237,80 $90,80 $168,40

Price 500 pcs $124,95 $129,36 $233,04 $88,98 $165,03

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74599 W90XH220cm -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74600 W90XH220cm -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74601 W90XH140cm -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74602 W90XH140cm -

Trade Unit 1

ITEM NO. DIMENSIONS PRICE

74603 W120XH220cm -

Trade Unit 1

METAL DISPLAY ONE SIDED HIGH
50 HOOKS INCLUDED / 5 SHELFS
Product Code: OTV001

METAL DISPLAY DOUBLE SIDED HIGH
100 HOOKS INCLUDED / 10 SHELFS
Product Code: OTV002

METAL DISPLAY ONE SIDED LOW
50 HOOKS INCLUDED / 3 SHELFS
Product Code: OTV003

METAL DISPLAY DOUBLE SIDED LOW
50 HOOKS INCLUDED / 6 SHELFS
Product Code: OTV004

METAL DISPLAY ONE SIDED HIGH (BULK)  
5 SHELFS
Product Code: OTV005

TOP SIGNS INCLUDED

TOP SIGNS INCLUDED

TOP SIGNS INCLUDED

TOP SIGNS INCLUDED

TOP SIGNS INCLUDED
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